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ABSTRACT
The incorporation of virtual humans with realistic interaction properties in the design of 
products and services can play a very crucial role in terms of their accessibility and 
ergonomy. Digital Human Modeling [DHM) and simulation has gained importance in the 
past few years and allows designers easily observe and evaluate the interaction of the 
designed product with a virtual user having specific needs and/or preferences. 
Simulation can be used to study and compare alternative designs or to troubleshoot 
existing systems. It offers to designers the opportunity to explore how a new system 
might behave before the real prototype is developed, or how an existing system might 
perform if altered, thus reducing development time and costs. But even if many 
remarkable researches in this direction can be found in the literature, a holistic 
framework including a formal definition of virtual users with disabilities, a detailed 
description of user tasks taking into account alternative modalities and the use of 
assistive devices, in order to be used in different simulation frameworks, has not yet 
been proposed.
The core concept of this PhD research is to empower the accessibility of ICT and non-lCT 
technologies by introducing an innovative user modelling technique for the elderly and 
disabled. This new user modelling methodology is able to describe in detail a large 
variety of possible disabilities, the affected by the disabilities tasks as well as the 
physical, cognitive and behavioural/psychological user characteristics. An extension of 
UsiXMU language has been developed, in order to express the proposed Virtual User 
Models [VUMs) in a machine-readable format. Research has been conducted, in order to 
determine how the values of various disability parameters vary over individuals and 
whether these values follow any common probability distribution (e.g.: Gaussian, 
Poisson, etc.). The great importance of finding such a correlation lies on the fact that it 
enables making realistic assumptions for different percentages of the disabled 
population. For instance, if the mean value and the standard deviation of visual acuity 
for people with myopia is known and we also know that visual acuity follows the 
Gaussian probability distribution, we could find the value of visual acuity for the 80%, 
90%, etc. of people with myopia. Tools for supporting and putting the proposed user 
modeling methodology into practice have been also developed.
http://w w w .usixm l.org/
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
Disability is part of the human condition. Almost everyone will be temporarily or 
permanently impaired at some point in life. Moreover, aging is strongly connected with 
difficulties in functioning. It is important to realise that people with disabilities are not 
just a tiny minority of the population. The lowest estimate, based on the currently 
defined disablement categories, estimates their total number at around 74 Million 
persons, in the European Union. However, other estimates that take into account a) 
people with cognitive difficulties, and b) those people in the so-called hinterland 
between fully able bodied and the classically termed people with disabilities, should 
considerably raise those numbers, as highlighted in table 1.
With increasing life expectancy, visual and hearing impairments also increase, as well as 
neurological disorders such as Alzheimer's disease and dementia. In addition, we need 
to consider that the composition of the population is changing. Many people are 
surviving permanently disabling accidents and illness and even more are living longer. It 
would seem logical that the spaces built to accommodate this population must, by 
necessity, change also.
In the 27 EU countries, about 16% of the population are over 65, a number that is 
estimated to rise rapidly in the coming years^.
Up to 15% of the population across the European Union has a disability, such as a visual, 
hearing, speech, cognitive, or motor impairment^.
Around 20% of people over 50 experience severe physical disabilities
Spending on pensions, heath and long-term care will rise sharply over the next 20 years
TABLE 1 STATISTICS ABOUT THE ELDERLY AND DISABLED
People with disabilities often face discrimination and infringement of their rights on a 
daily basis. Despite the rapid evolution of ICT over the last years and the increasing
2 Eurostat yearbook 2008.
3 Report of the Inclusive Communications (INCGM) subgroup of the Communications Committee (COCOM) 
COCOM04-08.
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acknowledgment of the importance of accessibility, the developers of mainstream ICT- 
based products still act and struggle under total absence of structured guidance and 
support for adjusting their envisaged products and services with their users' real-time 
accessibility needs. As a result, a critical mass market, including that of older people and 
people with disabilities-friendly ICT-based products and services targeting older people 
and people with disabilities, remains highly locked. A similar situation is observed in the 
development of non-ICT products and services, where developers toil to test and evolve 
their prototypes in terms of their functionality, without however being able to 
systematically test their developments in terms of their accessibility. Inaccessible 
products and services create major barriers to participation and inclusion. Disabling 
barriers in various domains, such as workplace, transportation, living spaces, 
infotainment and health, contribute to poorer health outcomes, lower educational 
achievement, less economic participation, higher rates of poverty, increased dependency 
and restricted participation.
Even though some environments, products and services are accessible for the majority 
of the population, including the elderly and disabled, the ergonomy is another factor of 
great importance that has to be taken into account by the designers. When a 
product/service is accessible but not ergonomic, although it can potentially be used, the 
person using the specific product/service faces difficulties in the usage, including great 
effort, pain, etc. Health problems may arise due to low ergonomy. Repetitive and forceful 
movements and vibrations which may occur when operating various devices can lead to 
various pathologies, mainly in the vascular, nervous and even cardiovascular system. 
Employees with or without disabilities often face stress and strain due to the poor 
design of the workplace. This may lead to physical and mental fatigue, as well as to 
reduction of motivation. Poor ergonomics are strongly related with reduced product 
quality. It has also been cited as the reason for failure in many ICT projects.
Over the last years, special emphasis is given to the importance of an open and 
accessible to all society and the identification and removal of accessibility barriers. 
Within the European Community, disability is addressed as a human rights issue and as 
a matter of law. It is a technological challenge to provide senior citizens with systems 
that could foster the different facets in the perception of quality of life. These systems 
should improve the level of independence, promote the social relationships, leverage the 
immersion in the environments and encourage the psychological and physical state of 
the person.
When people's needs and capabilities are considered during the design, implementation 
and operation of products and services, there are many benefits, including ease of use, 
ease of learning, satisfaction, trust and loyalty, safety and health, productivity and work 
quality, satisfaction and commitment. Moreover, accidents, injuries and illness, 
development costs, as well as need for redesign and recall, are significantly reduced. It 
can be considered that good ergonomics is good economics. On the other hand, when 
human aspects are not considered, this often leads to the development of inaccessible
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and non-ergonomic products and services. The lack of accessibility and ergonomy puts 
great barriers in the daily life of people with disabilities and even exclude them from 
many activities.
The incorporation of virtual humans with realistic interaction properties in the design of 
products and services can play a very crucial role in terms of their accessibility and 
ergonomy. Digital Human Modeling [DHM) and simulation has gained importance in the 
past few years and allows designers easily observe and evaluate the interaction of the 
designed product with a virtual user having specific needs and/or preferences. 
Simulation can be used to study and compare alternative designs or to troubleshoot 
existing systems. It offers to designers the opportunity to explore how a new system 
might behave before the real prototype is developed, or how an existing system might 
perform if altered, thus reducing development time and costs. But even if many 
remarkable researches in this direction can be found in the literature, a holistic 
framework including a formal definition of virtual users with disabilities, a detailed 
description of user tasks taking into account alternative modalities and the use of 
assistive devices, in order to be used in different simulation frameworks, has not yet 
been proposed.
1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION
The use of user models for developing more accessible products and services is not new. 
However, the most common technique for helping designers and developers to consider 
user needs is the use of personas. Personas are "hypothetical archetypes" of actual users 
and they represent real people during the design process. The purpose of personas is to 
make users seem more real, to help designers keep realistic ideas of users throughout 
the design process. Designers and evaluators refer to personas when considering design 
specifics. A persona includes specific characteristics, demographics, and experience 
levels as well as some additional information such as behaviors, attitudes, motivations, 
and goals. Although personas can be a valuable approach towards the development of 
accessible and ergonomic products and services, they cannot be used directly in 
simulation environments performing physically-based simulation of user tasks, as they 
are abstract descriptions of users not expressed in a machine-readable format.
A variety of virtual user models expressed in machine-readable formats describing 
quantitative human characteristics, in a way that can be used in simulation 
environments have been also proposed in the literature. However, most of them are 
focused on specific human characteristics or specific human body parts. For instance, 
there are virtual user models focusing on the movement of user's upper or lower limbs 
and some others that aim to model human cognition. Currently, there is not any virtual 
user model presented in the literature able to represent in detail the physical in 
conjunction with the cognitive and behavioural characteristics of the user.
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Moreover, task analysis is generally considered independently from user modeling 
although they are strongly related, especially when trying to model people with 
disabilities. Disabilities cause, in general, functional limitations that make the execution 
of specific tasks hard or even impossible. If these affected by the disabilities tasks could 
be also described within a user model, this could offer additional advantages to the 
whole simulation process. The use of assistive devices or alternative modalities should 
be also considered when trying to analyze the tasks performed by users with disabilities. 
Currently, there is not any coupled user and task modeling methodology able to describe 
user characteristics in conjunction with the affected by the disabilities tasks, the use of 
assistive devices and alternative modalities in tasks' execution.
Even if many different approaches have been proposed in the literature regarding the 
modeling of people with disabilities, one major limitation is that most of them are 
focused on the progression of the disabilities and they aim mainly to enable accurate 
prediction that will help physicians with the treatment of the patients. On the other 
hand, when trying to simulate users interaction with a product to assess its accessibility, 
there is no need for prediction of the disability progression. Instead, a virtual user model 
representing an accurate "instance" of the real corresponding user is needed. 
Additionally, the development of user models representing specific population groups 
would enable the generalization of the assessment result, in order to consider a specific 
design as generally accessible or inaccessible for a target population group.
The research presented in the present thesis tries to overcome the before-mentioned 
limitations by defining a new Virtual User Model able to describe the physical, cognitive 
and behavioural characteristics of older people and people with disabilities. An 
innovative coupled user and task modeling approach is also proposed focusing on the 
simulated accessibility assessment of designs. Moreover, statistical analysis is proposed 
using new regression methods for the identification of the variability of each disability 
parameter over the disabled population that will lead to the development of accurate 
virtual user models that correspond to specific disabled population groups. By using 
these virtual user models in simulation environments, designers and developers will be 
able to identify accessibility problems of their virtual prototypes at the early stages of 
design and development. Moreover, they will be able to set the preferred accessibility 
level of their designs. For instance, if a car designer wants a new car interior to be 
accessible for the 90% of the people over 70 years old, a user model generated 
according to the proposed methodology representing this population group can be used 
in simulation conditions, in order to identify possible accessibility or ergonomy 
problems. The proposed user modeling methodology is is expected to have a great 
potential in simulated accessibility assessment of designs, empowering, thus, the social 
inclusion of people with disabilities and also reducing development time and costs of 
products and services.
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1.3 CONTRIBUTION OF THE PRESENT PHD RESEARCH
The core concept of this PhD research is to empower the accessibility of ICT and non-ICT 
technologies by introducing an innovative user modelling technique that will contribute 
to the minimization of the need for real user testing during the planning/development 
phase. During the development of new products/applications, in most cases, and 
whenever accessibility testing is performed, this is supported via the involvement of real 
users with various functional limitations at specific stages of development [in most of 
the cases after the development of the first prototype). The proposed VUMs target to the 
description of elderly and disabled people, in order to be used instead of real people 
with difficulties in functioning during the accessibility assessment process of a new 
prototype. This new user modelling methodology is able to describe in detail a large 
variety of possible disabilities, the affected by the disabilities tasks as well as the 
physical, cognitive and behavioural/psychological user characteristics. An extension of 
UsiXML  ^ language has been developed, in order to express the proposed Virtual User 
Models [VUMs) in a machine-readable format. Research has been conducted, in order to 
determine how the values of various disability parameters vary over individuals and 
whether these values follow any common probability distribution [e.g.: Gaussian, 
Poisson, etc.). The great importance of finding such a correlation lies on the fact that it 
enables making realistic assumptions for different percentages of the disabled 
population. Tools for supporting and putting the proposed user modeling methodology 
into practice have been also developed.
The core contribution of the present PhD research can be can be summarized in the 
following:
• A new Virtual User Model able to describe efficiently elderly users and users 
with disabilities is introduced. This VUM includes a large variety of physical, 
cognitive and behavioural/psychological user characteristics. The main purpose 
of developing such a VUM is to be used in simulation platforms performing 
automatic accessibility/ergonomy assessment and in adaptive interfaces, where 
User Interfaces [UIs) are customized according to user's needs and preferences.
• A new methodology for the development of Virtual User Models that represent 
specific disabled population groups is also introduced based on statistical
http://w w w .usixm l.org/
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analysis. For the development of this methodology research was conducted, in 
order to determine how the values of various disability parameters vary over 
individuals and whether these values follow any common probability 
distribution. This methodology is based on parametric and non-parametric 
regression analysis as well as an innovative hybrid regression method that can 
handle small sample sizes. When performing simulated accessibility or 
ergonomy assessment of a design using virtual user models is very important to 
know that the virtual user model used in the simulation represents a specific 
disabled population group. For instance, if an automotive company wants to 
introduce a new car to the market, it would be very useful if it could be ensured 
that this new car wil be accessible for, let's say, the 80% of users with arthritis.
• A new methodology for automatic simulated accessibility and ergonomy 
assessment of virtual designs is introduced. This methodology includes the 
formal definition of users with various disabilities as well as the affected by the 
disabilities tasks. Alternative modalities and assistive devices that can be used 
during tasks' execution are also described in detail. Moreover, the scenarios on 
which the whole simulation process will be based are defined in a formal way.
• Tools for supporting and putting these three before mentioned methodologies 
into practice have been developed. More specifically, the tools that have been 
developed show how the proposed virtual user models can be used for the 
automatic accessibility and ergonomy assessment of virtual designs, for the 
accessibility assessment of web and standalone software applications and for 
simulating human cognition.
1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT
The structure of this document is as follows: After the present introduction, in Section 
2, a review of the work done so far for user modelling is presented, as well as various 
protocols proposed and an assessment for each one of them on its usefulness to this PhD 
research.
In Section 3, the methodology for the development of virtual user models describing the 
elderly and people with disabilities and the use of these virtual user models in 
simulation frameworks performing accessibility assessment of virtual designs is 
presented.
In Section 4, the methodology for creating virtual user models able to represent specific 
disabled population groups is presented. The way that human characteristics, abilities 
and functional limitations vary over individuals with various disabilities has been 
examined. More specifically, focus was given to the following disabilities: a) stroke, b) 
Parkinson's disease, c) cerebral palsy, d] multiple sclerosis, e) coxarthrosis, f) 
Gonarthrosis, g) amputation and h) functional limitations of the elderly people.
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Sections 5 and 6 present how the proposed user modeling methodology can be put into 
practice. Tools for supporting and putting these three before mentioned methodologies 
into practice have been developed. More specifically, the tools that have been developed 
show how the proposed virtual user models can be used for the automatic accessibility 
and ergonomy assessment of virtual designs, for the accessibility assessment of web and 
standalone software applications and for simulating human cognition.
Finally, in Section 7 the main conclusions resulting from the current PhD research are 
summarized and possible future extensions of the current research are discussed.
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2 USER INTERACTION MODELING - LITERATURE REVIEW
Towards the development of virtual humans, in recent years researchers have made 
significant progress by focusing their attention on biomechanically modelling various 
body parts, including the face [70], the neck [85], the torso [36], the hand [148], and the 
leg [81]. Surveys on behavioural modelling of virtual humans have been also conducted 
[157].
Algorithms for dynamical animation of digital humans have been also presented in the 
literature. Hodgins et al. [62] presented a set of motion algorithms allowing a rigid-body 
to stand, run, turn at various speeds, ride a bicycle and perform vaulting. Other studies 
investigated different types of jumps, such as squat vertical jumping and 
countermovement jumping with and without arm swing [28]. Wooten [156] conducted 
research on improving methods for controlling dynamically simulated human figures. 
Parameterized basic controllers were developed so that each controller could produce a 
variety of behaviors including leaping, tumbling, landing, and balancing.
The simulation of virtual humans can be a powerful approach to support engineers in 
the product development process. Recently research interest in using digital human 
modelling for ergonomics purposes has increased significantly [83]. Virtual human 
modelling reduces the need for the production of real prototypes and can even make it 
obsolete [25]. Lamkull et al. [84] performed a comparative analysis on digital human 
modeling simulation results and their outcomes in the real world. The results of study 
show that ergonomic digital human modeling tools are useful for providing designs of 
standing and unconstrained working postures. In the context of the HUMAN FP7 project, 
research has been also conducted towards the model-based automatic, simulated 
evaluation of advanced human machine interface [AHMI] in aircraft cockpit systems [50, 
51]. The first results of the aforementioned research showed the great potential of 
evaluating and altering a user interface [UI] on-the-fly, in a way that best fits user 
specific needs.
Additionally, the use of virtual humans and simulation in the automotive industry has 
shown great potential. Porter et al. [121] present a summary of applications of digital 
human models in vehicle ergonomics during the early years of personal computers, at 
which time few of the current commercial DHM software tools were available.
Existing available tools and frameworks provide designers with the means for creating 
virtual humans with different capabilities and use them for simulation purposes. DANCE 
[133], for instance, is an open framework for computer animation research focusing on 
the development of simulations and dynamic controllers, unlike many other animation 
systems, which are oriented towards geometric modeling and kinematic animation. 
SimTk's OpenSim [135] is also a freely available, user extensible software system that 
lets users develop models of musculoskeletal structures and create dynamic simulations 
of movement.
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One tool using virtual environments for ergonomic analysis is the VR ANTHROPOS [7], 
which simulates the human body in the virtual environment realistically and in real­
time. There are also many tools such as JACK [118], RAMSIS [99], SAMMIE [122], 
HADRIAN [95], SIMTER [90], Safework [44], Santos™ [154], offering considerable 
benefits to designers who apply design for all approaches, as they allow the evaluation 
of a virtual prototype using virtual users with specific abilities. A list of software tools 
for ergonomics analysis is reported in [43]. RAMSIS and JACK are the most popular 
accessibility design software packages, focusing on automotive industry. Both RAMSIS 
and JACK have anthropometric data sets based on measurements taken from the healthy 
and the able-bodied groups.
Concerning cognitive modeling, the early attempts of [1, 37] include the use of various 
mathematical models like Bayes' decision model (e.g. Edwards [38] probabilistic 
information processor) or Shanon's information theory. Over the years, as interactive 
computer systems became affordable to more people, the research on human computer 
interaction (HCI) gained much attention.
The Command Language Grammar [102] developed by Moran could be considered as 
the first HCI model. It proposed a top-down approach to decompose an interaction task 
and provided a conceptual view of the interface before its implementation. However, the 
capabilities and limitations of the users were completely ignored. Model Human 
Processor (MHP) [26] was an important milestone in HCI modelling since it introduced 
the concept of simulating HCI from the perspective of users. It inspired the development 
of the GOMS family of models [26] that are still probably the most popular modelling 
tools in human-computer interaction.
A plethora of cognitive architectures simulating the results of different experiments in 
psychological laboratories have been introduced. Since these models are capable [or at 
least required to be capable) of simulating any type of user behaviour, they are also 
often used to simulate the behaviour of users while interacting with a computer. Gray et 
al. [54] claim that cognitive architectures ensure the development of consistent models 
over a range of behavioural phenomena due to their rigorous theoretical basis.
There are two main approaches of user modelling: the GOMS family of models focusing 
on HCI and the models involving cognitive architectures taking a more detailed view of 
human cognition. The GOMS family of models is based on goal-action pairs and 
corresponds to the Sequence/Method representation while cognitive architectures aim 
to represent the users' mental model. The Sequence/Method representation assumes 
that all interactions consist of a sequence of operations or generalized methods, while 
the mental model representation assumes that users have an underlying model of the 
whole system.
There is also a third kind of model in HCI that evaluates an interface by predicting users' 
expectations, rather than their performance [e.g. Task Action Language [126], Task 
Action Grammar [116] etc.). These models use a formal grammar in order to describe an
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interaction, where each action is modelled by a sentence. They can be used to compare 
users' performance based on standard sentence complexity measures; however, they 
have not yet been used and tested as extensively as the users' behaviour simulator.
2.1 ONTOLOGY-BASED MODELS
The notion of ontology-based user models was first developed by Razmerita et al. in 
2003 [127] that presented a generic ontology-based user modelling architecture called 
OntobUM. OntobUM integrated three ontologies: a user ontology characterizing the 
users, a domain ontology defining the relationships between the personalization 
applications, and a log ontology defining the semantics of user-application interaction. A 
similar, but way more extensive approach for ontology-based representation of the user 
models was presented by [60]. Heckmann [58] suggests GUMO what seems to be the 
most comprehensive publicly available user modelling ontology to date. He justifies the 
need for a commonly accepted ontology for user models. These works are natural 
extensions of earlier works on general user modelling systems of [66, 74, 80], and 
others. Such a general user model ontology may be represented in a modern semantic 
web language like OWL, and thus be available for all user-adaptive systems.
2.2 XML-BASED MODELS
XML-based languages for user modelling have also been proposed. UserML has been 
introduced in [59] as user model exchange language. A central conceptual idea in 
UserML's approach is the division of user model dimensions into the three parts 
auxiliaiy, predicate and range. Additionally, further important meta attributes have been 
identified for the user modeling domain. These are situation [like start, end, durability, 
location and position), privacy [like key, owner, access, purpose, retention) and 
explanation [like creator, method, evidence, confidence).
2.3 PERSONA USER MODELS
Recently the use of empirically based, abstract descriptions of people has gained 
popularity and has been developed into a well documented design practice [30, 52,109, 
108, 124]. The main argument for abstracting the user in this particular way is that 
experience from design projects shows that the use of descriptions of people in the form 
of 'personas' engage designers more than design based primarily on scenarios [108, 
124]. Pruitt et al. [124] claim that currently there are no explanations of why many 
prefer to develop personas, instead of focusing directly on the scenarios that describe 
the actual work processes that the design is intended to support. However, a potential 
candidate to a theory of using 'personas' in design is, according to Pruitt et al. [124], the 
'theory of mind' that says that we, as humans, always use our knowledge of other 
people's mental states to predict their behaviour [8]. So, after HCI researchers have 
struggled for years to expand the original cognitive basis for HCI to include a concept of
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the individual's environment [55, 140], a renewed focus on mental representations 
seems to arise from research as well as from experience from design practice.
2 .4 APPLICATION SPECIFIC MODELS
A lot of works has been done on user modelling for developing customizable 
applications. These models maintain a user profile and use different types of AI systems 
to predict performance. Application specific models are particularly popular in online 
adaptable systems (like personalized search engines or portals).
The Generative User Model [104] has been developed for personalized information 
retrieval. In this model, user given query words are related to user's mental state and 
retrieved object using latent probabilistic variables. Norcio [110] used fuzzy logic to 
classify users of an intelligent tutoring system. Norcio and Chen [111] also used an 
artificial neural network for the same purpose as their previous work [110]. The 
Lumiere convenience project [63] used the so called influence diagram in modeling 
users. The influence diagram models the relationships between users' needs, goals, user 
background etc. However, all these models are developed by keeping only a single 
application in mind and so they are hardly usable to model human performance in 
general.
2.5 COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURES
Allen Newell developed the Soar architecture [106], according to which the vast variety 
of human response functions for different stimuli in the environment can only be 
explained by a symbolic system. So, the Soar system models human cognition as a 
production-rule based system and any task is carried out by a search in a problem space. 
The heart of the Soar system is its chunking mechanism, according to which during a 
problem-solving task, whenever the system cannot determine a single operator for 
achieving a task and thus cannot move to a new state, an impasse is said to occur. An 
impasse models a situation where a user does not have sufficient knowledge to carry out 
a task. At this stage Soar explores all possible operators and selects the one that brings it 
nearest to the goal. It then learns a rule that can solve a similar situation in the future.
However, there are certain aspects of human cognition [like perception, recognition, 
motor action) that can better be explained by a connectionist approach than a symbolic 
one [113]. The ACT-R system [5] does not follow the pure symbolic modelling strategy 
of the Soar, rather it was developed as a hybrid model, which has both symbolic and sub 
symbolic levels of processing. At the symbolic level, ACT-R operates as a rule based 
system. It divides the long-term memory into declarative and procedural memory. 
Declarative memory is used to store facts in the form of 'chunks' and the procedural 
memory stores production rules. The system works to achieve a goal by firing 
appropriate productions from the production memory and retrieving relevant facts 
from the declarative memory. However the variability of human behaviour is modelled
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at the sub-symbolic level. The long-term memory is implemented as a semantic network. 
Calculation of the retrieval time of a fact and conflict resolution among rules is done 
based on the activation values of the nodes and links of the semantic network.
EPIC (Executive-Process/Interactive Control) [100] is an innovative architecture by 
incorporating separate perception and motor behaviour modules in a cognitive 
architecture. It mainly concentrates on modelling the capability of simultaneous 
multiple task performance of users. It also inspired the ACT-R architecture to install 
separate perception and motor modules and developing the ACT-R/PM system. A few 
examples of their usage in HCI are the modelling of menu searching and icon searching 
tasks.
The CORE system (Constraint-based Optimizing Reasoning Engine) [40, 65] models 
cognition as a set of constraints and an objective function. Constraints are specified in 
terms of the relationship between events in the environment, tasks and psychological 
processes. Unlike the other systems, it does not execute a task hierarchy; rather 
prediction is obtained by solving a constraint satisfaction problem.
The GOMS (Goals, Operators, Method and Selection) family of models was inspired by 
the GPS system [107] developed by Newell. It assumes that people interact with a 
computer to achieve a goal by selecting a method, which consists of a sequence of basic 
operations. The GOMS model enables a designer to simulate the sequence of actions of a 
user while undertaking a task by decomposing the task into goals and sub goals. There 
exist many variations of the original GOMS model (e.g. Cognitive-Perceptual-Motor 
GOMS (CPM-GOMS) [67], etc.).
Kieras developed a structured language representation of the GOMS model, called 
NGOMSL (Natural GOMS Language) [76]. He also developed a modelling tool, GLEAN 
(GOMS Language Evaluation and Analysis) [77], to execute NGOMSL. It simulates the 
interaction between a simulated user with a simulated device for undertaking a task.
There are also some additional cognitive architectures (like Interactive Cognitive 
Subsystems [11], Apex, DUAL, CLARION [29] etc.), but they are not yet as extensively 
used as the previously discussed systems.
2 .5 .1  DISCUSSION
A main problem of the existing modelling approaches stems from issues related to 
disability. There is not much reported work on systematic modelling of assistive 
interfaces. McMillan [98] introduced the need to use HCI models to unify different 
research streams in assistive technology, but his work aimed to model the system rather 
than the user. In the context of the AVANTl project [143,142] an assistive interface for a 
web browser was modeled, based on static and dynamic characteristics of users. 
However, this model is hard to generalize to other applications as it does not address the 
basic perceptual, cognitive and motor behaviour of users. Keates et al. [75] measured
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the difference between able-bodied and motor-impaired users with respect to the Model 
Human Processor (MHP) [26] and motor-impaired users were found to have a greater 
motor action time than their able-bodied counterparts. Although this finding is 
obviously significant, the KLM model itself is too primitive to use. Biswas et al. proposed 
a user model [18] based on a more generalized approach compared with the AVANTl 
project, the main goal of which was to design adaptable interfaces and not to simulate 
users' performance. It broke down the task of user modelling into several steps that 
included clustering users based on their physical and cognitive ability, customizing 
interfaces based on user characteristics and logging user interactions to update the 
model itself.
2.6 RELEVANT STANDARDS AND METHODOLOGIES
The existing standards related to User Modelling provide guidance to ICT and non-lCT 
product and service designers on issues and design practices related to Human Factors. 
They aim to help designers and developers to maximize the level of usability of products 
and services by providing a comprehensive set of Human Factors design guidelines and 
meta-models in machine-readable formats.
This section analyzes standards related to user modelling along with popular 
methodologies and languages for task modelling. For each individual element an 
overview is initially given followed by a brief analysis of its relevance to user modelling. 
Sections 2.6.1 and 2.7.1 conclude with comparative tables illustrating the major 
advantages and weaknesses of existing standards and methodologies in the context of a 
user modelling framework.
2.6.1 STANDARDS RELATED TO USER MODELLING - COMPARISON
A comparative review of the most related to user modelling standards has been 
performed in order to understand their similarities and differences and also to examine 
their potential use in the proposed user modelling methodology. A brief description of 
each standard and its relation to user modelling is presented in the ANNEX. Table 2 
presents a comparison of the standards cited in section 2.2.1, according to the following 
dimensions:
• Focus on accessibility, indicates if the standard focuses on people with special 
needs [provides guidelines for developing accessible products/services, 
analyzes special needs of people with disabilities, etc.).
• Tasks support: indicates if the standard introduces new task models or includes 
guidelines for developing task models.
• Workflows support, indicates if the standard introduces new workflow models or 
includes guidelines for developing workflows.
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• Description o f user needs/preferences: indicates if the standard describes users 
needs/preferences using models [meta-models, ontology-schema, UML class 
diagrams, etc.) or includes guidelines for covering user needs/preferences 
during products and services design and development. User needs/preferences 
include: a) General interaction preferences, b) Interaction modality preferences, c) 
Multicultural aspects, d) Visual preferences, e) Audio preferences, f) Tactile/haptic 
related preferences, g) Date and time preferences, h) Notifications and alerts and i) 
Connectivity preferences.
• Description o f  device characteristics: indicates if the standard describes device 
characteristics or provides guidelines to be followed during the design and 
development of input/output devices.
• Description o f user characteristics: indicates if the standard describes user 
characteristics including sensory abilities [seeing, hearing, touch, taste, smell, 
balance, etc.), physical abilities [speech, dexterity, manipulation, mobility, 
strength, endurance, etc.) and cognitive abilities [intellect, memory, language, 
literacy, etc.). A standard may include definitions of user characteristics, changes 
of these characteristics with age, analysis of user populations and their 
characteristics, etc.
• Guidelines: indicates if the standard provides guidelines/recommendations that 
have to be followed by designers and developers of products and services.
• Implementation: indicates if the standard provides meta-models, UML diagrams, 
ontology schemas, XML schemas, and machine-readable formats in general.
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2.7 TASK MODELLING TECHNIQUES
Task Models [87, 96, 10, 97, 131, 4, 123] describe how to perform activities to reach 
users' goals. The need for modelling is most acutely felt when the design aims to support 
system implementation as well. If there are only informal representations [such as 
scenarios or paper mock-ups) available to developers, they would have to make many 
design decisions on their own, likely without the necessary background, to obtain a 
complete interactive system. Task models represent the intersection between user 
interface design and more systematic approaches by providing designers with a means 
of representing and manipulating an abstraction of activities that should be performed 
to reach user goals.
Task models can be represented at various abstraction levels. When designers want to 
specify only requirements regarding how activities should be performed, they consider 
only the main high-level tasks. On the other hand, when designers aim to provide 
precise design indications then the activities are represented at a small granularity, thus 
including aspects related to the dialogue model of a user interface [which defines how 
system and user actions can be sequenced).
User models are often strongly-related with the tasks that the user is able to perform, so 
the task models offer the base for the development o f new user modelling techniques.
2.7.1 TASK MODELING TECHNIQUES COMPARISON
In this section, a comparative review of the most popular task modelling techniques is 
presented [Table 3). A brief descrition of each task modelling technique is presented in 
the ANNEX. In order for Table 3 to be fully understandable, it is essential to introduce 
the available temporal relationships . between tasks [some temporal relationships 
appear in the cells of Table 3).
The temporal relationships between tasks include:
• Binary relationships -  Binary relationships connect two different tasks.
o Enabling -  Enabling relationships specify that a target task cannot begin 
until the source task is finished.
o Disabling -  Disabling relationships refer to a source task that is 
completely interrupted by a target task.
o Suspend/resume -  Suspend resume relationships refer to a source task 
that can be partially interrupted by a target task and after the target task 
is completed, the source task will be concluded.
o Order independence -  Order independence relationships define that two 
tasks are independent of the order of execution.
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o Concurrency with information passing -  Concurrency with Information 
Passing relationships define that two tasks are executed concurrently 
and there is passing information between them.
o Independent concurrency -  Independent concurrency relationship is a 
type of temporal relationships where two tasks are executed 
concurrently but independently and there is no information interchange 
between them.
o Enabling with information passing -  Enabling with information passing 
relationships specify that a target task cannot be executed until the 
source task has been executed, and that information produced by the 
source task is used as an input for the target task.
o Cooperation -  Specifies the cooperative relationship between two or 
more tasks.
o Inclusive choice -  An inclusive choice relationship specifies that either 
both tasks or just one of them or none could be executed.
o Deterministic choice -  Deterministic choice relationships refer to two 
source tasks that could be executed but once one task is initiated, the 
other cannot be accomplished anymore.
o Undeterministic choice -  Undeterministic choice relationships define that 
two tasks could be both started but once one task is finished, the other 
cannot be accomplished anymore.
o Disabling with information passing -  Disabling with information passing 
relationships define that one task is completely interrupted by another 
task and the information produced in the first task is used as an input for 
the second task.
• Unary relationships -  Unary relationships are temporal relationships that 
connect several instances of the same task.
o Optional -  Option relationships refer to tasks that are optional.
o Iteration -  Iteration relationships indicate tasks that may be iterated.
o Finite iteration -  Finite iteration tasks indicate tasks that may be iterated 
n times.
The task modelling techniques cited in section 2.3.1 are compared according to the 
following criteria:
• Decomposition: The decomposition refers to relationships where a parent task is 
decomposed in subtasks.
• Sequence: Defines the type of sequence between different tasks.
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Iteration: Iteration relationships indicate tasks which may be executed 
iteratively.
Choice: Refers to the selective execution of tasks.
Optionalitv: Optionality refers to tasks whose execution could be optional.
Interruption: Refers to the interruption of a task's execution.
Concurrency: Refers to the concurrent execution of tasks.
Cooperation: Refers to the cooperation between tasks.
Parallel: Refers to the parallel execution of tasks.
The last column ["Relevance"] of Table 3 indicates the importance that the criterion of 
each row has for the task modeling technique.
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2.8 USER MODELING VS PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODELING
APPROACH
A user model represents a collection of personal data associated with a specific user. 
Which data is included in the model depends on the purpose of the application. It can 
include personal information such as user name and age, user interests, skills and 
knowledge, user goals, needs and preferences, user behaviour and interaction with the 
system [69].
FIGURE 1 USER MODELING VS PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODELING APPROACH -  VENN
DIAGRAM
The correlation between the classical user modeling approach and the proposed virtual 
user modeling approach is depicted in Figure 1. More specifically, the proposed virtual 
user modeling approach focuses on the simulated accessibility assessment of virtual 
prototypes using virtual user models and, thus, includes mainly quantitative human 
characteristics that can be simulated. For instance, user characteristics like marital 
status, name, email, telephone number and hobbies are not included in the proposed 
VUM, as they do not offer information that could be exploited in physically-based 
simulation. On the other side, variables like range of motion in many joints, forces, visual
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acuity, hearing and cognitive capabilities, which can be used for simulating user's 
interaction with a system, are included in the proposed VUM. Moreover, the proposed 
VUM contains some extra information related to simulation not included in the 
traditional user modeling approaches, such as ACT-R parameters [5] used to simulate 
user's cognition.
2.9 CONCLUSIONS
In Section 2, a review of the work done so far for user modelling, including existing 
models, relevant standards, methodologies and task modelling techniques, was 
presented. Sections 2.6.1 and 2.7.1 concluded with comparative tables illustrating the 
major advantages and weaknesses of existing standards and methodologies in the 
context of a user modelling framework.
In Section 3, a detailed description is given of how the problem of user modelling 
focusing on people with disabililties could be tackled. The proposed user modelling 
methodology enables the description of user needs and preferences as well as functional 
limitations in various body parts of the user.
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3 AN INNOVATIVE USER MODELING METHODOLOGY 
FOCUSED ON THE ELDERLY AND DISABLED
The proposed user modelling methodology described in this section aims to be used 
mainly in simulation platforms performing accessibility/ergonomy assessment of virtual 
prototypes that will foster the development of accessible and ergonomic products and 
services. In order to support the automatic accessibility and ergonomy assessment of 
virtual prototypes, it is essential to describe all interaction components in an accurate 
and formal way. The tasks of the user, including alternative ways of execution through 
different modalities and assistive devices, as well as the simulation scenario to be 
executed, have to be defined at a high level of detail. The capabilities, possible functional 
limitations as well as some other characteristics of the virtual user, such as 
anthropometries, that play a crucial role in the evaluation of the accessibility and the 
ergonomy of a design, have also to be described accurately.
The proposed framework is based on the following seven major building blocks:
i) Abstract User Models: The Abstract User Models refer to a high level 
description of potential user models. They are developed with respect to several 
specific disabilities and are broken down according to the disability category, i.e., 
cognitive user models, physical user models, behavioural & psychological user 
models. An abstract user model includes several disability related parameters 
like disability description, disability metrics, IGF functional abilities, etc.
ii) Generic Virtual User Models: A Generic Virtual User Model [GVUM] describes a 
set of users having a specific set of disabilities. In a Generic Virtual User Model 
the description is also augmented with actions [primitive tasks) that are affected 
by the specific set of disabilities. For instance, for users with hemiplegia actions 
that are affected by the disability could include gait, grasping, etc.
iii) Instance of a Generic Virtual User Model: An instance of a Generic Virtual 
User Model describes an instance of a virtual user [e.g.. Persona). All the 
disabilities of the user are included in the instance of a GVUM as well as the 
affected actions [primitive tasks). Several disability-related parameters are also 
included describing the severity of the disorder. For instance, the value of the 
gait cycle for a specific virtual user who suffers from spinal cord injuries is 2.1 
sec, etc.
iv) Primitive Tasks: The primitive tasks define the primitive human actions and are 
related to the disability category.
v) Task Models: The actions that are being systematically performed in the context 
of the virtual prototype to be tested are described within the task model. These
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tasks are developed using a hierarchical approach. Thus, high level tasks are 
related to more complex abstract actions, e.g. driving, and are broken down into 
simpler tasks, e.g., steering, and primitive tasks, e.g., grasping.
vi) Multimodal Interaction Models: A multimodal interaction model describes the
alternative ways of a primitive task's execution with respect to the different 
target user groups, the replacement modalities and the possible use of assistive 
devices.
vii) Simulation Models: A Simulation Model describes the simulation scenario to be
followed during the simulation process. A Simulation Model may contain
complex or primitive tasks.
The primitive tasks are the basis of the proposed framework, as they are the only 
common reference between the virtual user models, the task models and the simulation 
models. The "divide and conquer" approach for task analysis followed by the proposed 
framework, which allows the analysis of each complex task into primitives, offers great 
advantages for the entire simulation process. First of all, within a simulation framework 
that will be developed according to the proposed framework, only the primitive tasks 
have to be implemented biomechanically. Any possible combination of primitive tasks 
[constituting a complex task) is then supported without the need of extra 
implementation effort. Additionally, any possible simulation scenario could be 
supported for a virtual prototype by simply developing a new simulation model. As 
previously mentioned, a simulation model contains primitive tasks or complex tasks, 
which are analyzed into primitives following the task model hierarchy.
Figure 2 illustrates an outline of the proposed virtual user modeling framework and 
summarizes its most significant properties, while detailed analysis is provided in the 
following sections.
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FIGURE 2 DATAFLOW OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The development of the user models can be performed in four distinct but interrelated
steps:
1. The Abstract User Models are initially formed by examining the current state-of-the- 
art, existing standards and guidelines related to several disabilities. Moreover, this 
information is augmented utilizing the WHO IGF functional abilities framework.
2. The Task Models are developed reflecting the actions that are systematically 
performed by the users in the context of the virtual prototype to be tested. They 
follow a hierarchical structure from high level tasks to low-level primitive tasks. It is 
very important to have a limited but sufficient number of primitive tasks, since they 
will be related to disabilities. Alternative ways of tasks execution are considered, 
through the development of the Multimodal Interaction Models, including different 
modalities and the possible use of assistive devices. The Task Models and the 
Multimodal Interaction Models are used by the simulation platform in conjunction 
with the Simulation Models, which describe the simulation scenario to be followed 
during the simulation process with regard to the accessibility and ergonomy 
assessment of the virtual prototype for a specific virtual user.
3. The Generic Virtual User Models refer to a specific category of virtual users and can 
be comprised from one or more Abstract user models, e.g., a Generic Virtual User 
Model can include the propanopia and hemiplegia disabilities. They also include a 
description for how specific disabilities affect the execution of specific tasks 
[primitive or not) that are described in the task models.
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4. Finally, an instance of a Generic Virtual User Model (virtual user. Persona) describes
a specific virtual user with specific disability related parameters.
Each numbered arrow depicted in Figure 2 shows information exchange between 
models. More specifically,
• arrow #1 presents information passing from the multimodal interaction models 
to the primitive tasks. For every primitive task, a corresponding multimodal 
interaction model may exist to define alternative ways of the primitive task's 
execution using different modalities and/or assistive devices.
o e.g., a primitive task may be the door opening and a multimodal 
interaction model may denote that door can be opened by using the door 
handle or by using the voice controlled mechanism
• arrow #2 presents information passing from primitive tasks to task models. A 
task model describes how a complex task can be analyzed into primitives.
o e.g., a task model may describe the handbrake use inside a car, which could 
be analyzed into the following primitive tasks: a] first grasp the handbrake 
and then b] pull the handbrake
• arrow #3 presents information passing from task models to simulation models. 
A simulation model represents a simulation scenario, a list of user/system 
actions that have to be simulated, in order to assess the accessibility of the 
virtual prototype. A simulation model may include both primitive and complex 
tasks.
o e.g., a simulation model may describe the scenario for accessibility 
assessment o f a car interior and may include the following two tasks: a) 
first press the button that opens the storage compartment [primitive task] 
and then b] use the handbrake (complex task -  described by a task model]
• arrow #4 shows that the implementation of the Generic Virtual User Models 
representing specific population groups is based on the information contained 
within the Abstract User Models. An Abstract User Model is a high-level 
description of a disability, including all the disability parameters and the 
corresponding IGF functional abilities, while a GVUM represents a set of users 
having a specific set of disabilities, including range of values for each disability 
parameter and the corresponding affected tasks.
o e.g., an abstract user model that describes spinal cord injuries may describe 
the quantitative disability metrics and the ICFfunctional abilities that are 
related with spinal cord injuries and a GVUM may represent a set o f people
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having severe spinal cord injuries [including range o f values for each 
corresponding disability parameter] 
arrow #5 shows the information passing from task models to the Generic Virtual 
User Models. As GVUMs include the affected by the disability[ies) tasks, which 
are described within task models, there is a strong correlation between GVUMs 
and task models.
o e.g., as hemiplegia may cause difficulties in door opening [complex task], a 
GVUM representing a set o f people with hemiplegia will store information 
denoting that such users have difficulties in the execution o f the specific 
task
arrow #6 shows how an instance of a GVUM results from a GVUM. A GVUM 
describes a set of users having a specific set of disabilities, while an instance of a 
GVUM represents a specific user. An instance of a GVUM contains all or a subset 
of the disability parameters and the affected tasks included in the corresponding 
GVUM.
o e.g., a GVUM representing people with hemiplegia may denote that gait 
velocity for that group o f people ranges from 0.18 to 1.03 m/sec, while an 
instance o f this GVUM may represent a person with hemiplegia whose gait 
velocity is 0.9 m/sec.
Special attention should be also paid to the development of the virtual prototype to be 
tested. The virtual prototype has to be accurately defined as a virtual replica of the real 
prototype and to be functioning similarly to the real one.
The primitive tasks are the basis of the proposed methodology, as they are the only 
common reference between the virtual user models, the task models, the multimodal 
interaction models and the simulation models. The "divide and conquer" approach for 
task analysis followed by the proposed methodology, which allows the analysis of each 
complex task into primitives, offers great advantages to the whole simulation process. 
First of all, within a simulation framework based on the proposed methodology, only the 
primitive tasks have to be implemented biomechanically. Any possible combination of 
primitive tasks [constituting a complex task) is then supported without the need of extra 
implementation effort. Additionally, any possible simulation scenario could be 
supported for a virtual prototype by simply developing a new simulation model. A 
simulation model contains primitive tasks or complex tasks, which are analyzed into 
primitives following the task model hierarchy.
In the following paragraphs all the proposed models are described, along with simple 
indicative examples.
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3.1 PRIMITIVE TASKS
3.1.1 OBJECTIVE
The primitive tasks define primitive human actions and are related to the disability 
category. The number of primitive tasks should be limited, but also sufficient in order to 
efficiently model all systematically performed actions in the target application scenarios. 
The degree of primitiveness that will be adopted may vary and depends on the specific 
needs of each system that will be based on the proposed methodology.
3.1.2 IMPLEMENTATION
Concerning the implementation, each primitive task should contain a name as well as 
the category in which it belongs to. The list of primitive tasks may include tasks of 
different categories, such as: motor, cognitive, perceptual, visual, hearing, speech, etc.
Moreover, the type of each primitive task should be defined, according to the User- 
Internal and User-Input sub-taxonomies proposed by Lenorovitz et al. [86]. Lenorovitz 
et al. [86] built a taxonomy of actions that can be performed in a user interface, including 
the following sub-taxonomies:
A Computer-Internal taxonomy that concerns actions performed by the system 
and are totally transparent to the user.
A Computer-External taxonomy that deals with the various ways by which the 
system can present/display information to the user.
- A User-Internal taxonomy, which deals with user actions that are transparent to 
the system (Table 4].
A User-Input taxonomy (Table 5], based on [16], which is focused on the 
interaction of the user with the system.
Perceive Acquire Detect
Search
Scan
Extract
Cross-reference
Identify Discriminât
Recognize
Mediate Analyze Categorize
Calculate
Itemize
Tabulate
Synthesize Estimate
Interpolate
Translate
Integrate
Formulât
Project/extrapolate
Assess Compare
Evaluate
Decide
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Communicate Transmit Call
Acknowledge
Respond
Suggest
Direct
Inform
Instruct
Request
Receive
TABLE 4  USER-INTERNAL TAXONOMY [86]
Create Associate Name
Group
Introduce Insert
Assemble Aggregate
Overlay
Replicate Copy
Instance
Indicate Select [position/object)
Reference
Eliminate Remove Cut
Delete
Stop Suspend
Terminate
Disassociate Rename
Un-group
Disassemble Segregate
Filter
Suppress
Set-aside
Manipulate Transform [change attribute)
Activate Execute [function)
TABLE 5 USER-INPUT TAXONOMY [86]
The proposed primitive tasks mainly concern the last two Lenorovitz sub-taxonomies: 
User-Internal taxonomy and User-Input taxonomy. The following table [Table 6) lists 
some indicative primitive tasks.
1 -
Motor [User-Input] -> Manipulate-Transform Push
Motor [User-Input] -> Manipulate-Transform Grasp
Motor [User-Input] > Manipulate-Transform Pull
Cognitive [User-Internal] -> Mediate-Decide Select
Cognitive [User-Internal] -> Perceive-Acquire-Extract Read
TABLE 6 PRIMITIVE TASKS -  EXAMPLE
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It has to be mentioned that the list of primitive tasks is strictly dependent on the needs 
of each simulation platform and the virtual environment to be tested.
3.2 TASK MODELS
3.2.1 OBJECTIVE
Task models [72] describe the interaction between the virtual user and the virtual 
prototype. User tasks are divided in two categories: a] primitive (e.g., grasp, pull, walk, 
etc.] and b) complex (e.g., driving, telephone use, computer use, etc.]. For each complex 
task, a Task Model is developed, in order to specify how the complex task can be 
analyzed into primitive tasks (as they have been defined by the designers/developers, 
according to the functionality of the prototypes to be tested in terms of accessibility]. 
The Task Models are based on existing relevant stat-of-the-art, standards and guidelines, 
but also on domain knowledge with respect to the target application scenarios.
CLOSE CAR DOOR WHILE 
SEATED
REACH ARM DOOR
GRASP HAND INTERIOR DOOR 
HANDLE
PULL HAND INTERIOR DOOR 
HANDLE
PUSH HAND LOCK BUTTON
TABLE 7 TASK MODEL EXAMPLE -  CLOSE CAR DOOR WHILE SEATED
Table 7 presents the task analysis for the complex task "close car door while seated". 
This complex task is analyzed in four primitive tasks that have to be executed 
sequentially.
3.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation of the Task Models, the taskModel element of UsiXML [88] 
language has been chosen, as it can describe the tasks of the user, much more accurately 
compared to other task modeling languages [56, 57] like GOMS, GTA, TODD, etc. Figure 3 
presents a schematic description of the complex task described in Table 7 and the 
corresponding UsiXML source code is presented in Table 8.
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Close car dooryvhlie seated
R e a c h_d o o r_with_a rm / , f i  Pu! IJ  nte ri o r_d o o r_h and! e_with_h and
G ra s p_i nteri o r_d o or^ ^h a n d I e^with_h a n d Push lock button with hand
FIGURE 3 TASK MODEL EXAMPLE -  THE ROOT NODE REPRESENTS A COMPLEX TASK WHILE 
THE LEAF NODES REPRESENT PRIMITIVE TASKS. THE ARROWS BETWEEN THE PRIMITIVE 
TASKS DEFINE THAT THE PRIMITIVE TASKS SHOULD BE EXECUTED SEQUENTIALLY.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<taskmodel>
<task id="stOtaskO" narae="CIose_car_door_while_seated" type="abstraction">
<task id-"stOtaskl" name="Reach_door_with_arm" type="interaction'7>
<task id="st0task2" name="GraspJnterior_door_handle_with_hand" type="interaction"/> 
<task id-"stOtask3" name="PuIl_interior_door_handIe_with_hand" type="interaction"/> 
<task id="st0task4" name="Push_lock_button_with_hand" type="interaction"/>
</task>
<enabling>
<source sourceId="stOtaskl"/>
<target targetld="st0task2'7>
</enabling>
<enabling>
<source sourceld="st0task2"/>
< target targetId="st0task3"/>
</enabling>
<enabling>
<source sourceId="st0task3"/>
< target targetl d="stOtask4"/>
</enabIing>
</taskmodeI>
TABLE 8 TASK MODEL EXAMPLE (USIXML SOURCE CODE) -  CLOSE CAR DOOR WHILE SEATED
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3.3 MULTIMODAL INTERACTION MODELS
3.3.1 OBJECTIVE
Task Models describe how a complex task can be analyzed into primitive tasks, without 
taking into account alternative ways of task's execution using different modalities 
and/or assistive devices. The Multimodal Interaction Models intend to fill this gap 
following the concept of polymorphic task hierarchy [132]. A multimodal interaction 
model describes the alternative ways of a primitive task's execution with respect to the 
different target user groups, the replacement modalities and the possible use of assistive 
devices. The multimodal interaction models have the flexibility to allow the adjustment 
of the level of sensorial capabilities needed for the interaction, in order to evaluate the 
usability level and the interaction effectiveness in relation to the level and type of 
impairment of the virtual user. According to the proposed methodology, for every 
primitive task supporting different ways of successful execution, a multimodal 
interaction model has to be defined. Table 9 presents an example of the analysis that has 
to be performed, in order to develop a Multimodal Interaction Model.
Task Body
part
Modality Task
object g
a#
Pull Hand Motor Interior
door
handle
Upper limb 
impaired
Speak Mouth Voice control Voice
activated
doors
Push Hand/Elbo
w
Motor Button that 
closes door
TABLE 9 MULTIMODAL INTERACTION MODEL EXAMPLE -  PULL INTERIOR DOOR HANDLE
WITH HAND
3.3.2 IMPLEMENTATION
For the implementation of the Multimodal Interaction Models, the taskModel element of 
the UsiXML language has been also chosen, similarly to the implementation of the Task 
Models. For an initial primitive task, there are one or more alternative primitive tasks or 
alternative execution ways, in general, which may include more than one primitive tasks 
that have to be executed in a specific order. Figure 4 an example of a Multimodal 
Interaction Model. The root node is a primitive task and the leaves describe alternative 
primitive tasks that can be performed using various modalities [motor, speech control), 
different body parts [hand, elbow, etc.) and different objects/parts of the virtual 
prototype that may be assistive devices (voice activated doors, button that opens doors) 
or not (door handle).
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Pull(m odaliti':m otor)(m eans;hanci)(object;interior_door_hanaie; ' — ■ [] -
Speak(m odalit/;voice)(m eans;m ouih;tobject;voice_activated_doors) J
Push(m odality:m otor)(m eans;hand.elbow K ob)ectbutton_that_closes_door)
Figure 4 Multimodal Interaction Model example (Pull interior door handle)
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<taskmodel>
<task id-"stOtaskO" name="PulIJnterior_door_handle" type="abstraction">
<task id="stOtaskl"
name="PuII(iriodality:motor)(means:hand)(object:interior_door_handIe)" type="interaction'7>
<task id="st0task2"
name="Speak(modality:voice)(means:mouth)(object:voice_activated_doors)" type="interaction'7>
<task id="st0task3"
name="Push(modality:motor)(means:hand,elbow)(object:button_that_closes_door)
type="interaction"/>
</task>
<deterministicChoice>
<source sourceId="stOtaskl"/>
<target targetId="st0task2"/>
< /deterministicChoice>
<deterministicChoice>
<source sourceld="st0task2'7>
< target targetId="st0task3"/>
</deterministicChoice>
</taskmodel>
TABLE 1 0  MULTIMODAL INTERACTION MODEL EXAMPLE (USIXML SOURCE CODE) -  PULL
INTERIOR DOOR HANDLE
As UsiXML's taskModel does not have attributes to support the description of alternative 
modalities, user body parts used during task's execution or task object/assistive device 
with which the user interacts, a set of naming conventions have been defined, in order to 
include all the aforementioned information within the task name. According to these 
naming conventions, a task name can be defined as follows:
"PRIMITIVE_TASK_NAME(modality:INTERACTION_MODALITY][means:HUMAN_PARTSJ(o
bject:TASK_OBJECT]",
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where
PRIMITIVE_TASK_NAME is the name of the primitive task [e.g., pull, grasp, speak, 
etc.)
INTERACTION_MODALITY is the modality used for the specific primitive task 
[e.g., motor, voice, etc.)
HUMAN_PARTS defines the parts of user's body interacting with the system (e.g., 
elbow, knee, etc.)
TASK_OBJECT is the object of the system with which the user interacts (e.g., door 
handle, button, etc.). A task object may also be an assistive device (e.g., grab bar, 
wheelchair, etc.)
3.4 ABSTRACT USER MODELS
3.4.1 OBJECTIVE
The Abstract User Models refer to a high level description of potential user models. They 
are developed with respect to several specific disabilities and are broken down 
according to the disability category, i.e., cognitive user models, physical user models, 
behavioural and psychological user models. An abstract user model includes several 
disability related parameters like disability description, disability metrics, ICF functional 
abilities, etc.
The Abstract User Models are initially formed by examining the current state-of-the-art, 
existing standards and guidelines related to several disabilities. In particular, the 
definition of the Abstract User Models is based on the analysis of existing physical, 
cognitive and behavioural/psychological models of users with disabilities in the state-of- 
the-art. Accessibility guidelines, methodologies and existing practices such as Human 
Factors (HF), Guidelines for ICT products and services, and "Design for AH" 
methodologies are also analyzed for the definition of the Abstract User Models. Table 11 
presents an example of an Abstract User Model.
Motor Spinal
cord
injuries
(Thoracic
injuries)
Spinal cord
injuries
cause
myelopathy 
or damage to 
nerve roots 
or
myelinated 
fiber— tracts-
1. Gait parameters;
-Weight shift: inability to effectively transfer 
weight between legs
-Step width: decreased step width
-Step height: decreased step height
S120 Spinal 
cord and 
related 
structures,
S1200
Structure of 
spinal cord,
S12000
Cervical- spinal -
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that carry 
signals to 
and from the 
brain.
The nerves 
that control a 
man’s ability 
to have a 
reflex
erection are 
located in the 
sacral nerves 
(S2-S4) of 
the spinal 
cord and 
could be 
affected after 
a spinal cord 
injury.
Quanti tative disability me
-Step length: decreased step length
-Step rhythm: abnormal step rhythm
-Excessive plantar flexion during swing phase
- Delayed heel rise achieved less peak knee 
flexion in swing
2. Temporal gait variables:
-Gait Cycle (sec):2.17 (1.05)
-Cadence (steps/min): 65.0 (23.1) 
-Double support (%): 42.8 (10.2) 
-Stride (m): 0.48 (0.13)
-Velocity ((m/sec)/height): 0.27 (0.13)
3. Kinematic variables:
-Hip excursion (°): 39.3 (9.0)
-Knee excursion (°): 38.1 (13.2)
-Ankle excursion (°): 25.0 (4.9)
-Hip velocity (°/sec): 38.2 (17.5)
-Knee velocity (flexion) (°/sec): 64.1 (41.8) 
-Knee velocity (extension) (°/sec): 83.8 (54.2) 
-Ankle velocity (°/sec): 48.1 (30.8)
cord.
512001
Thoracic spinal 
cord,
512002
Lumbosacral 
spinal cord,
512008
Structure of 
spinal cord, 
other specified,
512009
Structure of 
spinal cord 
unspecified,
s l2 0 8  Spinal 
cord and 
related 
structures, 
other specified,
s l2 0 9  Spinal 
cord and
related 
structures, 
unspecified
TABLE 1 1  ABSTRACT USER MODELS - EXAMPLE
3.4.2 IMPLEMENTATION
Ontologies are used to provide a powerful interoperable and extensible description of 
the Abstract User Models. An abstract user model stored in the ontology includes the 
type of user disability, user capabilities according to the ICF functional abilities 
framework, user needs, characteristics from cognitive user models, physical user 
models, behavioural and psychological user models, guidelines and standards [152].
The use of ontologies for specification purposes has significant advantages. The ontology 
can provide a common basis for communication and collaboration between 
heterogeneous artefacts and intelligent environments. It can also describe the basic 
conceptual terms, the semantics of these terms, and define the relationships among 
them. A fully semantic description of the abstract user models will allow the use of
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inference engines in the simulation environment. The use of ontologies to describe user 
models and their interrelationship will also ensure the openness and the accuracy of the 
models specified. In case that new abstract user models should be added, designers can 
take profit of existing abstract user models inheriting the properties of similar ones. 
Figure 5 presents the main classes of an ontology schema example for the definition and 
storage of the Abstract User Models.
o th e r  c la s s e s
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P aram eter fe
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G enera l P re fe ren ces
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W e lr ic
FIGURE 5 ABSTRACT USER MODELS - ONTOLOGY SCHEMA EXAMPLE (MAIN CLASSES)
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3.5 GENERIC VIRTUAL USER MODELS
3.5.1 OBJECTIVE
A Generic Virtual User Model refers to a class of virtual users exhibiting one or more 
specific disabilities. The Generic Virtual User Models describes the tasks affected by the 
specific disabilities and their associated disability-related parameters. Table 12 presents 
an indicative example reflecting the main concept of a GVUM. As depicted in the example 
of Table 12, gait velocity ranges from 0.18 m/sec to 1.03 m/sec and that is because the 
GVUM refers to a population group, not to an individual user.
D isability  D isability  Affected p rim itive Affected prim itive task s'p aran i  ...... f W I
Motor Hemiplegia Grasp The user is able to grasp objects, with  
size <= 3cm x 3cm x 3cm
Pull The user can pull an object with max_Force: 5N
Walk Gait velocity ranges from 0.18 to 1.03 m /sec
Abnormal step rhythm
TABLE 12  GENERIC VIRTUAL USER MODELS -  EXAMPLE
In the following paragraphs the parameters of a GVUM are analyzed in detail.
The proposed GVUM aims to efficiently describe elderly and disabled people, in order to 
be used in various simulation frameworks performing accessibility and ergonomy 
assessment of virtual prototypes. Funge et al. [46] propose an abstract modeling 
hierarchy for the proper development of virtual humans, containing five layers: a) 
geometric, b) kinematic, c] physical, d) behavioral and e) cognitive, as depicted in Figure 
6. Geometric modeling represents virtual users as mannequins, with articulated body 
geometry, texture mapping and animation. The kinematic layer contains the 
representation of the virtual human using a set of rigid bodies hierarchically organized 
and connected by joints, and defines user's motion without regard to the forces that 
cause the motion. Physical modeling takes into account forces applied 
internally/externally to the virtual human when interacting with an environment. 
Variables like friction and collision with virtual objects are also considered. Behavioral 
modeling aims to model user's behavior when interacting with an environment. 
Cognitive modeling defines the user's ability to perceive and understand the 
environment.
In order to develop a GVUM for the objectives stated above, it is essential, first of all, to 
identify the human characteristics affected by various disabilities and then analyze how 
they could be simulated for accessibility and ergonomics purposes. The geometric.
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kinematic physical, behavioral and cognitive parameters of the proposed GVUM are 
presented in the following paragraphs.
Cognitive
j  Behavioral \  
j  Physical \
j  Kinematic
!  Geometric
FIGURE 6 THE PROPOSED GVUM IN THE CONTEXT OF THE MODELING HIERARCHY PROPOSED
BY FUNGE ET AL. [46]
3.5.2 STRUCTURE
A. Geometric parameters
a) Anthropometric parameters
Antropometry plays a crucial role in the design of accessible and ergonomic products 
and services. People with motor disabilities exhibit anthropometric variability, as 
disabilities often affect the anthropometric parameters of the person. In [91] the 
progression of ankylosing spondylitis [AS) is evaluated as a function of disease duration 
and exercise frequency in a group of patients who were observed and followed up for six 
years. The results revealed significant differences in the anthropometric measurements 
through the passing of the years.
Bradtmiller [21] points out that even if there are many studies on basic anthropometry 
of people with disabilities and of the elderly, most of them have relatively small sample 
sizes and refer to specific target groups [e.g., the U.S. population) or focus on specific 
applications [e.g., seating). He also remarks that the plentiful anthropometric data 
available for the non-disabled population should not be used for design tasks where the 
intended user population has a variety of disabilities. Thus, since it would not be feasible 
to produce a generic anthropometric model describing people with disabilities, the 
proposed GVUM includes a set of configurable anthropometric parameters able to 
describe various disabled populations.
In the proposed GVUM anthropometric parameters have been divided into three 
categories, according to the referred human body part: a) general, b) upper limb 
parameters and c) lower limb parameters. In the general anthropometric parameters 
set, the weight, stature, head length, head breadth, sitting height, bideltoid breadth and 
waist circumference are included. The set of the upper limb anthropometric parameters 
includes shoulder-elbow length, forearm-hand length, relaxed biceps circumference and 
flexed forearm circumference. Finally, the set of the anthropometric parameters 
concerning the lower limbs contains parameters such as ankle height, hip breadth, knee
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sitting height, buttock-knee length, foot length, foot breadth, thigh circumference and 
calf circumference.
b] 3D representation
The proposed GVUM does not include the direct description of the 3D representation of 
the virtual human (using, for instance, the H-Anim specification), as the included 
anthropometric parameters stated above contain sufficient information concerning the 
3D representation. It has to be mentioned that an avatar structured by articulated rigid 
bodies is supposed to be used for the 3D representation of the proposed GVUM.
B. Kinematic parameters
The detailed description of the kinematic parameters of the virtual user is within the 
scope of the proposed GVUM, as they are strictly correlated with motor disabilities. At 
the kinematic layer, the virtual user is modeled using a set of rigid bodies hierarchically 
organized and connected by joints.
a] Generic joint
Movable human joints are divided into four main categories, according to their degrees 
of freedom (DOF) [92]:
• uniaxial, having a single rotational DOF. When the motion axis is orthogonal to 
the bones, the joint is called hinge. The interphalangeal joints are typical 
examples of hinge joints. In case where the axis is parallel to the bones, the joint 
is called pivot. A typical example of a pivot joint is the proximal radioulnar joint.
• bixial, having 2 rotational DOFs. Typical examples include the knee and wrist 
joints.
• poliaxial, typically having 3 rotational DOF, such as the shoulder and hip joints.
• plane joints, having 6 DOF, such as the tibia and fibula.
b] Bones representation using rigid bodies
For the representation of the bones in the proposed GVUM, rigid bodies are used. A rigid 
body is similar to a system of particles in the sense that it is composed of particles. The 
main difference is that the relative positions among the particles composing a rigid body 
do not change. In the proposed GVUM the bones follow a hierarchical tree model. Each 
bone has one parent bone and various [or none) children bones.
As a joint connects two or more bones, the rotation of a joint results in the translation of 
the corresponding bones. The position of a rigid body is represented by the linear 
position, namely the position of one of its particles, specifically chosen as a reference 
point [typically coinciding with the centre of mass), together with the angular position of 
the rigid body.
c] Range of motion [ROM]
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One very common symptom of many disabilities, mainly motor, is the limited range of 
motion in various joints, resulting in accessibility and ergonomic problems that often are 
great barriers in a person's life. Ballinger et al. [9] aim to determine if shoulder pain and 
the decreased range of motion, which are common problems of people with chronic 
spinal cord injury, can be predicted by demographic, injury-related, body weight and 
radiographic data over 3 years, as well as to determine the relationships among these 
shoulder problems and functional limitations, disability and perceived health. In this 
survey, it is reported that shoulder ROM problems were more common among men who 
were older, had acromioclavicular [AC] joint narrowing, had lower Functional 
Independence Measure [FIM] scores and reported poorer health. Smith et al. [137] 
presented a detailed set of measurements and capabilities of the older adult regarding 
the range of motion that can be used in the design of accessible and ergonomic products 
and services.
The proposed GVUM describes the ROM of many joints referring to different human 
parts, as depicted in Figure 7. Each rectangle on the shape represents a human part 
having its own properties. The proposed structure is a hierarchical one, where there are 
some basic containers, such as the containers for the upper and lower limbs and each of 
them has its own children, representing the sub-parts of the human body. This 
hierarchical structure enables the easy representation of the proposed GVUM using an 
XML or an ontology schema.
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FIGURE 7 PROPOSED GVUM STRUCTURE -  SUPPORTED HUMAN PARTS
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The kinematic parameters described within the proposed virtual user model concern 
the entire human body, including the upper and lower limbs, the neck as well as the 
torso.
The kinematic parameters concerning the upper limbs include shoulder 
fl exion/extension abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation, elbow 
flexion/hyper-extension, forearm pronation/supination, wrist flexion/extension and 
radial/ulnar deviation, hand pronantion/supination, and flexion/extension of each 
finger.
The kinematic parameters concerning the lower limbs include hip flexion/extension, 
abduction/adduction and internal/external rotation, thigh flexion/extension, knee 
flexion/extension, ankle dorsi/planatar flexion and eversion/inversion as well as 
flexion/extension of each toe.
There is also a set of neck parameters, including flexion/extension, left/right lateral 
flexion and left/right lateral rotation, as well as a set of parameters for the spinal 
column, including flexion/extension, left/right lateral flexion and left/right lateral 
rotation.
C. Physical parameters
The amount of force needed to be applied for a task's successful completion, when a user 
interacts with a product, is a crucial factor to be considered during the development of 
accessible and ergonomic products. Fransen et al. [45] compared mean isometric muscle 
strength data collected for 113 patients with knee osteoarthritis with published 
normative data for 131 asymptomatic subjects. The comparison showed that there is a 
decrease in knee extensor as well as is knee flexor force in patients with knee 
osteoarthritis compared with their age- and sex-matched asymptomatic peers. An 
analysis of force distribution in the hand during maximum isometric grasping actions 
and a comparison of grip strength between normal, leprotic and paralytic subjects is 
presented in [125]. In the case of subjects with leprosy, the grip strength decreased with 
the severity of the disease and was only about 50 per cent of the normal subjects, while 
in hémiplégies the grip strength was only about one-eight of the normal values.
The proposed GVUM includes force limits concerning both the upper and lower limbs.
D. Visual parameters
Visual functions deteriorate with age. Moreover, many surveys showed that cataracts at 
any stage of development may affect contrast sensitivity and glare disability [144]. 
Scotoma is another common type of vision loss that is often appeared in conjunction 
with other visual deficiencies, like glaucoma or cataract. Some visual disabilities, like 
glaucoma are also correlated with scotomas. Functional defect progression of glaucoma 
is most commonly seen as a deepening of a scotoma, followed by defect enlargement, 
and less commonly by the formation of new scotomas [101].
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The proposed GVUM includes a set of visual parameters, including visual acuity, glare 
sensitivity, spectral sensitivity, contrast sensitivity, blind spot count, blind spot size, 
blind spot area and blind spot opacity.
E. Hearing parameters
Hearing impairments lessen a person's ability to hear environmental sounds without 
amplification. Often they also diminish the ability to discriminate between sounds even 
with amplification. Hearing loss is a major public health problem. Age-related hearing 
loss is the most prevalent of human auditory disorders [146]. Epidemiological studies 
indicate that the hearing threshold and the prevalence of hearing disabilities increase 
with age [61].
The proposed GVUM describes the hearing threshold for various frequencies, as well as 
the resonance frequency for each ear.
F. Speech parameters
Though often overshadowed by the more salient skeletal aspects of movement 
impairment such as gait and upper limb control, speech impairment in Parkinson's 
disease [PD] is not uncommon. PD patients are often characterized by reduced intensity 
of voice, a tendency to increased and unvarying pitch, monotony of speech and a 
abnormal rate of speaking [105]. Disordered articulatory movements have been 
documented in people with PD through kinematic analysis of jaw movements [24].
The proposed GVUM includes variables for describing jaw movement and lip movement 
coordination as well as for voice pitch and syllable duration.
G. Cognitive parameters
Many disabilities affect cognition mainly in combination with other functional 
limitations, like motor. Bassett [13] reports that almost all patients with Parkinson's 
disease suffer from selective cognitive impairments, including difficulties with attention, 
concentration, problem solving, set-shifting and memory. Multiple sclerosis patients 
often experience cognitive dysfunction during the course of their disease. The most 
often affected domains are attention, memory and information processing speed. Grant 
et al. [53] examined forty-three patients with multiple sclerosis and the results showed 
disturbances in short-term memory, learning and delayed recall.
The proposed GVUM contains a set of cognitive parameters including memory, 
visuospatial and perceptual abilities.
H. Behavioral parameters
Recent surveys revealed that there are relationships between disabilities and a patient's 
behavior. Sirediris [134] examined the presence of helplessness in students with 
learning difficulties and evaluated the role of goal orientations as antecedents of
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helplessness, negative affect, and psychopathology. The results showed that students 
with learning difficulties displayed increased negative affectivity, lower positive 
affectivity, lower self-esteem and hopelessness, compared to typical students. People 
with intellectual disabilities often have symptoms like tearfulness, loss of interest, lack 
of emotional response, sleep disturbance, loss of libido, suicidal ideation, anxiety, social 
isolation and others. Sleep problems are common in children with intellectual 
disabilities [35]. Such problems may be divided into dyssomnias, such as settling 
difficulties, frequent night waking, excessive sleepiness and early waking, and unusual 
behaviours during the night [i.e. parasomnias], such as teeth grinding and night terrors.
The proposed GVUM contains a set of behavioral parameters like valence, emotional 
intelligence and physiological arousal.
I. Auxiliary parameters to reduce simulation complexity
Gait parameters
The design of accessible environments [e.g., workplace, home, etc.) should take into 
account human gait, which is affected by many different motor disabilities. Vieregge et 
al. [153] studied stride parameters between 17 patients with idiopathic Parkinson's 
disease [PD) and 33 healthy age-matched controls and the results of their 
measurements showed that there were reductions in the value of gait velocity, stride 
length and cadence in the PD patients. They also compare their results with reductions 
in stride parameters for PD patients presented in other studies.
Although during gait simulation parameters such as step length and velocity can 
potentially be inferred given the kinematic and physical parameters, the proposed 
GVUM includes some parameters of that kind, in order to reduce the complexity of real­
time gait simulation. In addition to reducing simulation complexity, this also enables the 
direct usage of gait-related measurements found in the literature regarding motor 
disabled people.
The gait parameters supported by the proposed GVUM include step length and width, 
stride length, foot contact, gait cycle, cadence and velocity.
3.5.3 IMPLEMENTATION
For the development of user models that could be automatically used by software 
tools /modules/frameworks, the use of a machine-readable format is essential. For the 
implementation of the proposed GVUMs the UsiXML language has been chosen to be the 
basis of the proposed user modelling technique, as it can sufficiently describe user tasks, 
has some primal support for user description and it is easily extensible, due to its XML 
nature. Two new models were introduced and added to UsiXML's uiModel [Figure 8 ), 
which is the root element of a UsiXML document: a) the disabilityModel and b) the 
capabilityModel
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FIGURE 8 USIXML’S UIMODEL -  UML CLASS DIAGRAM
In order to select the variables that were included in the proposed GVUM, the following 
procedure was followed:
1] The related work on user modeling was examined (as described in section 2], 
including existing:
o user models
o user modeling architectures
o task modeling methodologies
o stanards related to user personalisation, human-computer interaction, 
accessibility and ergonoy of products
o literature on medical science to identify how disabilities affect human 
functioning (as described in section 3.5.2]
2] Based on the previous step, a set of variables was developed describing:
o user body structure (e.g., anthropometry] 
o user functioning (e.g., range of motion, cognitive abilities, etc.] 
o user-product interaction (e.g., input/output modalities] 
o user needs (e.g., suitable/unsuitable input/output modalities] 
o user preferences (e.g., font size, cursor speed]
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o the use of assistive devices [e.g., screen readers, wheelchairs, etc.)
3) A subset of the set of variables developed in the previous step was finally 
selected to be included in the proposed GVUM according to the following criteria 
(Table 13):
1 "  1
Parameters related to user 
functioning or interaction within an 
environment
General user parameters that provide 
information regarding user's 
identification or contact details
Quantitative parameters that can be 
directly simulated
Qualitative parameters that cannot be 
used in simulation environments
Qualitative parameters that can be 
simulated using widely accepted 
techniques
Qualitative parameters for which there 
is not any widely accepted technique for 
their simulation
TABLE 1 3  SELECTION AND REJECTION CRITERIA FOR FILTERING PARAMETERS FOUND ON
THE LITERATURE
3.5.3.1 BASIC CONTAINERS
The proposed GVUM includes a set of containers used to apply a taxonomy to the whole 
set of variables describing the user (Figure 9 and Table 14).
motor j j §  anthropometric j iiéaring ■ speech
sensory cognition
userModel
behaviour
0.1 W capabilityModelRJ.
disabilityModel
o,.i;
I general I generalPreferences
FIGURE 9  PROPOSED GVUM - BASIC CONTAINERS (UML DIAGRAM)
V 1 j "
1  W M  H
general A container for some general attributes of the user 
(e.g. name, email, etc.)
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Variable iia IS-
generalPreferences Container for user preferences
anthropometric Container for the anthropometrtic parameters
motor Container for the motor parameters
sensory Container for the visual, auditory and speech 
parameters
vision Container for the visual parameters
hearing Container for the hearing parameters
speech Container for the speech parameters
cognition Container for the cognitive parameters
behaviour Container for the behavioural parameters
disabilityModel Container for user's disabilities and the affected 
(due to the disabilities) tasks
capabilityModel The main container of the user model. Every 
parameter is inside this container except from the 
"head" and "disabilityModel" containers.
head Container for some details concerning the specific 
user model, such as version, author name, etc.
TABLE 1 4  PROPOSED GVUM - BASIC CONTAINERS 
3.5.3.2 HEAD ELEMENT
Within the "head" element, some details concerning the proposed GVUM are included 
[Figure 10 and Table 15). The information stored in the "head" element is mainly for 
explanatory purposes and is not used during the simulation.
version
ISc, modlfDste : date {
J 0.1
! . .
comment
H  authorName Ô.1  n "  .......j |=j roead
FIGURE 1 0  PROPOSED GVUM -  HEAD ELEMENT (UML CLASS DIAGRAM]
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[
version Indicator for the version of the VUM Miscellaneous String
authorName The name of the author/developer of 
the VUM
Miscellaneous String
comment This variable is used to store some 
optional comments regarding the 
VUM.
Miscellaneous String
TABLE 1 5  PROPOSED GVUM -  HEAD ELEMENT 
S.5.3.3 DISABILITY MODEL
The disabilities of the user are defined within the "disabilityMode" container (Figure 11 
and Table 16).
dtsabiiityModei
[5g name : string
agèReisted : boolean 
1% fcpesICF string
affecte dTasks
I 0. 1-
0.1
disabilHyOetaik
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idlask : string 
type : string 
name ; string 
IËQ taskObJect : string 
details: string 
InfailureLevel : int
mâstiveDeylce
name : string 
type : string
l o
0.1
assktiveOeviceDetails
FIGURE 1 1  PROPOSED GVUM -  DISABILITYMODEL (UML CLASS DIAGRAM)
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disability Container for a 
specific disability
Miscellaneous N/A
disabilityDetails Short description of 
a disability
Miscellaneous String
affectedTasks Container for the 
affected (due to the 
disability(ies)) user
Miscellaneous N/A
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tasks
affectedTask Container for a 
specific affected 
task
Miscellaneous N/A
assistiveDevice Container for an 
assistive device
Miscellaneous N/A
assistiveDeviceDetails Short description of 
an assistive device
Miscellaneous String
TABLE 1 6  PROPOSED GVUM -  DISABILITYMODEL 
3.5.3.4 GENERAL PARAMETERS
The proposed GVUM includes a small set of general user parameters [Figure 12 and 
Table 17].
FIGURE 1 2  PROPOSED GVUM -  GENERAL CONTAINER [UML CLASS DIAGRAM)
gender The gender of the 
user [male/female]
Miscellaneous String
ageGroup User's age group
Accepted values: 
"18-70", "18-29", 
"30-49" or "50-70"
Miscellaneous String
TABLE 1 7  PROPOSED GVUM -  GENERAL CONTAINER 
3.5.3.5 GENERAL PREFERENCES
A set of variables bas been defined to describe some general preferences of the user 
[Figure 13 and Table 18].
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FIGURE 13  PROPOSED GVUM -  GENERAL PREFERENCES [UML CLASS DIAGRAM)
preferredlnputModality User's preferred input 
modality
Miscellaneous String
unsuitablelnputModality User's unsuitable input 
modality [mainly due to 
disabilities)
Miscellaneous String
preferredOutputModality User's preferred output 
modality
Miscellaneous String
unsuitableOutputModality User's unsuitable output 
modality [mainly due to 
disabilities)
Miscellaneous String
microphoneVolume Preferred microphone 
volume for the specific user
Miscellaneous Double
outputVolume Preferred sounds' volume for 
the specific user
Miscellaneous Double
brightness Preferred brightness level Miscellaneous Double
backgroundColour Preferred background colour Miscellaneous String
contentContrast Preferred contrast level Miscellaneous String
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fontSize Preferred text font size Miscellaneous Integer
fontColour Preferred text font colour Miscellaneous String
pointerSize Preferred pointer size Miscellaneous Double
pointerColour Preferred pointer colour Miscellaneous String
TABLE 1 8  PROPOSED GVUM -  GENERAL PREFERENCES 
3.5.3 . 6  ANTHROPOMETRIC PARAMETERS
Antropometry plays a crucial role in the design of accessible and ergonomie products 
and services. People with motor disabilities exhibit anthropometric variability, as 
disabilities often affect the anthropometric parameters of the person. In [91] the 
progression of ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is evaluated as a function of disease duration 
and exercise frequency in a group of patients who were observed and followed up for six 
years. The results revealed significant differences in the anthropometric measurements 
through the passing of the years. Bradtmiller [21] points out that even if there are many 
studies on basic anthropometry of people with disabilities and of the elderly, most of 
them have relatively small sample sizes and refer to specific target groups (e.g., the U.S. 
population) or focus on specific applications (e.g., seating). He also remarks that the 
plentiful anthropometric data available for the non-disabled population should not be 
used for design tasks where the intended user population has a variety of disabilities.
Thus, since it would not be feasible to produce a generic anthropometric model 
describing people with disabilities, the PROPOSED GVUM includes a set of configurable 
anthropometric parameters able to describe various disabled populations [Figure 14, 
Table 19, Table 20 and Table 21). These parameters have been divided into three 
categories, according to the referred human body part: a) general, b) upper limb 
parameters and c) lower limb parameters.
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FIGURE 1 4  PROPOSED GVUM -  ANTHROPOMETRIC PARAMETERS [UML CLASS DIAGRAM)
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General anthropometric parameters
FiïïïS
weight Nude body weight as measured on 
physician's scales
Physical Double
stature The vertical distance from the 
standing surface to the top of the 
head. The subject stands erect and 
looks straight ahead.
Physical Double
headLength The maximum length o f the head 
between the glabella and the occiput 
in the midsagittal plane.
Physical Double
headBreadth The maximum horizontal breadth of 
the head above the level of the ears.
Physical Double
sittingHeight The vertical distance from the sitting 
surface to the top of the head.
The subject sits erect, looking 
straight ahead.
Physical Double
bideltoidBreadth The horizontal distance across the 
body at the level of the deltoid 
landmarks.
The subject stands erect with his 
arms hanging naturally at his sides.
Physical Double
waistCircumference The horizontal circumference of the 
trunk at the level of the waist 
landmarks.
Subject stands erect, looking straight 
ahead, heels together and weight 
distributed equally on both feet.
Physical Double
TABLE 1 9  PROPOSED GVUM -  GENERAL ANTHROPOMETRIC PARAMETERS 
Upper limb anthropometric parameters
Variable nam
shoulderElbowLength
Description Taxonomy Data Type
The distance from the top 
of the acromion process to
Physical Double
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the bottom of the elbow.
The subject sits erect with 
his upper arms vertical 
and forearms and hands 
extended forward 
horizontally.
forearmHandLength The distance from the tip 
of the elbow to the tip of 
the longest finger.
The subject sits erect with 
his upper arms vertical 
and forearmsand hands 
extended forward 
horizontally.
Physical Double
bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed The circumference of the 
arm at the level of the 
biceps landmark.
The subject stands with 
his arm slightly abducted.
Physical Double
forearmCircumferenceFlexed The circumference of the 
arm at the level of the 
forearm landmark.
The subject stands with 
his upper arm raised so 
that its long axis is 
horizontal, elbow flexed 
90 degrees and fist tightly 
clenched.
Physical Double
TABLE 2 0  PROPOSED GVUM -  UPPER LIMB ANTHROPOMETRIC PARAMETERS 
Lower limb anthropometric parameters
Variabl
ankleHeight r The vertical distance from the Physical Double
standing surface to the level of the
minimum circumference of the
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ankle.
The subject stands with his weight 
equally distributed on both feet.
hipBreadth The maximum horizontal distance 
across the hips.
The subject stands erect, heels 
together and weight distributed 
equally on both feet.
Physical Double
kneeHeightSitting The vertical distance from the floor 
to the uppermost point on the knee.
The subject sits erect with his knees 
and ankles at right angles.
Physical Double
buttockKneeLength The horizontal distance from the 
most posterior aspect o f the right 
buttock to the most anterior aspect 
of the right kneecap.
The subject sits erect with his knees 
and ankles at right angles.
Physical Double
footLength The distance, parallel to the long 
axis of the foot, from the back of the 
heel to the tip of the most 
protruding toe.
The subject stands with weight 
equally distributed on both feet.
Physical Double
footBreadth The maximum horizontal distance 
across the foot, at right angles to the 
long axis.
The subject stands with weight 
equally distributed on both feet.
Physical Double
thighCircumference The circumference of the thigh at 
the level of the gluteal furrow.
The subject stands erect, heels 
approximately 1 0  cm apart, and
Physical Double
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weight distributed equally on both 
sides.
calfCircumference The maximum horizontal 
circumference of the calf.
The subject stands erect, heels 
approximately 1 0  cm apart, and 
weight distributed equally on both 
feet.
Physical Double
TABLE 2 1  PROPOSED GVUM -  LOWER LIMB ANTHROPOMETRIC PARAMETERS 
3.5.S.7 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
One very common symptom of many disabilities, mainly motor, is the limited range of 
motion in various joints, resulting in accessibility and ergonomic problems that often are 
great barriers in a person's life. Ballinger et al. [9] aim to determine if shoulder pain and 
the decreased range of motion, which are common problems of people with chronic 
spinal cord injury, can be predicted by demographic, injury-related, body weight and 
radiographic data over 3 years, as well as to determine the relationships among these 
shoulder problems and functional limitations, disability and perceived health. In this 
survey, it is reported that shoulder ROM problems were more common among men who 
were older, had acromioclavicular (AC) joint narrowing, had lower Functional 
Independence Measure (FIM) scores and reported poorer health. Smith et al. [137] 
presented a detailed set of measurements and capabilities of the older adult regarding 
the range of motion that can be used in the design of accessible and ergonomic products 
and services.
The proposed GVUM describes the ROM of many joints referring to different human 
parts. There are some basic containers, such as the containers for the upper and lower 
limbs and each of them has its own children, representing the sub-parts of the human 
body.
Moreover, the amount of force needed to be applied for a task's successful completion, 
when a user interacts with a product, is a crucial factor to be considered during the 
development of accessible and ergonomic products. Fransen et al. [45] compared mean 
isometric muscle strength data collected for 113 patients with knee osteoarthritis with 
published normative data for 131 asymptomatic subjects. The comparison showed that 
there is a decrease in knee extensor as well as is knee flexor force in patients with knee 
osteoarthritis compared with their age- and sex-matched asymptomatic peers. An 
analysis of force distribution in the hand during maximum isometric grasping actions 
and a comparison of grip strength between normal, leprotic and paralytic subjects is 
presented in [125]. In the case of subjects with leprosy, the grip strength decreased with
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the severity of the disease and was only about 50 per cent of the normal subjects, while 
in hémiplégies the grip strength was only about one-eight of the normal values.
The force limits of the user can be also defined within the proposed virtual user model.
3.5.3.7.1 UPPER LIMB PARAMETERS
The proposed GVUM includes a set of parameters describing the functioning of the 
upper limbs of the user [Figure 15). Each separate part of each upper limb of the user, 
including the hand [Table 22) and fingers [Table 23), the wrist [Table 24), the forearm 
[Table 25), the elbow [Table 26) and the shoulder [Table 27), are described in detail 
within the PROPOSED GVUM.
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Hand
B 14 Tpti"j
' ■ 1
pullForce Maximum pulling force of one hand, 
exerted for 3 seconds.
Physical,
motor
Double
pushForce Maximum pushing force [with one 
hand)
Physical,
motor
Double
inForce Maximum in [the hand comes closer 
to the chest) force [with one hand)
Physical,
motor
Double
outForce Maximum out [the hand moves far 
from the chest) force [with one hand)
Physical,
motor
Double
supination Hand supination Physical,
motor
Double
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DoublePhysical,
motor
Hand pronationpronation
DescriptionVariable name Taxonomy Data Type
TABLE 2 2  PROPOSED GVUM -  HAND PARAMETERS
Hand -  Fingers
flexionA Flexion of the proximal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
extensionA Extension of the proximal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
abductionA Abduction of the proximal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
adductionA Adduction of the proximal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
flexionB Flexion of the intermediate phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
extensions Extension of the intermediate phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
abductionB Abduction of the intermediate phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
adductions Adduction of the intermediate phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
flexionC Flexion of the distal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
hyperExtensionA Hyper-extension of the proximal 
phalanx
Physical,
motor
Double
hyperExtensionS Hyper-extension of the intermediate 
phalanx
Physical,
motor
Double
hyperExtensionC Hyper-extension of the distal phalanx Physical,
motor
Double
TABLE 2 3  PROPOSED GVUM -  HAND FINGERS PARAMETERS
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Wrist
flexion Bending the joint resulting in a 
decrease of angle; moving the 
palm of the hand toward the 
front of the forearm.
Physical,
motor
Double
extension Straightening the joint resulting 
in an increase of angle; moving 
the back of the hand toward the 
back of the forearm.
Physical,
motor
Double
radialDeviation Lateral movement away from 
the midline of the body; moving 
the thumb side of the hand 
toward the lateral side of the 
forearm.
Physical,
motor
Double
ulnarDeviation Medial movement toward the 
midline of the body; moving the 
little finger side of the hand 
toward the medial side of the 
forearm.
Physical,
motor
Double
TABLE 2 4  PROPOSED GVUM -  WRIST PARAMETERS
Forearm
jj Y 1 1 \ j
pronation Pronation is the rotation of the 
forearm that moves the palm from an 
anterior-facing position to a 
posterior-facing position, or palm 
facing down. The hand is supine 
[facing anteriorly] in the anatomical 
position.
Physical,
motor
Double
supination Supination is the opposite of 
pronation, the rotation of the 
forearm so that the palm faces 
anteriorly, or palm facing up.
Physical,
motor
Double
TABLE 2 5  PROPOSED GVUM -  FOREARM PARAMETERS
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Elbow
fl. I
flexion Elbow flexion is a movement that 
occurs when the arm is bent at 
the elbow and the forearm and 
the upper arm come together.
Physical,
motor
Double
hyperExtension The opposite of elbow flexion, 
during which the arm is 
straightened and the forearm and 
upper arm move away from one 
another.
Physical,
motor
Double
TABLE 2 6  PROPOSED GVUM -  ELBOW PARAMETERS
Shoulder
Descriptio
flexion Flexion of the shoulder moves 
the limb forward [towards the 
anterior side of the body).
Physical,
Motor
Data
Double
extension Extension of the shoulder moves 
the limb backward [towards the 
posterior side of the body).
Physical,
Motor
Double
abduction Abduction occurs when the arms 
are held at the sides, parallel to 
the length of the torso, and are 
then raised in the plane of the 
torso. This movement may be 
broken down into two parts: 
True abduction of the arm, 
which takes the humerus from 
parallel to the spine to 
perpendicular; and upward 
rotation of the scapular, which 
raises the humerus above the 
shoulders until it points straight 
upwards.
Physical,
Motor
Double
adduction Adduction is the opposite 
motion of arm abduction. It can
Physical,
Motor
Double
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, u m u ' _________1
be broken down into two parts: 
downward rotation of the 
scapula and true adduction of 
the arm.
internalRotation Rotary movement around the 
longitudinal axis of the bone 
toward the center of the body; 
turning the upper arm inward.
Physical,
Motor
Double
externalRotation Rotary movement around the 
longitudinal axis of the bone 
away from the center of the 
body; turning the upper arm 
outward.
Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 2 7  PROPOSED GVUM -  SHOULDER PARAMETERS
3.5.3.7.2 LOWER LIMB PARAMETERS
The proposed GVUM includes a set of parameters describing the functioning of the lower 
limbs of the user [Figure 16). Each separate part of each lower limb of the user, 
including the hip [Table 28), the thigh [Table 29), the knee [Table 30), the ankle [Table 
31) and each foot toe [Table 32), are described in detail within the PROPOSED GVUM.
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Hip
73
abduction Hip abduction occurs when the 
femur moves outward to the side, as 
in taking the thighs apart.
Physical,
Motor
Double
adduction Hip adduction occurs when the 
femur moves back to the midline.
Physical,
Motor
Double
flexion Flexion of the hip occurs when the 
angle between the torso and thigh is 
decreased.
Physical,
Motor
Double
extension Hip extension Physical,
Motor
Double
internalRotation The movement of the anterior 
surface of the femur inward is 
internal rotation of the hip.
Physical,
Motor
Double
externalRotation When the anterior surface of the 
femur turns outward, this is 
external rotation of the hip.
Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 2 8  PROPOSED GVUM -  HIP PARAMETERS
Thigh
Physical,
Motor
DoubleThigh flexionflexion
DoubleThigh extension Physical,
Motor
extension
DescriptionVariable name Taxonomy Data Type
TABLE 2 9  PROPOSED GVUM -  THIGH PARAMETERS
Knee
flexion Flexion of the knee. Physical,
Motor
Double
hyperExtension Hyper-extension of the knee. Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 3 0  PROPOSED GVUM -  KNEE PARAMETERS
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Ankle
p *
dorsiFlexion The movement in the opposite 
direction [than plantarflexion] is 
dorsiflexion, where the dorsal part 
[top] of the foot is moved in a 
manner towards the tibia.
Physical,
Motor
Double
plantarFlexion Plantarflexion [or plantar flexion] is 
the movement which increases the 
approximate 90 degree angle 
between the front part of the foot 
and the shin, as when depressing an 
automobile pedal. The word 
"plantar" is commonly understood 
in medical terminology as the 
bottom of the foot - it translates as 
"toward the sole".
Physical,
Motor
Double
eversion Turning the sole outward Physical,
Motor
Double
inversion Turning the sole inward Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 3 1  PROPOSED GVUM -  ANKLE PARAMETERS
Foot toe
flexion Flexion of the foot toes Physical,
Motor
Double
extension Extension of the foot toes Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 3 2  PROPOSED GVUM -  FOOT TOE PARAMETERS
3.5.3.7.3 NECK PARAMETERS
A set of parameters have also been defined to describe the functioning of user's neck 
(Figure 17 and Table 33].
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W flexion
^  meas'ureUnits : string 
mlnValue : string 
maxValue : str in g___
D .l
W extension
Ê g measureUnits : string 
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0.1
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right LateralRotation
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0  mihValue : string 
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f ightiateratFIexion
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maxValue i string____
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________ N N U P __________
flexion Head moving from upright 
midline position to the chin, 
resting the head on the chest.
Physical,
Motor
Double
extension Head moving from flexed to 
upright midline position.
Physical,
Motor
Double
leftLateralFIexion The motion that occurs when the 
head moves laterally [left side).
Physical,
Motor
Double
rightLateralFIexion The motion that occurs when the 
head moves laterally [right side).
Physical,
Motor
Double
leftLateralRotation The motion that occurs when a 
head turns on its axis. The head 
rotates on the neck, as in shaking 
the head 'no'.
Physical,
Motor
Double
rightLateralRotation The motion that occurs when a 
head turns on its axis. The head 
rotates on the neck, as in shaking 
the head 'no'.
Physical,
Motor
Double
TABLE 3 3  PROPOSED GVUM -  NECK PARAMETERS
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3.5.3.7.4 SPINAL COLUMN PARAMETERS
The PROPOSED GVUM includes also a set of variables referring to the spinal column of 
the user [Figure 18 and Table 34).
I flexion
measureUnits : string 
minValue : string 
Eg maxValue : string____
^ le ftL a te ra lR o ta tio n  j
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11 ^  minValue ; string 
I jgj maxValue i string | 0..1
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maxValue string_
D..1
I ' l
i  extension
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0.1
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0.1
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Variable name Descriptio
flexion The motion that occurs when 
the spinal column bends 
forward.
Physical, Motor Double
extension The motion that occurs when 
the spinal column bends 
backwards.
Physical, Motor Double
leftLateralFIexion The motion that occurs when 
the spinal column moves 
laterally [leftside).
Physical, Motor Double
rightLateralFIexion The motion that occurs when 
the spinal column moves 
laterally [right side).
Physical, Motor Double
leftLateralRotation A turning away from the midline 
of the body [left side)
Physical, Motor Double
rightLateralRotation A turning away from the midline 
of the body [right side)
Physical, Motor Double
Data Type
TABLE 3 4  PROPOSED GVUM -  SPINAL COLUMN PARAMETERS
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3.5.3.8 GAIT PARAMETERS
A set of gait parameters are also included within the PROPOSED GVUM [Figure 19 and 
Table 35).
W  slepWidth
Eg measureUnte : string 
value; string_______
• strideLength
^  measureUnits : strmg 
E j  value i string______ 0 U
gaitCycle
1% measureUnits :
Eg value; string /
B c a d e n c e
Eg measuneUnitsi string I 
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0..1 / ).l \
velocity
Eg measureUnits : string 
[R v a lu e ; string_______
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0 . 1 ,
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» T - rrnmi i nomy Data Type
step Length The maximum horizontal circumference of 
the calf.
The subject stands erect, heels 
approximately 1 0  cm apart, and weight 
distributed equally on both feet.
Physical,
motor
Double
stepWidth Step width is the mediolateral distance 
between the feet It is measured as the 
distance, perpendicular to the direction of 
progression, between a point on one foot 
[usually at its initial contact) and the same 
point on the other foot at the subsequent 
contact.
Physical,
motor
Double
strideLength Stride length is the distance between two 
successive placements of the same foot, 
consisting of two step lengths. In other 
words it is the distance travelled by one 
person during one cycle.
Physical,
motor
Double
footContact The amount of time that foot spends on the 
ground from initial foot-strike to push-off
Physical,
motor
Double
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to the next stride.
gaitCycle The gait cycle begins when one foot 
contacts the ground and ends when that 
foot contacts the ground again.
Physical,
motor
Double
cadence It is the total number of 'revolutions per 
minute' or number of steps taken within a 
minute, and is used as a measure of athletic 
performance. Step rate is commonly called 
cadence. Cadence is calculated in steps per 
minute.
Physical,
motor
Double
velocity A physical quantity that values the rate of 
change in position. The scalar absolute 
value [magnitude) of velocity is speed. 
Velocity is a measure of a body's motion in 
a given direction. Because velocity has both 
magnitude and direction, it is a vector 
quantity that can be positive, negative, or 
zero.
Physical,
motor
Double
doubleSupport Period during which both feet are in 
contact with the floor. Both the beginning 
and the end of the stance phase are 
considered to be double-support period.
Physical,
motor
Double
stepAsymmetry Step length asymmetry during gait Physical,
motor
Double
weightShift Weight shift occurs if the center of gravity 
is positioned such that one leg bears more 
weight than the other.
Physical,
motor
Double
TABLE 3 5  PROPOSED GVUM -  GAIT PARAMETERS 
3.5.3.9 VISUAL PARAMETERS
Visual functions deteriorate with age. Moreover, many surveys showed that cataracts at 
any stage of development may affect contrast sensitivity and glare disability [144]. 
Scotoma is another common type of vision loss that is often appeared in conjunction 
with other visual deficiencies, like glaucoma or cataract. Some visual disabilities, like 
glaucoma are also correlated with scotomas. Functional defect progression of glaucoma 
is most commonly seen as a deepening of a scotoma, followed by defect enlargement, 
and less commonly by the formation of new scotomas [1 0 1 ].
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The proposed GVUM includes a set of parameters, which refer to the visual abilities of 
the user [Figure 20 and Table 36} and are able to describe the most common visual 
impairments.
B  spectralSensitivity
B  glarcSensitivitjf ËgiongValue : string 
lËg middleValue : string 
1 SshortV alue : strinq
1 Eg; minValue i string f 
1 I S  maxValue : string I
i /■
blindSpotSize
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s n
visualAcuity User's acuteness or clearness of vision Visual Double
contrastSensitivity User's contrast sensitivity Visual Double
glareSensitivity User's glare sensitivity Visual Double
spectralSensitivity User's spectral sensitivity Visual Double
blindSpotArea It refers to the percentage of the visual 
field where the scotomas appear.
Visual Double
blindSpotSize The size of the scotomas Visual Double
blindSpotOpacity The opacity of the scotomas Visual Double
biindSpotCount Number of scotoma in visual field, 
used to predict minimum font size and 
appropriate modality of interaction
Visual Integer
TABLE 3 6  PROPOSED GVUM -  VISUAL PARAMETERS 
3.5.3.10 HEARING PARAMETERS
Hearing impairments lessen a person's ability to hear environmental sounds without 
amplification. Often they also diminish the ability to discriminate between sounds even 
with amplification. Hearing loss is a major public health problem. Age-related hearing 
loss is the most prevalent of human auditory disorders [146]. Epidemiological studies
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indicate that the hearing threshold and the prevalence of hearing disabilities increase 
with age [61].
The proposed GVUM describes the hearing threshold for various frequencies, as well as 
the resonance frequency for each ear [Figure 21 and Table 37].
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jj"
resonanceFrequency Resonance is the tendency of human 
ear to oscillate at a greater amplitude 
at a specific frequency than at others. 
This is known as resonance 
frequency.
Auditory Double
hearingThresholdl Minimum hearing level in dB at 250 
Hz
Auditory Integer
hearingThreshold2 Minimum hearing level in dB at 500 
Hz
Auditory Integer
hearingThreshold3 Minimum hearing level in dB at 1 kHz Auditory Integer
hearingThreshold4 Minimum hearing level in dB at 2 kHz Auditory Integer
hearingThresholdS Minimum hearing level in dB at 4 kHz Auditory Integer
hearingThreshold6 Minimum hearing level in dB at 8  kHz Auditory Integer
TABLE 3 7  PROPOSED GVUM -  HEARING PARAMETERS
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3.5.3.11 SPEECH PARAMETERS
Though often overshadowed by the more salient skeletal aspects of movement 
impairment such as gait and upper limb control, speech impairment in Parkinson's 
disease (PD) is not uncommon. PD patients are often characterized by reduced intensity 
of voice, a tendency to increased and unvarying pitch, monotony of speech and a 
abnormal rate of speaking [105]. Disordered articulatory movements have been 
documented in people with PD through kinematic analysis of jaw movements [24].
The proposed GVUM includes a set of speech parameters describing user's vocal abilities 
[Figure 22 and Table 38].
IipMovementCoordination jawMovement
syllafoieDufation
vocalStress
f  unda m entalFrequenc^
phonation
voicePitch prosody
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voicePitch The relative highness or lowness 
of a tone as perceived by the ear, 
which depends on the number of 
vibrations per second produced 
by the vocal cords.
Speech Double
fundamentalFrequency The lowest frequency produced 
during speech is known as the 
fundamental frequency.
Speech Double
syllableDuration Time needed for a user to speak 
a single syllable
Speech Double
lipMovementCoordination Lip movement coordination 
during speaking
Speech String
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Jaw movements in speech Speech StringjawMovement
DescriptionVariable name Taxonomy Data Type
TABLE 3 8  PROPOSED GVUM -  SPEECH PARAMETERS
3.5.3.12 COGNITIVE PARAMETERS
Many disabilities affect cognition mainly in combination with other functional 
limitations, like motor. Bassett [13] reports that almost all patients with Parkinson's 
disease suffer from selective cognitive impairments, including difficulties with attention, 
concentration, problem solving, set-shifting and memory. Multiple sclerosis patients 
often experience cognitive dysfunction during the course of their disease. The most 
often affected domains are attention, memory and information processing speed. Grant 
et al. [53] examined forty-three patients with multiple sclerosis and the results showed 
disturbances in short-term memory, learning and delayed recall.
The proposed GVUM contains a set of cognitive parameters including memory, 
visuospatial and perceptual abilities [Figure 23 and Table 39).
I  iîiÈfâult
^  measureUnits ; string 
1% value : strir
JL
overlay
E g  measureUnits : string 
E g  value ; string
.1
ACT-RPara meter
E g m odule : string 
name : string 
rel^edICF i string ^
visuospatiaiAbilities:perceptualAbiiities
ACT-RModelcognitionmemory
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memory The number of objects that user can 
hold in working memory
Cognitive Integer
perceptualAbiiities The ability to be able to deal with and 
give meaning to sensory stimuli.
Cognitive String
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____________I I H # ____________
visuospatialAbilities Visuospatial abilities are those related 
to understanding and conceptualizing 
visual representations and spatial 
relationships in learning and 
performing a task.
Cognitive String
ACT-RModel Container for the ACT-R parameters. Cognitive String
ACT-RParameter Container for each ACT-R parameter.
e.g. visual-attention-latency is an ACT- 
R parameter that specifies how long a 
visual attention shift will take in 
seconds.
The whole set of ACT-R parameters, 
which can be found in the ACT-R 6.0 
Reference Manual^ is supported 
within the proposed user model.
Cognitive String
default Stores the default value of the ACT-R 
parameter.
Cognitive String
overlay Stores the value of the ACT-R 
parameter for the specific user model.
Cognitive String
TABLE 3 9  PROPOSED GVUM -  COGNITIVE PARAMETERS 
3.5.3.13 BEHAVIOURAL PARAMETERS
Recent surveys revealed that there are relationships between disabilities and a patient's 
behavior. Sirediris [134] examined the presence of helplessness in students with 
learning difficulties and evaluated the role of goal orientations as antecedents of 
helplessness, negative affect, and psychopathology. The results showed that students 
with learning difficulties displayed increased negative affectivity, lower positive 
affectivity, lower self-esteem and hopelessness, compared to typical students. People
5 http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/actr6/reference-manual.pdf
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with intellectual disabilities often have symptoms like tearfulness, loss of interest, lack 
of emotional response, sleep disturbance, loss of libido, suicidal ideation, anxiety, social 
isolation and others. Sleep problems are common in children with intellectual 
disabilities [35]. Such problems may be divided into dyssomnias, such as settling 
difficulties, frequent night waking, excessive sleepiness and early waking, and unusual 
behaviours during the night [i.e., parasomnias], such as teeth grinding and night terrors.
A set of parameters describing user's behaviour are also included within the proposed 
GVUM [Figure 24 and Table 40).
D..1
0..1
valencebehaviour
0..1
FIGURE 2 4  PROPOSED GVUM -  BEHAVIOURAL PARAMETERS (UML CLASS DIAGRAM)
informationProcessing The cognitive information 
processing theory looks at the role 
of the three stages of memory 
[sensory, short-term, and long­
term) in retrieving information 
and then transfering it to store and 
then recall in memory.
Cognitive/
Behavioural
String
valence Valence describes the degree of 
negativity or positivity in expected 
information.
Cognitive/
Behavioural
String
emotionallntelligence Emotional intelligence is the ability 
to identify, assess, and control the 
emotions of oneself, of others, and 
of groups.
Cognitive/
Behavioural
String
TABLE 4 0  PROPOSED GVUM -  BEHAVIOURAL PARAMETERS
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3.6 INSTANCES OF GENERIC VIRTUAL USER MODELS
3.6.1 OBJECTIVE
An instance of a Generic Virtual User Model [Virtual user. Persona] describes a specific 
virtual user with specific disability related parameters including disabilities, affected 
primitive tasks and specific affected primitive tasks' parameters for the specific user. 
Table 41 presents an indicative example of an instance of a GVUM.
m m : /
1
1 ^
User 1 Motor Hemiplegia Grasp The user is able to grasp objects, with  
size < - 2.5cm x 2.5cm x 2.5cm
Pull The user can pull an object with  
max_Force: 3N
Walk Gait velocity : 0.9 m /s
Abnormal step rbytbm
TABLE 4 1  INSTANCE OF A GVUM -  EXAMPLE
3.6.2 IMPLEMENTATION
The instances of GVUMs, in a similar way as the GVUMs, are expressed in UsiXML format, 
according to the proposed UsiXML extension, as described in paragraph 3.4.3. The only 
difference between a GVUM and an instance of a GVUM is that the first represents a 
population group, thus, the values of its parameters are ranges, in general, while the 
second refers to a specific user, thus, the values of its parameters are mainly absolute 
values.
3.6.3 PROPOSED USER MODELS VS PERSONAS
Personas are hypothetical archetypes of actual users. Although they are 
imaginary, they are defined w ith significant rigour and precision. Their prim ary 
goal is to make developers, designers, managers and other stakeholders develop 
em pathy for their end-users. Personas are one of the m ost widely known user 
models.
The following table (Table 42] com pares the proposed User Models against 
Personas. As depicted in Table 42, the proposed User Models include much m ore 
detailed information about users comparing w ith Personas.
8 6
User Modelling Approach Characteritics considered
Personas Type of users with disabilities, user capabilities
Proposed User Models Type of users with disabilities, user capabilities, user 
needs, characteristics from cognitive user models, 
physical user models, behavioural & physiological user 
models, guidelines and standards.
TABLE 4 2  PERSONAS VS ABSTRACT USER MODELS
Table 43 includes a Persona example while Table 44 presents the corresponding 
Generic Virtual User Model instance in UsiXML format.
Name: Adam Brown,
Age:35
Location: London, UK 
Marital status: Single 
Education: 3 years college 
Job: Web developer 
Impairment: Spinal Cord Injuries
Adam Brown lives in London with his parents John and Alicia. He works as a web developer in a big 
company in East London. In bis free time, Adam loves to play chess, listen to music and navigate through the 
in ternet After a serious motorcycle accident seven years ago, Adam came up with spinal cord injuries.
Adam faces difficulties in walking. More specifically, be is not able to effectively transfer weight betw een  
legs and som etim es be falls during activities. The step rbytbm seem s to be abnormal and the excursion and 
velocity of the hips, knees and ankles are reduced. Gait is marked by excessive plantar flexion during sw ing  
phase.
Adam owns a car with automatic transmission and buttons on the steering w heel instead of pedals for brake 
and accelerator. He loves this car and uses it in a daily basis for going to work as w ell as for leisure 
travelling.
TABLE 4 3  PERSONA EXAMPLE
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<userModel xmlns="http://wvTw.usixml.org" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema- 
instance" xsi;schemaLocation=”http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd" 
id="User_Model" name="Adam Brown" creationDate="2013/02/02 
20 ; 31:06" schemaVersion="1.8.0">
<head>
<version modifDate="2010/l0/17 20 : 31:06">0.0</version>
<authorName>Automatically generated byethe User Model Generator</authorName>
<comment>This model has been generated using the User Model Generator</comment> 
</head>
<disabilityModel>
<disability name="Spinal cord injuries" ageRelated="true" typesICF="bl47, b760, 
b7603, b780">
<disabilityDetails>Spinal cord injuries cause myelopathy or damage to 
nerve roots or myelinated fiber tracts that carry signals to and from 
the brain. Depending on its classification and severity, this type of 
traumatic injury could also damage the grey matter in the central part 
of the cord, causing segmental losses of interneurons and motorneurons. 
</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask idTask="walking_ID" type="motor" name="walking" 
details="inability to effectively transfer weight between 
legs, abnormal step rhythm, excessive plantar flexion during swing 
phase, falling during activities" />
<affectedTask idTask="driving_ID" type="motor" name="driving"
details="automatic transmission and buttons on the steering wheel 
instead of pedals for brake and accelerator needed" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
</disabilityModel>
<capabilityModel>
<general>
<gender>male</gender>
< ageGroup >30-49</ageGroup >
</general>
<generalPreferences>
<preferredInputModality>Undefined</preferredInputModality> 
<unsuitableInputModality>Undefined</unsuitableInputModality> 
<preferredOutputModality>Undefined</preferredOutputModality> 
<unsuitableOutputModality>Undefined</unsuitableOutputModality>
<mi crophoneVolume >-1.0</microphoneVolume>
<outputVolume>-l.0</outputVolume>
<brightness>-l.0</brightness>
<backgroundColour>Undefined</backgroundColour>
< contentContrast >Undef ined</contentContrast>
<fontSize>-l</fontSize>
<fontColour>Undefined</fontColour>
<pointerSize>-l.0</pointerSize>
<pointerColour>Undefined</pointerColour>
</generalPreferences>
<anthropometric>
<weight measureUnits="kgr" value="81.023056"/>
<stature measureUnits ="cm" value="174.586060"/>
<headLength measureUnits="cm" value="19.533623"/>
<headBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="16.409887"/>
<sittingHeight measureUnits^"cm" value="92.1344 07"/>
<bideltoidBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="48.190166"/> 
<waistCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="98.818848"/> 
<upperLimbAnthropometric leftRight="left">
<shoulderElbowLength measureUnits="cm" value=" u46 ?710236"/>
<forearmHandLength measureUnits="cm" value="47.450768"/> 
<bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed measureUnits="cm" value="25.926586"/> 
<forearmCircumferenceFlexed measureUnits="cm" value="28.615967"/>
</upperLimbAnthropometric>
<upperLimbAnthropometric leftRight="right">
<shoulderElbowLength measureUnits="cm" value="=_u46 ?710236"/> 
<forearmHandLength measureUnits="cm" value="47.450768"/> 
<bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed measureUnits="cm" value="25.926586"/> 
<forearmCircumferenceFlexed measureUnits="cm" value="28.615967"/> 
</upperLimbAnthropometric>
<lowerLimbAnthropometric leftRight="left">
<ankleHeight measureUnits^"cm" value="7.696402"/>
<hipBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="_6.022629"/>
<kneeHeightSitting measureUnits="cm" value="5_u46 7685188"/> 
<buttockKneeLength measureUnits="cm" value="60.155540"/> 
________________ <footLength measureUnits="cm" value="27.075596"/>____________________
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<footBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="10.460404"/> 
<thighCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="52.115131"/> 
<calfCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="<1.603872"/> 
</lowerLimbAnthropometric>
<lowerLimbAnthropometric leftRight="right">
<ankleHeight measureUnits="cm" value="7.696402"/>
<hipBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="_6.022629"/>
<kneeHeightSitting measureUnits^"cm" value="5_u46 ?685188"/> 
<buttockKneeLength measureUnits="cm" value="60.155540"/> 
<footLength measureUnits="cm" value="27.075596"/>
<footBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="10.460404"/> 
<thighCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="52.115131"/> 
<calfCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="=l,603872"/>
</1owerLimbAnthropomet ri c >
</anthropometric>
<motor>
<upperLimb leftRight="left">
<pullForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.01"/>
<pushForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="8.99"/>
<inForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.02"/>
<outForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.02"/>
<hand>
<finger fingerID="thumb">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<extensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<abductionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<5.0 0"/>
<adductionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<extensions measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="=5.00"/>
<abductions measureUnits="degrees" minValue-"0.0" 
maxValue="=5.00"/>
<adductionS measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="index finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexions measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionS measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
raaxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="middle finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="ring finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
_______________ <hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"
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maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="baby finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionC measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
</hand>
<wrist>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="0.02"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="15.0 8"/>
<radialDeviation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="27.50"/>
<ulnarDeviation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<5.00"/>
</wrist>
<forearm>
<pronation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="85.0 0"/>
<supination measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="85.00"/>
</forearm>
<elbow>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="142.50"/> 
<hyperExtension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</elbow>
<shoulder>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue-"160.00"/> 
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
raaxValue="40.00"/>
<abduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="85.00"/>
<adduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<0.0 0"/>
<internalRotation raeasureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="80.00"/>
<externalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="45.00 " / >
</shoulder>
</upperLimb>
<upperLimb leftRight="right">
<pullForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.01"/>
<pushForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="8.99"/>
<inForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.02"/>
<outForce measureUnits="N" maxValue="0.02"/>
<hand>
<finger fingerID="thumb">
<flexionA measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<extensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<abductionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
m'axValue="<5.00"/>
<adductionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
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<extensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<5.00"/>
<abductionB measureUnit:s= "degrees" minValue="0 . 0" 
maxValue="<5.00"/>
<adductionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
raaxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="index finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits^:"degrees" minValue="0 . 0" 
maxValue="10.0 0"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="middle finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.0 0"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="ring finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
raaxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.0 0"/>
</finger>
<finger fingerID="baby finger">
<flexionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionA measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionB measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionB measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="0.00"/>
<flexionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="22.83"/>
<hyperExtensionC measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</finger>
</hand>
<wrist>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="2.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="0.02"/> 
<radialDeviation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="27.50"/>
<ulnarDeviation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<5.00"/>
</wrist>
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<forearm>
<pronation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="8 5.0 0"/>
<supination measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="85.00"/>
</forearm>
<elbow>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="142.50"/> 
<hyperExtension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</elbow>
<shoulder>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="160.00"/> 
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="4 0.0 0"/>
<abduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="85.0 0"/>
<adduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="<0.0 0"/>
<internalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="8 0.0 0"/>
<externalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="45.0 0"/>
</shoulder>
</upperLimb>
<lowerLimb leftRight="left">
<hip>
<abduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="< 7.5 0"/>
<adduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.00"/>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="2.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue 
="2.00"/>
<internalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="40.0 0"/>
<externalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="40.00"/>
<flexionTorque measureUnits="Nm" minValue="0.0" 
raaxValue="107.60"/>
<extensionTorque measureUnits="Nm" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="109.30"/>
</hip>
<knee>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="2.00"/> 
<hyperExtension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="7.50"/>
<flexionForce measureUnits="N" minValue="0.0" maxValue="783.00"/> 
<extensionForce raeasureUnits="N" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="783.00"/>
</knee>
<ankle>
<dorsiFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.0 0"/>
<plantarFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="45.00"/>
<eversion measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="02.50"/> 
<inversion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="00.0 0"/>
</ankle>
<footToe footToeID="l">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="05.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="05.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="2">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="05.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="05.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="0">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="05.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="05.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="4">
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<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" raaxValue="05.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="05.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="5">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="05.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="05.00"/>
</footToe>
</lowerLimb>
<lowerLimb leftRight="right">
<hip>
<abduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="17.50"/>
<adduction measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.00"/>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="19.71"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue 
="6.11"/>
<internalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="40.00"/>
<externalRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="40.00"/>
<flexionTorque measureUnits^"Nm" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="107.60"/>
<extensionTorque measureUnits-"Nm" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="109.30"/>
</hip>
<knee>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue-"0.0" maxValue="74.50"/> 
<hyperExtension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="7.50"/>
<flexionForce measureUnits="N" minValue="0.0" maxValue="783.00"/> 
<extensionForce measureUnits="N" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="783.00"/>
</knee>
<ankle>
<dorsiFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.00"/>
<plantarFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="4 5.0 0"/>
<eversion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="12.50"/> 
<inversion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="10.00"/>
</ankle>
<footToe footToeID="l">
<flexion measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="15.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="15.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="2">
<flexion measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="15.00"/>
<extension measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="15.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="l">
<flexion measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="15.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="15.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="4">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="65.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="65.00"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="5">
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="65.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="65.00"/>
</footToe>
</lowerLimb>
<neck>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="20.45"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="26.20"/> 
<leftLateralFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="2.00"/>
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<rightLateralFlexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="2.0 0"/>
<leftLateralRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="70.00"/>
<rightLateralRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="70.00"/>
</neck>
<spinalColumn>
<flexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="90.00"/>
<extension measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" maxValue="60.00"/>
<leftLateralFIexion measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.00"/>
<rightLateralFlexion measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="25.00"/>
<leftLateralRotation measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="60.00"/>
<rightLateralRotation measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0" 
maxValue="6 0.0 0"/>
</spinalColumn>
<gait>
<stepLength measureUnits="m" value="0.17"/>
<stepWidth measureUnits="m" value="2.67"/>
<strideLength measureUnits^"m" value="1.48"/>
<footContact>-l.00</footContact>
<gaitCycle measureUnits^"s" value="0.60"/>
<cadence measureUnits="steps/minute" value-"0.80"/>
<velocity measureUnits="cm/sec" value="-_u51 ?.92"/>
<doubleSupport measureUnits="% gait cycle" value="2.00"/>
<stepAsymmetry measureUnits^"absolute" value="l.00"/>
<weightShift measureUnits="degrees" value="0.08"/>
</gait>
</motor>
<sensory>
<vision>
<eye leftRight="left">
<visualAcuity>D.00</visualAcuity>
<contrastSensitivity>œ.00</contrastSensitivity> 
<glareSensitivity>oe. 00</glareSensitivity> 
<spectralSensitivity longValue="l.00" middleValue="l.00" 
shortValue="l.00"/>
<blindSpotArea maxValue="0.00" minValue="-1.00"/> 
<blindSpotSize maxValue="0.00" minValue="-1.00"/> 
<blindSpotOpacity minValue="0.00" maxValue="0.00"/> 
<blindSpotCount>0.00</biindSpotCount>
</eye>
<eye leftRight="right">
<visualAcuity>œ.00</visualAcuity>
<contrastSensitivity>oe.00</contrastSensitivity> 
<glareSensitivity>€.00</glareSensitivity> 
<spectralSensitivity longValue="l.00" middleValue="l.00" 
shortValue="l.00"/>
<blindSpotArea maxValue="0.00" minValue="-1.00"/> 
<blindSpotSize maxValue="0.00" minValue="-1.00"/> 
<blindSpotOpacity minValue="0.00" maxValue="0.00"/>
<blindSpotCount > 0.00</blindSpotCount>
</eye>
</vision>
<hearing>
, <ear leftRight="left">
<resonanceFrequency>@Y.00</resonanceFrequency> 
<hearingThresholdl frequency="250"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold2 frequency="500"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold3 frequency="1000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold4 frequency="2000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold5 frequency="4000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
______________________ <hearingThreshold6 frequency="8000"_____________________
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frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
</ear>
<ear leftRight="right">
<resonanceFrequency>'lQ. 00</resonanceFrequency>
<hearingThresholdl frequency="250"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold2 frequency="500"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnit s="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold3 frequency="1000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold4 frequency="2000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold5 frequency^"4 000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
<hearingThreshold6 frequency="8000"
frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" measureUnits="dB" 
value="0.0"/>
</ear>
</hearing>
<speech>
<phonation>
<voicePitch>120.00</voicePitch>
<fundamentalFrequency>135.00</fundamentalFrequency> 
<syllableDuration>-l.00</syllableDuration> 
</phonation>
<prosody>
<vocalStress>
<1ipMovement Coordi nat ion/>
<j awMovement/>
</vocalStress>
</prosody>
</speech>
</sensory>
<cognition>
<memory>0.0</memory>
<perceptualAbilities>0.0</perceptualAbilities> 
<visuospatialAbilities>Undefined</visuospatialAbilities>
<ACT-RModel/>
</cognition>
<behaviour>
<physiologicalArousal>
<informationProcessing>Undefined</informationProcessing> 
</physiologicalArousal>
<valence>Undefined</valence>
<emotionalIntelligence>Undefined</emotionalIntelligence>
</behaviour>
</capabilityModel>
:/userModel>
TABLE 4 4  VIRTUAL USER MODEL EXAMPLE IN USIXML FORMAT^
6 The values of som e disability parameters have been chosen randomly just for example completion reasons.
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The main advantage of the Virtual User Models against Personas is th a t they are 
defined in a m achine-readahle form at [UsiXML) while the Personas are 
described using hum an-readable only form at [free text).
3.6.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED VUM AND EXISTING MODELS
In the following paragraphs, the propoed VUM is compared with the virtual user models 
proposed by the following EU FP7 projects:
a. GU1DE7
b. MyUP
c. V1C0N9
The virtual user models of GUIDE, MyUl and VICON include significantly fewer variables 
than the proposed VUM and most of them are also included in the proposed VUM, as it is 
depicted in Table 45, Table 46 and Table 47.
3.6.4.1 COMPARISON WITH THE GUIDE USER MODEL
The GUIDE user modelling system helps designers to develop accessible systems and to 
personalize interfaces for end users. GUIDE uses xml format to store user variables. 
Table 45 briefly describes GUIDE variables.
Variable nai
Age Age of user in years General Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"ageGroup"
Sex Sex of user General Integer Corresponding
7 http://ww w.guide-project.eu/ 
G http://w w w .m yui.eu/
9 http://vicon-project.eu/
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I "  ^
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"gender"
Height Standing height of user General Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"stature"
Preferences Preferences of user about interface 
layout
Preferences N/A YES
Volume Prefered volume of speakers Auditory Double Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"outputVolume"
fontSize Minimum font size of interface captions Visual Integer YES
fontColour Preferred fore colour of buttons Visual String YES
cursorSize Size of cursor Visual Double Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"pointerSize"
cursorColour Colour of cursor Visual String Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"pointerClour"
Acuity Visual acuity of user, used to predict 
minimum font size
Visual Acuity Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"visualAcuity"
CS Contrast Sensitivity of user, used to 
predict minimum font size
Visual Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"contrastSensitiv
y"
Scotoma Number of scotoma in visual field, used 
to predict minimum font size and
Visual Integer Corresponding 
variable of the
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appropriate modality of interaction proposed VUM: 
"biindSpotCount'
FieldLossP Amount of peripheral visual field, used 
to predict minimum font size and 
appropriate modality of interaction
Visual Integer NO
FieldLossC Amount of central visual field, used to 
predict minimum font size and 
appropriate modality of interaction
Visual Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"blindSpotArea"
CB Presence and type of colour blindness, 
used to predict colour contrast of 
interface
Visual Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"spectralSensitivi
y"
MD Presence of Maccular Degeneration, 
used to predict minimum font size and 
appropriate modality of interaction
Visual Integer NO
halfK Minimum hearing level in dB at 500 Hz Auditory Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshol 
2"
oneK Minimum hearing level in dB at 1 kHz Auditory Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshol 
3"
twoK Minimum hearing level in dB at 2 kHz Auditory Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshol 
4"
fourK Minimum hearing level in dB at 4 kHz Auditory Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM:
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1
"hearingThreshoh
5"
eightK Minimum hearing level in dB at 8 kHz Auditory Integer Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshol! 
6"
TMT Time taken to complete Trail Making 
Test
Cognitive Integer NO
DIGSYM Score in Digit Symbol Test Cognitive Integer NO
GS Maximum grip strength of dominant 
hand
Motor Integer NO
Tremor Presence of Tremor or Spasm in hand Motor Integer NO
ROMW Active range of motion of wrist Motor Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
wrist flexion, 
extension, 
radialDeviation 
and
ulnarDeviation
ROMFA Active range of motion of ForeArm Motor Integer Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
forearm pronatio 
and supination
TABLE 4 5  GUIDE USER MODEL VARIABLES 
3.6.4.2 COMPARISON WITH THE MYUl USER MODEL
The purpose of the MyUI User Model is to capture information about user capabilities 
and characteristic as far as they are relevant to determine the human computer 
interaction (HCI) abilities of a user. The idea behind the MyUl user model is to be used 
for dynamic adaptation of user interfaces based on the concrete instance of the model 
for a given user (the user profile). Table 46 presents the variables included in the MyUl 
user model.
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Name of variable /  
Triple-Predica
Visual Acuity 
visualAcuity
Ability to perceive what is 
displayed on the screen
Visual Double
Is included in tlie 
proposed VUM?
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"visualAcuity"
Field of Vision 
fieldOfVision
Describes how limited the 
field of vision of the given user 
is.
Visual Double Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"blindSpotArea"
Ambient Light 
ambientLight
The amount of ambient light 
at the users place.
Perceptual Double NO
Out o f scope, as it 
describes the 
environment, not 
the user.
Ambient Noise 
ambientNoise
The amount of ambient noise 
at the users place.
Perceptual Double NO
Out o f scope, as it 
describes the 
environment, not 
the user.
Hearing
hearing
Describes how limited the 
user's ability to hear sounds 
is.
Auditory Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
resonancePrequenc
y,
hearingThresholdl,
hearingThresholdZ,
hearingThresholdS,
hearingThreshold4,
hearingThresholdS,
hearingThresholdS
Language Reception 
languageReception
Ability to understand written 
or spoken language
Cognitive Double Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"perceptualAbilities
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Language Production 
languageProduction
Ability to speak and write 
language
Cognitive Double NO
Understanding 
Abstract Signs 
understandingAbstra 
ctSigns
Ability to understand abstract 
signs and pictograms
Cognitive Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"visuospatialAbiliti 
es"
Attention
attention
Ability to handle multiple 
things at the same time, resp. 
focusing on something.
Cognitive Double NO
Processing Speed 
processing Speed
Ability to process information 
fast.
Cognitive Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"perceptualAbilities
Working Memory 
workingMemory
Ability to remember an exact 
sequence of steps in a process 
and the ability to orientate in 
this process.
Cognitive Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"memory"
Long Term Memory 
longTermMemory
Ability to learn and remember 
information for a long time.
Cognitive Double NO
ICT Literacy 
ictLiteracy
Ability to use modern 
information technology.
Cognitive Double NO
Hand-Eye
Coordination
handEyeCoordination
Ability to coordinate the 
movement of the hands with 
things seen.
Cognitive Double NO
Speech Articulation 
speechArticulation
Ability to speak Motor Double Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"voicePitch", 
"fundamentalFrequ 
ency"and 
"syllableDuration"
Finger Precision Ability to move the fingers Motor Double NO
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fingerPrecision precisely.
Hand Precision 
handPrecision
Ability to move the hand 
precisely.
Motor Double NO
Arm Precision 
armPrecision
Ability to move the arms 
precisely.
Motor Double NO
Contact Grip 
contactGrip
Ability to control things by 
touching them.
Motor Double NO
Pinch Grip 
pinchGrip
Ability to press single buttons. Motor Double NO
Clench Grip 
clenchGrip
Ability to hold object. Motor Double NO
First Name 
firstName
The first name of the user. Mise String NO
Last Name 
lastName
The last name of the user. Mise String NO
Email Address 
hasEmail
The email address of the user. Mise String NO
Preferred Language 
prefLanguage
The language the user prefers 
to use.
Mise Enumer
ation
NO
Successful 
Interactions 
successfulln teractions
The number of successful 
interactions with the system.
Mise Integer NO
State transitions 
stateTransitions
The number of state 
transitions the user carried 
out.
Mise Integer NO
MyUl Experience 
myuiExperience
The experience with the MyUl 
system.
Mise Double NO
Preference! onalOutp 
ut
preferenceTonalOutp
ut
Selects whether the user 
prefers output enhanced with 
sounds.
Mise Boolean Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"preferredOutputM
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Name of variable /  
Triple-Predicat
Descriptio Taxonomy Is included in the 
proposed VUM?
odality"
PreferenceSpeechlnp
ut
preferenceSpechlnput
Selects whether the user 
prefers speech-input over 
text-input.
Mise Boolean Corresponding 
variables of the 
proposed VUM: 
"preferredlnputMo 
dality"
TABLE 4 6  MYUI USER MODEL VARIABLES
3.6.4.3 COMPARISON WITH THE VICON USER MODEL
The VICON user model is used as a context representation during the entire 
development workflow, in order to provide designers with a meaningful support for 
creating accessible consumer products.
The usual design workflow has been studied in the course of conceptualization of the 
VUM. It has been identified as an iterative process composed of the three design phases 
per iteration:
(1) Sketch,
(2) CAD design,
(3) Evaluation.
The roles and responsibilities of the VUM vary depending on the design phase it aims to 
support At the sketch stage the VUM identifies a set of design recommendations for a 
specified usage context. In the CAD design phase the VUM provides data for presentation 
of design templates and calculation of interactive suggestions. During the evaluation it is 
used for simulation to configure a 3d scene according to given usage context and 
conducting task analysis.
The VICON virtual user concept is composed of five partial models:
•  User
•  Environment
•  Task
•  Component
•  Recommendations
Each of these models provides a piece of context knowledge combined to the VUM, 
which encapsulates the entire usage context.
The VUM has been realized in form of ontology. The OWL ontology language and JENA 
ontology framework have been used for the implementation. The five sub-models of the 
VUM are represented by five OWL classes respectively. For the interpretation of 
inquiries -  e.g. selection of certain model instances, like user profiles or environments, 
in order to get a set of the recommendations -  a generic rule reasoner is used [see 
Figure 25). The reasoning process comprises five inferences transforming the VUM from
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an initial model to a final one, which additionally to the initially existing knowledge, 
encapsulated by the five ontology classes, contains new class instances for target user 
groups, environments etc. and their semantic relationships represented by assignment 
of recommendations.
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FIGURE 2 5  VICON MODELLING OVERVIEW
In the variables of theVICON user model (see Figure 26) we can find all the information 
about a virtual user such as physical disabilities or diseases stored. The predicates for 
this model were achieved through user studies Eight WHO IGF based subgroups also 
called user profiles (see Table 47) have been instantiated. For every criterion of diseases 
the profiles are divided into different levels of impairment groups (no impairment, mild 
and moderate).
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FIGURE 2 6  VICON USER MODEL OVERVIEW
Additionally, there are mixed profiles describing the group of elderly people suffering 
upon a mixture of hearing, sight and dexterity impairments.
L _ .
1
Name
The name to identify a person, this is the 
only one primary predicate, that means 
it is mandatory to define it in an 
instance
Mise
String NO
Nickname Optional nickname for the person Mise String NO
VirtualMod
el
An URl where to find a virtual model e.g. 
in form of a wavefront .obj file format
Mise
String NO
Age Age in years
Mise
Integer
(65-116)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"ageGroup"
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Gender Gender
Mise String 
(male or 
female)
YES
HearingSOO
Hz
Threshold hearing level in dB at 500Hz 
(without aid)
Auditory
Integer (- 
10 -120)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshold 
2"
Hearinglk
Hz
Threshold hearing level in dB at IkHz 
(without aid)
Auditory
Integer (- 
10 -120)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshold 
3"
HearingZk
Hz
Threshold hearing level in dB at 2kHz 
(without aid)
Auditory
Integer (- 
10 -120)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshold 
4"
Hearing4k
Hz
Threshold hearing level in dB at 4kHz 
(without aid)
Auditory
Integer (- 
10 -120)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"hearingThreshold 
5"
Backgroun
dNoise
Threshold of speech intelligibility with 
background noise. Percentage of 
background noise volume compared to 
speech volume.
Auditory
Integer (0 
- 200%)
NO
HearingAid
Probability that the user has a hearing 
aid
Auditory Integer
(0-100%)
NO
HearingAid
WithWashi
ngMachine
Probability that the user will wear a 
hearing aid when using a washing 
machine
Auditory
Integer
(0-100%)
NO
HearingAid
WithMobile
Phone
Probability that the user will wear a 
hearing aid when using a mobile phone
Auditory
Integer
(0-100%)
NO
HearingAid
WithRemot
Probability that the user will wear a 
hearing aid when using a remote control
Auditory Integer
(0-100%)
NO
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H
eControl
Visual
Acuity
Visual acuity value
Visual
Integer 
(20/12.5 - 
20/160)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"visualAcuity"
FieldRadius Radius of field of vision
Visual
Integer 
(20 - 60)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"blindSpotArea"
FieldOfVisi
on
Reduced field of vision (finds it hard to 
see things to the side, top, bottom of 
what they are looking at)
Visual Integer (1 
= No, 2 = 
Slightly, 3
Moderatel 
y, 4 = 
Strongly)
NO
ColourBlind
ness
Measure of Colour Blindness
Visual
Integer
(1-15)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"spectralSensitivity
NearFocus
Amplitude of Accommodation (ability to 
clearly focus on objects at near distance) 
in centimetres
Visual
Integer
(1-999)
NO
DepthPerce
ption
Ability to Judge Distance, represented by 
Depth Perception/Stereopsis (%)
Perceptual Integer
(25-100)
NO
Contrast
Sensitivity
Pelli-Robson Score as a measure of 
contrast sensitivity
Visual Integer 
(1.1 - 2) 
(normal = 
1.6-2, 
mild = 
1.1-1.5, 
moderate 
= 1.1-1.5)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM: 
"contrastSensitivit
y"
Light
Sensitivity
Disability Glare Index (DGI): calculated 
as Visual Acuity Rating (VAR) for normal 
lighting minus VAR for high glare. VI0 
(Visual Impairment Profile 0) and VI2
Visual
Intege+ 
r (1-999)
Corresponding 
variable of the 
proposed VUM:
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(Visual Impairment Profile 2) figures are 
based on results from a study of older 
and younger patients, the VII (Visual 
Impairment Profilel] figure is the 
midpoint between the older and 
younger DGI scores.
"glareSensitivity"
Glasses
Probability that the user has glasses or 
contact lenses
Visual Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
GlassesWit
hWashingM
achine
Probability that the user will wear 
glasses, or contact lenses, when using a 
washing machine
Visual
Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
GlassesWit
hMobilePho
ne
Probability that the user will wear 
glasses, or contact lenses, when using a 
mobile phone
Visual
Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
GlassesWit
hRemoteCo
ntrol
Probability that the user will wear 
glasses, or contact lenses, when using a 
remote control
Visual
Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
Manual 
dexterity -  
male
Result from the Australian/Canadian 
Hand Osteoarthritis Index
Motor
Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
Manual 
dexterity - 
female
Result from the Australian/Canadian 
Hand Osteoarthritis Index
Motor
Integer (0 
-100%)
NO
Haptic
button
Buttons
Motor
Integer NO
Haptic grip
Grip
Motor
Integer NO
Haptic
controls Controls
Motor
Integer NO
Haptic
arthritis
Arthritis
Motor
Integer NO
Haptic
discomfort
Discomfort
Motor
Integer NO
TABLE 4 7  VICON ONTOLOGY CLASS PARAMETERS FOR USER MODEL
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3.7 SIMULATION MODELS
3.7.1 OBJECTIVE
A Simulation Model [72] refers to a specific product or service and describes all the 
functionalities of the product/service, as well as the involved interaction with the user. 
It actually describes the scenario to be followed during the simulation process. In Table 
48, the main tasks and the subtasks that have to be executed during a simulation 
scenario example for the automotive sector are presented.
Scenario
Automotive simulation: 
assess the accessibility o f the 
handbrake and the storage 
compartment
uu*__ ,■C_3
Use handbrake Pull handbrake
Release handbrake
Use storage 
compartment
Open storage 
compartment
Close storage 
compartment
TABLE 4 8  SIMULATION MODEL EXAMPLE -  AUTOMOTIVE SIMULATION
A Simulation Model may include three different types of tasks: a] abstract tasks, b] 
interaction tasks or c) application tasks. An abstract task is a container having two or 
more children tasks, which are actually executed. An interaction task is a task performed 
by the virtual user, containing interaction between the virtual user and the virtual 
prototype. An example of an interaction task could be opening a door. An application 
task is a task performed automatically by the virtual prototype, without including any 
interaction with the virtual user. An example of an application task could be playing a 
musical theme when exiting an ICT application. The connection between the tasks 
within a Simulation Model can be established using a set of temporal operators defining 
the execution sequence, choice relationships, information passing, etc.
The leaves of the hierarchy-tree representing a Simulation Model, which are actually the 
tasks that will be simulated during the simulation process, may contain complex tasks as 
well as primitive tasks. In case where a leaf node is a complex task, the information 
stored in the corresponding Task Model has to be exploited, in order to find out how the 
specific complex task is analyzed into primitives.
3.7.2 IMPLEMENTATION
As a Simulation Model actually describes a set of tasks with their temporal relationships, 
it can be developed using the taskModel of UsiXML, similarly to the Task Models. An 
example of a Simulation Model is presented in Figure 27.
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FIGURE 2 7  A SIMULATION MODEL EXAMPLE REPRESENTING SOME COMMON TASKS THAT CAN 
BE PERFORMED IN A CAR INTERIOR. THE TASKS OF THE SAME LEVEL ARE CONNECTED WITH 
CHOICE RELATIONSHIP, WHICH MEANS THAT ONLY ONE OF THE TWO CAN BE EXECUTED AT A
TIME.
3.8 CONCLUSIONS
In Section 3, a detailed plan was given of how the problem of user modelling could be 
tackled. More specifically, the objective and implementation details of the seven major 
components [primitive tasks, task models, multimodal interaction models, abstract user 
models, generic virtual user models, instances of generic virtual user models and 
simulation models) of the methodology were analyzed.
In Section 4, a methodology is proposed for the development of virtual user models that 
represent specific disabled population groups.
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4 A METHODOLOGY FOR CREATING VIRTUAL USER 
MODELS REPRESENTATING SPECIFIC DISABLED 
POPULATION GROUPS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In this section, a methodology for creating Virtual User Models representing people with 
various disabilities, and different population groups, according to the designer's 
preferences is presented.
Although some information concerning measurements of disability parameters for 
various groups of disabled people is available in the literature and there are also 
measurements obtained from a multisensorial platform developed within the VERITAS 
EC FP7 project [78, 79, 3, 119, 120], there is no explicit way to develop a virtual user 
model that corresponds to a specific percentage of the whole population having a 
specific disability.
The goal of the proposed methodology is to fill this gap. For this purpose, statistical 
analysis is performed, exploiting both the relevant information from the literature, as 
well as the measurements coming from the VERITAS multisensorial platform, with the 
aim to model the variation of each disability parameter over the disabled population.
4.2 GENERAL DISABILITY PARAMETERS TO BE MODELED 
The disability parameters that are modelled within the User Model Generator include:
• Anthropometric parameters
e.g. elbow height, shoulder length, etc.
• Motor parameters
o Kinematic parameters
■ Upper body kinematic parameters [e.g. shoulder 
flexion/extension)
■ Lower body kinematic parameters [e.g. hip flexion/extension)
■ Torso kinematic parameters [e.g. lateral flexion]
■ Gait parameters [e.g. step length, step width) 
o Dynamic parameters
■ Strength parameters [e.g. pull/push force)
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o Dexterity/control parameters
■ e.g. reaction time, deviation to trajectory, etc.
• Visual parameters
o Visual acuity. Visual field. Contrast sensitivity. Glare sensitivity. Color 
vision deficiencies
• Speech parameters
o Percentage of Consonants Correct (PCC) 
o Articulation Competence Index [ACI)
• Hearing parameters
o Decibel as function of frequency
A disability parameter may be: a) continuous [e.g. wrist flexion: [0, 55] degrees), b) 
discrete [e.g. disability severity: mild/moderate/ severe) or c) binary [e.g. abnormal gait: 
yes/no).
The available data to be exploited by the User Model Generator appear in one of the 
following forms:
• Mean value & standard deviation [assuming Gaussian distribution]
This is the most common form of data found in the literature. For instance, a 
survey presented in a scientific paper may present that in a group of 94 people 
with rheumatoid arthritis, the mean value of cervical spine's extension has been 
found to be 64 degrees with standard deviation 16 degrees
• Raw data coming from the measurements o f the VERITAS multisensorial platform
It is very rare to find such information in the literature, as the most scientific 
papers present the results of a survey, not the raw data used in order to get the 
results. However, the measurements coming from the VERITAS multisensorial 
platform are in this form.
More detailed information regarding the disabilities and their parameters that are 
modelled within the User Model Generator can be found in the ANNEX.
4.3 MODELING A DISABILITY 
 43 .1  GENERAL STEPS...........................
The process of modelling a disability can be divided into four distinct steps:
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1. Selection of disability parameters. Each disability affects one or more body parts 
causing functional limitations to the user. Even if the affected body parts are in 
general patient-specific, we are trying to model the most characteristic functional 
limitations caused by each disability, based on the literature. Hereafter, these 
functional limitations will be referred to as disability parameters. For instance, the 
modeled disability parameters for Gonarthrosis (osteoarthritis of the knee) include: 
knee flexion/extension and gait parameters like cadence, step length, walking base, 
double support phase and swing phase.
2. Acquire raw data (real measurements). In order to model a disability parameter, 
an efficient sample size of measurement data is needed. The sample size needed for 
studies designed to estimate mean values over populations [39, 32, 138], can be 
taken from:
,[1)
where N is the sample size of the single study group, ct is the assumed SD for the 
group, the Zmt value depends on the significance criterion used in the study, and D is 
the total width of the expected confidence interval (Cl).
These data can be found mainly in the literature (papers, journals, books). In our 
research we have also used measurements performed within the VERITAS FP7 EC 
project using the VERITAS multisensorial platform (MSP), a set of combined sensors 
able to measure various parameters, like range of motion in various body parts, gait 
parameters and user's dexterity.
3. Estimate the probability density function (pdf) of each disability parameter.
Using the measurements data obtained from the previous steps, regression is 
performed, in order to estimate the probability distributions followed by each 
disability parameter. The proposed methodology includes both parametric and non- 
parametric regression as well as an innovative hybrid regression technique 
appropriate for small measurements samples. In order to find which regression 
model describes better each disability parameter, all the supported regression types 
(parametric, non-parametric and hybrid) are applied to every disability parameter 
and the one having the smallest Mean Squared Error (MSE) is chosen as the most 
suitable.
4. Validation and optimization of the regression model. In order to validate how 
accurate is the regression model resulted from the next step and optimise it as a 
further step, we use the bootstrap [64] method.
4.3.2 SUPPORTED REGRESSION TYPES FOR PDF ESTIMATION
The supported regression types for pdf estimation are presented in the next paragraphs. 
Even if some types of distributions are pretty common, such as the Gaussian or the 
exponential distribution, they are still presented consistently.
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4.3.2.1 PARAMETRIC REGRESSION
4.3.2.1.1 NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
THEORY
Supposing a sample coming from a normal population, the
parameters of the Normal distribution are calculated using the following equations:
1 ”Sample mean: // = x = — Vx,.
n /=i
1 "Variance: - x )
n f=i
EXAMPLE -  HIP FLEXION OF THE RIGHT LOWER LIMB OF ELDERLY SUBJECTS 
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the hip 
flexion of the right lower limb of the elderly subjects, the following sample was obtained 
(in degrees):
Measurements taken from 52 subjects: (98.2, 101, 78.8, 92, 66.7, 97, 90, 99.6, 69, 81.3, 
65, 93.2, 79.5, 89.6, 78.8, 19.7, 38, 50.3, 20.6, 30.1, 27.6, 47.5, 55.6, 61.6, 39, 88.3, 44,
61.2, 50.2, 76.1, 83.2, 57.3, 76.7, 63.9, 89.3, 59.7, 8 6 .8 , 76.6, 6 6 .6 , 25.4, 75.8, 68.7, 65.7, 
58, 70.9, 70.1, 55.7, 58.7,54.3, 56, 61.7,67.5)
Note: While the raw measurements taken from 52 subjects are presented, the associated 
probability o f each measurement (after pdf estimation] is not provided, as our goal is to 
result to conclusions concerning the whole population group, not to categorise the specific 
users.
By applying parametric regression, supposing that the data follow a normal distribution, 
the estimated parameters are: // = 66.11731, = 20.61545, with Mean Squares Error
(MSE) equal to 0.00410. Figure 28 presents the plot of the estimated pdf. Y-axis in 
Figure 28 (and all the following pdf plots) represents the probability and X-axis 
represents the measurements.
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4.3.2.1.2 EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION
THEORY
Supposing a sample coming from a population following an exponential
distribution, the parameter X (namely, the rate parameter) is estimated using the 
following equations:
i4,
X
C3)
1 "where x = — V  x , . (4)
n i=\
EXAMPLE - GAIT CYCLE OF STROKE PATIENTS
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the gait cycle 
of the stroke patients, the following sample was obtained (in sec):
Measurements taken from 33 subjects: (1.46,1.15,1.56,1.77,1.86,1.19,1.77,1.72,1.23, 
2.51, 1.29, 1.55, 1.63, 1.26, 3.93, 2.07, 1.9, 1.33, 1.17, 1.17, 1.39, 1.85, 1.17, 1.13, 1.27, 
1.02, 2.04, 3.41,1.62, 2.23,1.78,1.5,1.55)
By applying parametric regression, supposing that the data follow an exponential 
distribution, the estimated parameter is: X = 0.59481, with Mean Squares Error (MSE) 
equal to 0.09188. Figure 29 presents the plot of the estimated pdf.
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4.3.2.1.3 LEVY DISTRIBUTION
THEORY
Fama and Roll [41] developed a sample-quantile-based method to estimate the 
parameters of a Levy-stable distribution. The steps are as follows;
• Choose a constant interval / [the sampling interval or its multiple) to calculate 
the increments of the physical quantity and plot their cumulative distribution 
function (CDF).
• Calculate the quantile range of from the CDF, where /  (fractile) is the
truncated part of the CDF and /  can be as small as possible. Fama and Roll [41] 
recommend /  to be 0.72. Quantile g ,  can be interpolated from the CDF. The 
scale parameter C is calculated using the following equation;
C = Qq.11 G0.28
1.654
Define parameter A as A Q q.95 ~  Q 0.05
60.75 Qq.25
Fama and Roll [42] estimated index a of the Levy-stable distribution from Table 
49 based on the A value. Yang et al. [158] use the following polynomial function 
to fit parameter A and its corresponding a :
a = 0.02A" -  0.36A' + 2.49A" - 1.11A + 10.52
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The equation is valid for \< a  <2  and 2.327 < A <  6.426 and provides a 
convenient evaluation of a from A , avoiding having to check Table 49.
• Estimate the Hurst coefficient H  oï the Levy-stable distribution using the 
formula C = Q  | / .  The logarithm of the previous equation gives:
logC = logCo + H l o g \ l \
The Hurst coefficient Hi s  the slope of logCversus log | Z |. Given a and H , the data
can be described by the fractional Levy motion model. For — < H  <l  the data is
a
persistent. The data appears anti-persistent when 0 < H  < — , and it appears as white
a
noise when H  = — . The interval / must be chosen properly since the paired data 
a
number decreases with increasing intervals and thus induces uncertainty in the model.
oc
A
£
1.4 X # m .
3.002 2.763 2.581 2.444
0.95 3.369 3.053 2.816 2.638
0,96 3.882 3.448 3.127 2.887
0.97 4.659 4.049 3.577 3.234
a  is the Levy index and / i s  the finctile
TABLE 4 9  CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION [CDF] FOR STANDARDIZED SYMMETRIC STABLE
DISTRIBUTIONS [42, 158]
EXAMPLE -  DOUBLE SUPPORT OF THE STROKE PATIENTS
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the double 
support of the stroke patients, the following sample was obtained [in sec):
Measurements taken from 33 subjects: (19.41, 17.71, 17.98, 16.71, 11.67, 20.5, 14.66,
14.4, 10.83, 11.14, 17.96, 8.15, 13.59, 13.83, 29.8, 10.2, 23.5, 19.8, 11.5, 12.25, 15.21,
42.5, 21.4,15, 32.3,37.51, 51.91,47.6,43.38, 36.58,39.78,42.8,34.88).
By applying parametric regression, supposing that the data follow a Levy distribution, 
the estimated location parameter and scale parameter, respectively, are: //  = 8.15,
c = 11.12457, with MSE equal to 0.00784.
Figure 30 presents the plot of the estimated pdf.
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4.3.2.1.4 UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION [CONTINUOUS]
THEORY
The continuous uniform distribution or rectangular distribution is a family of 
probability distributions such that for each member of the family, all intervals of the 
same length on the distribution’s support are equally probable. The support is defined 
by the two parameters, a and b, which are its minimum and maximum values observed 
within a set of measurements [in our case the measurements of the VERITAS 
multisensorial platform). The distribution is often abbreviated U[a,b).
The probability density function of the continuous uniform distribution is:
1 for  a< x < b  
b - a
0 for  X <a or x >
EXAMPLE - GAIT VELOCITY OF SUBJECTS WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding gait velocity
of subjects with cerebral palsy, the following sample was obtained [in cm/sec):
Measurements taken from 16 subjects: [114.48, 28.2, 19.37, 23.23, 23.71, 25.48, 30.09, 
72.96, 38.41,114.13, 21.78, 48.28,107.16, 77.35, 83.36, 48.11)
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By applying parametric regression, supposing that the data follow a uniform 
distribution, the estimated minimum and maximum values, respectively, are: a = 19.37, 
6 = 114.48, with MSE equal to 0.00643.
Figure 31 presents the plot of the estimated pdf.
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4.3.2.1.5 MIXTURE OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTIONS
THEORY
Given a Gaussian mixture model, we can use the Expectation-Maximization [EM] 
algorithm to estimate the model parameters. According to the EM algorithm, the goal is 
to maximize the likelihood function with respect to the parameters [comprising the 
means and covariances of the components and the mixing coefficients].
The EM algorithm includes the following steps:
1. Initialize the means covariances and mixing coefficients and evaluate 
the initial value of the log likelihood.
2. E step. Evaluate the responsibilities using the current parameter values
3. M step. Re-estimate the parameters using the current responsibilities
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r i n=\
= / Z r ( z „ t ) ( ^ „  -  A”" ) ( ^ „ - p r y
r i  k  n=\
f  where iV, = J ^ y ( z ^ )
r i  n=l
4. Evaluate the log likelihood
lnp(X  |//,S ,;r) = ^lii|2];rjiV(A:„ | / / , , 2 j ) |
n=l  U = 1  J
and check for convergence of either the parameters or the log likelihood. If the 
convergence criterion is not satisfied, return to step 2.
EXAMPLE -  FINGERS' EXTENSION OF THE STROKE PATIENTS
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding fingers'
extension of the stroke patients, the following sample was obtained [in degrees]:
Measurements taken from 18 subjects: [72.27, 74.07, 76.79, 78.94, 80.94, 75.15, 30.07,
70.3, 54.68,45.81,39.26, 54.83,25.58,48.85, 39.92,38.87, 52.17, 34.01]
By applying parametric regression, supposing that the data are represented by a 
mixture of Gaussian distributions, the estimated parameters are the following:
For the l^t cluster: Mean: 75.49429, Std: 3.43784, weight: 0.38889
For the 2’^  ^cluster: Mean 42.18636, Std: 9.47384, weight: 0.61111
MSE: 0.00612
Figure 32 presents the plot of the estimated pdf.
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4.3.2.2 NON-PARAMETRIC REGRESSION
The traditional nonlinear regression model fits the model
where f3 -  ( /,,...,/?  )' is a vector of parameters to be estimated, and x\ = (x, ,...,x^)is
a vector of predictors for the i^  ^ of n observations; the errors £■ are assumed to be
normally and independently distributed with mean 0 and constant variance cr^. The 
function/( • ) ,  relating the average value of the response y to the predictors, is specified 
in advance, as it is in a linear regression model.
The general nonparametric regression model is written in a similar manner, but the 
function /  is left unspecified:
y, = f(x' l) + = f O n ,
Moreover, the objective of nonparametric regression is to estimate the regression 
function/(•)  directly, rather than to estimate parameters. Most methods of 
nonparametric regression implicitly assume t h a t f f )  is a smooth continuous function. As 
in nonlinear regression, it is typical to assume that s. ~ NID{0,a^) (Normally and 
Independently Distributed].
An important special case of the general model is nonparametric simple regression. 
where there is only one predictor:
1 2 1
y i = f ( X i ) + S t
Nonparametric simple regression is often called "scatterplot smoothing" because an 
important application is to tracing a smooth curve through a scatterplot of y  against x .
Fitting the general nonparametric regression model when there are many predictors is 
difficult. Moreover, it is also difficult to display the fitted model when there are more 
than two or three predictors. Thus, more restrictive models have been developed. One 
such model is the additive regression model
y  i =  a  +  / i  ( 4 i )  +  A  ( ^ , - 2  )  +  •• • + / t  ( %  )  +  A
where the partial-regression functions f j  (•) are assumed to be smooth, and are to be
estimated from the data. This model is substantially more restrictive than the general 
nonparametric regression model, but less restrictive than the linear regression model, 
vjhich assumes that all o f the partial-regression functions are linear.
Variations on the additive regression model include semiparametric models, in which 
some of the predictors enter linearly, for example,
y . = « + + /2 (X;2 ) + ... + /  (%  ) +
[particularly useful when some of the predictors are factors], and models in which some 
predictors enter into interactions, appearing as higher-dimensional terms in the model, 
for example:
y,- = « + / i 2 (4 , + ( 4 3  ) + ■■■ + fk(Xtt) + A
All of these models extend straightforwardly to generalized nonparametric regression, 
much as linear models extend to generalized linear models. The random and link 
components are as in generalized linear models, but the linear predictor of the GML
7 , = a + Ai& + A %  + -  + A A
is replaced for example, in the most general case, by an unspecified smooth function of 
the predictors:
Vi ~ f
or for the generalized additive model, by a sum of smooth partial-regression functions:
i i i =a  + / ,  (x., ) + / i  (j:,-2 ) + ... + / ,  )
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4.3.2.2.1 KERNEL REGRESSION
THEORY
Supposing that [x, y) is a pair or random variables taking their values in RxR, a 
nonparametric regression model would be y = T (x ) + 6". Our goal is to estim ated ,
given a learning set (Xi,yj),...,(-^„,J„) of observations
The Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimation method provides a smoothing estimate of the 
regression function T , by local weighted averaging of the y . values:
yi
where K is the kernel and h is the bandwidth parameter, controlling the smoothness of 
the estim ated 'F”.
Different kernels are supported by the User Model Generator, including: uniform, 
triangular, Epanechnikov, quadric, triweight, Gaussian and cosine kernel. The bandwidth 
parameter is also adjustable.
EXAMPLE -  KNEE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE STROKE PATIENTS
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding knee angular
velocity of the stroke patients, the following sample was obtained (in cm/sec]:
Measurements taken from 26 subjects: (38.91, 39.6, 10.42, 28.4, 27.6, 46.2, 20.2, 32.2,
15.6, 7.42, 77.75, 73.9, 96.3, 57.5, 146.9, 72.57, 59.59,110.13, 85.21,191.8,180.5, 25.8, 
99.85,126.8,95.56,94)
By applying nonparametric kernel regression, the plot of the estimated pdf is presented 
in Figure 33. The MSE was equal to 0.00095.
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As depicted in Figure 33, the knee angular velocity of stroke patients intuitively seems to 
follow a Levy distribution. This can be proved by examining the MSE resulting from 
parametric regression:
• Param etric regression [Levy]: MSE: 0.00204
• Param etric regression [Gaussian]: MSE: 0.00256
• Param etric regression (Gaussian mixture): MSE: 0.00290
• Param etric regression (Uniform): MSE: 0.00367
• Param etric regression (Exponential): MSE: 0.07297
4 . 3 . 2 . 2 . 2  L O C A L  P O L Y N O M I A L  M U L T I P L E  R E G R E S S I O N
T H E O R Y
The nonparametric multiple regression model is: y- = f {x- )  + £- = / ( x . j ,x -2 +
The steps of Local Polynomial Multiple Regression include:
• Definition of a multivariate neighborhood around a focal point
Xq = (xQ,,Xo2 ,...,%o^). The default approach in the loess function is to employ
scaled Euclidean distances:
0 ( X , , X „ ) =  - Z o ^ y
1=1
where the z . are the standardized predictors.
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Xj is the mean of the jth  predictor and Sj is its standard deviation. 
Weights are defined using the scaled distances:
D(x .,Xq)
W: =W
h
where W (•) is a suitable weight function, such as the tricube. In this case h is the 
half-width (i.e., radius) of the neighborhood, h may be adjusted to define a 
neighborhood including the [ns] nearest neighbors of Xq (where the square 
brackets denote rounding to the nearest integer)
• Perform a weighted polynomial regression of y on the x values; for example, a 
local linear fit takes the following form:
y i = a  + b,{x„ -■^02)+--- + ^ t(%  -^on) + ^ i
The fitted value at Xq is then simply % = a .
• The procedure is repeated for representative combinations of predictor values 
to build up a picture of the regression surface.
EXAMPLE -  STEP WIDTH OF THE ELDERLY
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the step 
width of the elderly, the following sample was obtained (in meters):
Measurements taken from 57 subjects: (0.15, 0.15, 0.22, 0.22, 0.19, 0.26, 0.19, 0.19, 0.18, 
0.21, 0.28, 0.23, 0.31, 0.22, 0.36, 0.29, 0.39, 0.31, 0.41, 0.44, 0.33, 0.35, 0.4, 0.27, 0.37, 
0.48, 0.45, 0.36, 0.35, 0.37, 0.43, 0.31, 0.28, 0.35, 0.32, 0.38, 0.33, 0.36, 0.4, 0.28, 0.38, 
0.28, 0.37, 0.28, 0.29, 0.42, 0.3, 0.26,0.35, 0.4, 0.36,0.43, 0.44, 0.39, 0.39, 0.31, 0.48).
By applying nonparametric local polynomial multiple regression, the plot of the 
estimated pdf is presented in Figure 34. The MSE was equal to 0.55614.
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As depicted in Figure 34, the step with of the elderly intuitively seems to follow a 
Gaussian distribution. This can be proved by examining the MSE resulting from 
parametric regression:
• Param etric regression (Gaussian): MSE: 0.94464
• Param etric regression (Gaussian mixture): MSE: 1.02365
• Param etric regression (Uniform): MSE: 1.26263
• Param etric regression (Exponential): MSE: 1.29327
• Param etric regression (Levy): MSE: 2.69961
4.3.2.3HYBRID REGRESSION 
THEORY
An issue of great importance in regression analysis is the sample size. On the other hand, 
the task of taking real measurements from disabled people is very difficult and needs 
much resources and, thus, in our case the number of real measurements is limited. 
Estimating the PDF of a disability parameter using such a limited set of subjects could 
result in great variance. In order to cope with this problem, we introduce the concept of 
hybrid regression (based on [89]) that exploits both information found on the literature 
regarding the probability distributions followed by disability parameters (e.g. the stride 
length of the elderly follows a Gaussian distribution with mean: 1.19m and SD: 0.11) in 
combination with the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform and a set 
of virtual sample measurements. According to the hybrid regression, the probability
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distribution followed by a disability parameter y is defined using an e-contaminated 
class of priors, namely F. The contaminated class controls the balance of the determinate 
priors, and other possible p r io r s , th r o u g h  an E-level of weight [Berger, 1985). 
The E-contaminated class is formulated as:
r  = {7r{y\D) = {\-£)7Tç,{y\D,l3y.,(j^) + €q{y)} ^  2^)
w h e r e  D is  o u r  in it ia l  d a ta  s e t  a n d  e  d e n o t e s  th e  le v e l  o f  u n c e r ta in ty .
For the definition of^, we perform parametric regression [Gaussian, Exponential, Levy, 
Uniform, Gaussian mixture) on the Y/s coming from the MSP and we choose the pdf with 
the smaller Mean Squared Error (MSE).
Let variable Y be the response of the simple linear regression
model T) = 4- J3^X  ^+ s. (3), where %. is the predictor values, is the intercept,
is the slope and £*. are independent and identically distributed random variables
from Æ(0, cr^).
Our initial data set D consists of ^ measurements where:
• each Yi is a single measurement coming from the MSP
• X. 's are calculated as follows:
o When there is available information in the literature regarding the pdf of 
the specific disability parameter, we use this pdf to get random 
measurements. In most cases, information found in the literature reports
that a disability parameter follows a Gaussian pdf (based on
measurements conducted using a number of subjects). In order to use 
this information while also keeping a relevance between Y- 's and X. 's, 
we get random samples ( X. 's) from the reported Gaussian distribution
that meet the following formula: <10"^ (4)
When there is no available information in the literature regarding the pdf
Xof the specific disability parameter, we calculate the ' using the
y .-F l 'A :
following formula: I ^ (5), where ^ is a random value
within With this process,  ^ are actually coming from a
random movement (however, it is kept within a specific range) of the
initial samples ^   ^ coming from the MSP. The randomness o f^ '  ^ is
depended on the factor^.
The data set coming from the MSP is generally small, as the measurement of real
patients' characteristics is a very difficult task that needs much time and resources. A
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small data sample may result to inaccurate estimation of the pdf of each disability 
parameter. The use of ^can  be a very valuable tool towards addressing the small 
sample regression problem, as it firstly enables data augmentation (DA). According to
DA technique, a new sample set consisting of m p a i r s i s  used to augment 
the present observations.
Data setD"^ is constructed as follows:
• 's are random samples from the pdf of X. 's. As it is already mentioned, this 
pdf is a Gaussian with known parameters coming from the literature, or when 
there is no information available in the literature the mean value are calculated 
as follows:
(5) and M
« M « ,=1
• 's are random samples of p , assuming that tTq is a Gaussian distribution 
with
=?■’ = P l + P t X ^  C7] ando-J, =MSE(D)  = - f ^ { y , -
” (8),
where
n  i n n
^ 0  _  M-------- ^ ^  (9) and P ^X  (10)
................
n 1 / n
At this stage, we have created a set of virtual s a m p l e s w h i c h  can be used in 
conjunction with the initial set Y) for the fine tuning of the parameters o fp , which 
describes the distribution of disability parameter y .
Now, for the definition of^g, we perform Gaussian parametric regression on the 
measurements coming from the MSP (Y/s).
The maximum likelihood estimate taken into account both the original and the virtual 
sample sets ( ^ a n d ^ ^ , correspondingly) [89] is given by:
P mle,^ = a r g m a x j î[ ; r (y .  |D )
P 1=1 i=n+l ( 1 1 )
Using the EM algorithm for parameter estimation, with the normality assumption, the 
function Q in the E-step of the EM algorithm has the following form [89]:
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i n  1 n+m
Q = "•“ ln(2;rcr^)-— - PlX^Ÿ ^ (^ [y ,^ ]-A  ~ Px^tŸ
2 2cr , = i  2<J j = „ + i  |-^2]
The M-step of the EM algorithm is used to find the values P \  or (/?/,/?/), that maximize 
6(^'|yg).Thatis,
«  i n  n + m
argmax(2(y»’| fi) = a r g m a x ( - - l n ( 2 ; r ( 7 ^ ) - - ; ^ ( 2 ( j /  ~ Pç>~Pi + Y^{E[yf ]~ x ^ f ) )
P' Po'-Pi' 2 2 a  ,=1 ,•=„+! [ 1 3 ]
The general form of updating the P^  process has the following form:
A"' ^ /  n n+m \
Z ^ r
1=1 i=n+l
n + m
f= l_______________ f = n + l ___________ n k
n n+m ^ 0
Z ’^ o+Z''-
V 1=1 i=n+l
(14)and
1 ” n+m
MSE(D,D^) =  (Z(y,-Pl-P'x,Ÿ + Ë ( y ," -Pi - P l x t f )  (15)
n + m ,=n+l
The E-step and M-step of the EM algorithm are executed iteratively until the following
Q k  ~ Q k - \  < 1 0
condition is achieved (after k iterations): ^  ^  (16)
The combination of £ (uncertainty) and m (number of virtual samples) that results to the 
minimum MSE is used to form the final F. More specifically, the following values are 
examined for e: 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, while m is tested for the following values: 
0,0.5 n, n, 2-n,  3 • n . The MSE is calculated for all possible combinations of the before­
mentioned E and m values and the combination of e  and m with the smallest MSE is 
selected.
Moreover, the resulted Pq and P  ^ are used for the optimization of the Gaussian 
distribution^ 0  • More specifically, eq. (7) now becomes ju^ a = = P I + P ^ X ^  and eq.
(8) becomes (jJ, =M ^E(D ) = - ^ ( y .  -  P i  -  Pi  x ^ f  ■
n ,-=1
EXAMPLE -  STEP WIDTH OF THE ELDERLY
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the step 
width of the elderly, the following sample was obtained (in centimeters):
Measurements taken from 59 subjects: (0.15, 0.15, 0.22, 0.22, 0.19, 0.26, 0.19, 0.19, 0.18, 
0.21, 0.28, 0.23, 0.31, 0.22, 0.36, 0.29, 0.39, 0.31, 0., 1, 0.44, 0.33, 0.35, 0.4, 0.27, 0.37, 
0.48, 0.45, 0.36, 0.35, 0.37, 0.43, 0.31, 0.28, 0.35, 0.32, 0.38, 0.33, 0.36, 0.4, 0.28, 0.38, 
0.28, 0.37, 0.28, 0.29, 0.42, 0.3, 0.26,0.35, 0.4, 0.36, 0.43, 0.44, 0.39, 0.39, 0.31, 0.48)
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There is also available information in the literature [151], reporting that the stride 
length of the elderly follows a Gaussian distribution with mean: 0.118 and SD: 0.0118.
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FIGURE 3 5  ESTIMATED PDF -  HYBRID REGRESSION
By using both data from the VERITAS multisensorial platform and information from the 
literature with equal weights [50% data from MSP and 50% data from the literature] 
and a number of generated samples equal to n [where n is the number of samples of the 
MSP], we got the estimated pdf presented in Figure 35. In Figure 35, the purple line 
denotes the data taken from the MSP, the red line denotes the final estimated pdf and 
the green line represents the virtual sample generated considering the MSP data. The 
yellow line represents the virtual samples generated considering the data coming from 
the literature, the light blue line denotes the pdf reported in the literature and the dark 
blue line represents all the samples [both real and virtual].
The resulting MSE from the hybrid regression method was 0.00628.
Comparison betw een  the different regression types
A comparison between the MSEs [Table 50] taken from all the examined regression 
types [parametric, nonparametric and hybrid], reveals the significant supremeness of 
the hybrid regression. This was in fact expected, as the hybrid regression uses both data 
coming from the MSP and the literature as well as both real and generated samples.
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L J
Parametric -  Gaussian 0.74377
Parametric -  Levy 2.73860
Parametric -  Gaussian 
mixture
0.91292
Parametric -  Exponential 1.46577
Parametric -  Uniform 1.13034
Nonparametric -  Kernel 0.5102
Nonparametric
Polynomial
0.6414
Hybrid 0.00642
TABLE 5 0  STEP WIDTH OF THE ELDERLY - MSE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SUPPORTED
REGRESSION TYPES
4.3.2.3.1.1 FURTHER EXAMPLES 
Elbow torque o f stroke patients
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the elbow 
torque for stroke patients, the following sample was obtained [in meters):
Measurements taken from 29 subjects: [6.32, 0.42,15.62, 30.18, 34.1, 7.84,14.86,10.82, 
8.53, 2, 9.54, 21.04, 21.81, 35.43, 21.01, 25.12, 24.07, 28.15, 33.05, 15.69, 0.49, 19.4, 
24.38,13.4,15.01,16.52,30.99,8.76,13.97).
By applying all the supported regression types, we get the MSEs presented in Table 51.
Parametric -  Gaussian 0.0998
Parametric -  Levy 0.2036
Parametric -  Gaussian 
mixture
0.1029
Parametric -  Exponential 0.1422
Parametric -  Uniform 0.0945
Nonparametric -  Kernel 0.042031
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«Nonparametric
Polynomial
0.05045
Hybrid 0.02156
TABLE 5 1  ELBOW TORQUE OF THE STROKE PATIENTS - MSE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE
SUPPORTED REGRESSION TYPES
Gait cadence o f the elderly
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding the gait 
cadence of the elderly, the following sample was obtained [in steps/minute):
Measurements taken from 59 subjects: [84.75, 88.25, 74.25,118.75, 90.75, 86.25, 78.75, 
81, 94, 86.5, 108.7,109.09, 97.64, 90.02, 102.83, 91.67,101.01, 125.86, 130.93, 115.94, 
113.69, 130.62, 125.03, 139.34, 115.08, 108.91, 106.38, 124.99, 116.33, 98.69, 111.51, 
108.8, 105.51, 117.91, 103.72, 69.32, 88.64, 118.29, 109.86, 99.44, 114.38, 96.67, 
108.94, 74.99, 82.72, 92.25, 96.83, 108.67, 114.52, 70.4, 79.26, 98.09, 81.54, 70.61, 
68.72,99.34, 83.89,117.25, 70.48)
From the literature [151] we also know that the stride length of elderly people follows a 
Gaussian distribution with mean: 111.78 and std: 0.11.
By applying all the supported regression types, we get the MSEs presented in Table 52.
Parametric -  Gaussian 0.36512
Parametric -  Levy 0.80070
Parametric -  Gaussian mixture 0.36673
Parametric -  Exponential 0.69950
Parametric -  Uniform 0.71225
Nonparametric -  Kernel 0.22031
Nonparametric -  Polynomial 0.25045
Hybrid 0.01758
TABLE 5 2  GAIT CADENCE OF THE ELDERLY - MSE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SUPPORTED
REGRESSION TYPES
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4.3.3 VALIDATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE REGRESSION MODEL
4.3.3.IINTRODUCTION TO BOOTSTRAP
The idea behing bootstrap [136] is to use the data of a sample study at hand as a 
"surrogate population", for the purpose of approximating the sampling distribution of a 
statistic; i.e. to resample (with replacement] from the sample data at hand and create a 
large number of "phantom samples", known as bootstrap samples. The sample summary 
is then computed on each of the boostrap samples.
Suppose a population parameter 0  and the set of measurements [of sizew] 
coming from the VERITAS multisensorial platform [concerning, for 
instance, right knee flexion of people with multiple sclerosis]. Suppose the 
corresponding sample statistic computed from this data set is 0 . For most sample 
statistics, the sampling distribution of 0  for large « [n  >30 is generally accepted as 
large sample size], is bell shaped with center 9  and standard deviation {a / 4 n '), where
the positive number a depends on the population and the type of statistic ^ . This 
phenomenon is the celebrated Central Limit Theorem [CLT]. Often, there are serious 
technical complexities in approximating the required standard deviation from the data.
Then bootstrap offers a bypass. Let 6^ stand for a random quantity which represents
the same statistic computed on a bootstrap sample drawn out o f(X j,X 2 , . - j ^ „ ) ■ In
limit, asn ^  0 0 , the sampling distribution of^g, is also bell shaped with 0  as the center 
and the same standard deviation {a / V F ). Thus, bootstrap distribution of 6 ^ - 0  
approximates [fairly well] the sampling distribution oW  — 9.  Note that, as we go from 
one bootstrap sample to another, only 9^ in the expression 9 ^ - 9  changes, as 9  is 
computed on the original da ta(X j,X 2 , .- 5^ „ ) • This is the bootstrap Central Limit 
Theorem.
4.3.3.2 APPROXIMATING STANDARD ERROR OF A SAMPLE ESTIMATE
Let us suppose, information is sought about a population param eter^. Suppose ^  is a 
sample estimator of 9  based on a sample(%,, %2 , sizen] coming from the
VERITAS multisensorial platform [concerning a specific disability parameter]. In order
to estimate standard error of^, as the sample varies over the class of all possible 
samples, we proceed with the following simple bootstrap approach:
Compute (A% ^ 2 ) ) ' using the same computing formula as the one used for^, but
now base it on N  different bootstrap samples [each of size «]. A crude 
recommendation for the size N  could be N  = rP [in our judgment], unless is too 
large. In that case, it could be reduced to an acceptable size, say M log^ n . At this point, it
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has to be mentioned that increasing N  cannot increase the amount of information in the 
original data, it can only reduce the effects of random sampling errors which can arise 
from the bootstrap procedure itself.
The standard error is calculated by SE^ 0 )  =
i=\
1/2
following the
philosophy of bootstrap: replace the population by the empirical population.
An older resampling technique used for this purpose is Jackknife [130], though 
bootstrap is more widely applicable.
4.3.3.3 BIAS CORRECTION BY BOOTSTRAP
The mean of sampling distribution of 6  often differs from^, usually by an amount = 
d  n for large n . In statistical language, it can be expressed as follows:
B ia s0 ) = E { e ) - 6 ^ O { \ l n )
A bootstrap based approximation to this bias is
A/ /=!
where are bootstrap copies of^. Clearly, this construction is also based on the 
standard bootstrap thinking: replace the population by the empirical population of the 
sample. The bootstrap bias corrected estimator i s = 0 - Bias^0 ).
4.3.3.4ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES AND CASES WHERE BOOTSTRAP IS 
RECOMMENDED
The bootstrap procedure is mainly recommended for the following situations [2]:
• When the theoretical distribution of a statistic of interest is complicated or 
unknown. Since the bootstrapping procedure is distribution-independent, it 
provides an indirect method to assess the properties of the distribution 
underlying the sample and the parameters of interest that are derived from this 
distribution. In the VERITAS case, the distribution of each disability parameter is 
generally unknown, thus, the boostrap technique seems to be suitable.
• When the sample size is insufficient for straightforward statistical inference. If 
the underlying distribution is well-known, bootstrapping provides a way to 
account for the distortions caused by the specific sample that may not be fully 
representative of the population. In the VERITAS case, the number of users 
measured through the multisensorial platform is generally small, thus, the use of 
the bootstrap technique is really useful.
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A great advantage of bootstrap is its simplicity. It is a straightforward way to derive 
estimates of standard errors and confidence intervals for complex estimators of complex 
parameters of the distribution, such as percentile points, proportions, odds ratio, and 
correlation coefficients. Moreover, it is an appropriate way to control and check the 
stability of the results.
However, although bootstrapping is (under some conditions] asymptotically consistent, 
it does not provide general finite-sample guarantees. Furthermore, it has a tendency to 
be overly optimistic. The apparent simplicity may conceal the fact that important 
assumptions are being made when undertaking the bootstrap analysis [e.g. 
independence of samples] where these would be more formally stated in other 
approaches.
4.3.3.5 EXAMPLE -  STEP LENGTH OF PEOPLE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
From the measurements of the VERITAS multisensorial platform regarding step length 
of people with multiple sclerosis, the following sample was obtained [in meters]:
Measurements taken from 19 subjects: [0.31, 0.34, 0.51, 0.41, 0.44, 0.41, 0.25, 0.49, 0.5, 
0.54, 0.62, 0.54, 0.5,0.5, 0.4, 0.58, 0.6, 0.66, 0.53]
By applying parametric regression, assuming that the data follow a Gaussian 
distribution, the estimated parameters are:
// = 0.48053 and cr = 0.1045
We create 19^ =361 bootstrap data sets of 19 randomly drawn measurements each 
[with repetition from the original 19 measurements obtained with the VERITAS 
multisensorial platform]. Table 53 presents the first 10 bootstrap sample sets [each 
column represents a bootstrap set].
S etl Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Sets Set 6 Set 7 S ets Sets Set 10
0.6 0.41 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.34 0.54 0.5 0.5 0.54
0.5 0.54 0.41 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.53 0.41 0.5 0.54
0.5 0.66 0.5 0.5 0.44 0.6 0.6 0.53 0.5 0.34
0.58 0.53 0.4 0.54 0.5 0.58 0.53 0.41 0.41 0.62
0.5 0.62 0.66 0.41 0.6 0.54 0.31 0.58 0.5 0.54
0.5 0.41 0.62 0.4 0.34 0.53 0.49 0.34 0.34 0.5
0.54 0.25 0.54 0.54 0.4 0.5 0.66 0.53 0.54 0.49
0.31 0.62 0.44 0.4 0.5 0.54 0.5 0.6 0.58 0.53
0.51 0.62 0.5 0.66 0.31 0.34 0.54 0.41 0.53 0.31
0.4 0.58 0.31 0.54 0.31 0.62 0.66 0.25 0.53 0.5
0.5 0.31 0.66 0.41 0.4 0.51 0.41 0.58 0.34 0.41
0.62 0.5 0.6 0.49 0.54 0.5 0.44 0.41 0.51 0.4
0.51 0.5 0.53 0.44 0.54 0.53 0.54 0.34 0.5 0.5
0.4 0.58 0.6 0.31 0.31 0.4 0.31 0.25 0.5 0.44
0.5 0.4 0.4 0.58 0.25 0.41 0.34 0.62 0.31 0.53
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0.25 0.6 0.5 0.49 0.41 0.41 0.5 0.34 0.51 0.66
0.41 0.62 0.53 0.25 0.54 0.58 0.31 0.44 0.62 0.54
0.51 0.66 0.51 0.54 0.49 0.41 0.25 0.51 0.51 0.66
0.54 0.34 0.31 0.62 0.5 0.6 0.58 0.62 0.4 0.25
TABLE 53  STEP LENGTH OF PEOPLE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS -  BOOTSTRAP SAMPLE SETS
After performing bootstrap analysis, we get the following standard error and bias for the 
mean and standard deviation, correspondingly:
SE^{^)  = 0.0228346, Bias{pi) = -0.0024501 and 
SE^{cf) = 0.0156459, Bias{a) = -0.00346101 
Distribution parameters' values after bootstrap correction:
= 0.48053-(-0.0024501) « 0.483
cr^  = 0.1045 -  (-0.00346101) « 0.108
Figure 36 presents the pdf resulted from the initial parametric regression and the new 
pdf after bootstrap correction.
Original Regression PDF 
PDF after Bootstrap Correction
3.5 3.695
2,5
0.5
0.4 0.5
Step Length (meters)
0.6 0.7 0.90.3 0.80.2
FIGURE 3 6  PDF RESULTED FROM THE INITIAL PARAMETRIC REGRESSION AND THE NEW PDF
AFTER BOOTSTRAP CORRECTION
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Details regarding optimization o f all regression models (for all disability parameters o f 
each disability supported by the User Model generator] using the bootstrap technique are 
presented in the ANNEX.
43.A  C Â L C Ü L Â ÎÏN G T H Ë D Ï^ Î^ ^
ESTIMATED PDF
4.3.4.1THE0RY
The probability density function of parameter j  of disability z, f .  j , shows how the values 
of the disability parameter j  are distributed over the population of disability /.
By knowing f j iX j j ) ,  the probability density function of parameter j  of disability /, F.j 
can be calculated from:
j f , j (x, j )dx, j=Fij (x, j )  + C
jfi.j  k )  ) A ï  = F,,i (b) -  F,j (a)
The great importance of finding F. j, lies in the fact that it subsequently allows for the 
calculation of disability parameter values for different population groups.
For instance, if we want to find the value of wrist flexion that corresponds to the 90% of 
people with arthritis and the pdf of wrist flexion for people with arthritis is
fa r th ritis ,w ris tF lex ion  ,  t h e n ,  b y  f i n d i n g  ^art/!n ïw ,w m rF/exion W e  h a V e :
^ arthritis ,wristFlexi on ^ arthritis,wristFlexi on 0.9
^ arthritis,wristFlexi on 0.9 + on
that will lead to the calculation of k, which is the value of wrist flexion corresponding to 
the 90% of people with arthritis.
4.3.5 THE USER MODEL GENERATOR AS TOOL
The User Model Generator can extract a virtual user model representing a predefined 
percentage of the total population having a specific disability.
First of all, the designer selects the disability and the desired percentage of the 
population having the specific disability that will be represented by the exported virtual 
user model.
Assume that the designer wants to calculate the gait parameter values corresponding to 
the 90% of the stroke patients population. Using the graphical user interface of the User
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Model Generator, the designer can select the disability and the preferred population 
percentage to be covered [Figure 37].
I  Veritas Virtual User Model Generator
Demo
Select Disability:
I  Stroke IV
Get 90 % of users
Initialize Process
Export Settings
Select Disability Parameters:
‘ Weight Shift A
Step Length
Step Width
Stride Length
i Asymmetry L_3{
Gait Cycle
Cadence
■tfelocity
Knee Flexion Left
Knee Flexion Right
j Hip Flexion Left
1 Hip Extension Left
j Hip Flexion Right __1
1 Hip Extension Right
Select Parameter Info:
Parameter Name: Double Support
Literature Data: 2 
I  MSP Data: 2
Parameter Enabled: 1
0  Enable Parameter 
0  Use MSP Data 
0  Use Literature Data
FIGURE 3 7  DISABILITY AND POPULATION PERCENTAGE SELECTION
Then, the list of the corresponding disability paramaters are shown [Figure 37] and the 
designer may set the regression approach that will be followed for each disability 
parameter, as depicted in Figure 38 [using the "Settings" button]. The available 
regression types include: a] parametric regression, b] non-parametric regression and c] 
hybrid regression, as presented in section 4.3.2.
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Parameters:
j Weight Shift 
; I Step Length 
: I Step Width 
! } Stride Length 
] Asymmetry 
* I Double Support 
Gait Cycle
Cadence
I Wlocity
! Knee Flexion Left 
; Knee Flexion Right 
I Hip Flexion Left 
I Hip Extension Left 
Hip Flexion Right 
Hip Extension Right 
Hip Adduction Left 
Hip Adduction Right 
Knee AngVtel Left 
Knee AngVel Right 
Sagittal Flexion Torso 
Lateral Flexion Torso 
Neck Flexion 
Neck Extension 
Neck Lateral 
Elbow Extension Left 
Elbow Extension Right 
Wrist Prono Left 
Wrist Prono Right 
Wrist Ulnar Left 
Wrist Radial Left 
I  Wrist Ulnar Right 
1 Wrist Radial Right 
j VAist Flexion Left 
I Vi/rist Extension Left 
Wrist Flexion Right 
j Wrist Extension Right 
: Push Force 
I Pull Force 
I  In Force 
! Out Force 
I Elbow Torque 
I Shoulder Torque
| c n _ p n
I  CTT_MD2TI r-TT err*, nor
Cancel
Settings:
0  Enabled 
0  Use Literature 
0  Use MSP 
Regression Type:
1 Hybrid
MSP Data distribution:
[Gaussian [ V |
Literature Data distribution:
1 Gaussian
Non-Parametric Regression Type:
kernel &
Kernel Type:
1 Gaussian FI
Polynomial Degree:
>
Bandwidth;
11,10
K-Means Method:
lEZ-Hybrid Heuristic V
N-Clusters:
|2 B
Hybrid Regression Type;
iBoth J V
p  Weights:
1 ^ ^  1 1 I 1 11 ' '
' f e u  ■.............J jO.B]
s Enable All Disable All
Preview Hide Preview
FIGURE 3 8  REGRESSION SETTINGS FOR A DISABILITY PARAMETER
The result of the selected regression type for a specific disability parameter can be 
previewed [Figure 39), in order to adjust the regression parameters if necessary.
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FIGURE 3 9  PREVIEW OF THE ESTIMATED PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
After the regression process has been completed, the value of each disability parameter 
representing the specified percentage of the disabled population is calculated. For 
instance, as depicted in Figure 40, the values of the selected  parameters are:
• Stride length: 0.499 m
• Double Support: 66.063 % of Gait Cycle
• Gait cycle: 3.173 sec
• Gait Cadence: 41.535 steps/m inute
Initially, the values of the disability parameters are calculated supposing that they are of 
equal importance.
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FIGURE 4 0  ESTIMATED VALUES FOR EACH DISABILITY PARAMETER
The w eight [representing the importance) of each disability parameter can be changed  
according to the designer's preferences. For instance, as depicted in Figure 40, the 
designer may want to generate a virtual user model covering the 90% of patients w ith  
stroke focusing on the gait cycle. In this case, the values of the gait parameters becom e:
• Stride length: 0.513 m
• Double Support: 64.746 % of Gait Cycle
• Gait cycle: 3.741 sec
• Gait Cadence: 43 .168  steps/m in ute
Moreover, the designer may lock the value of a parameter [using the "Lock" checkbox 
presented in Figure 41), in order to keep it constant w hile h e /sh e  is changing the 
weights.
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IStride Length 0.513 96.873
• Double Support 64.746 96.873
ÎGait Cycle 3.741 99.000
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É i  View Plot
FIGURE 4 1  CHANGING THE WEIGHTS (REPRESENTING] THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH
DISABILITY PARAMETER
Finally, a virtual user model is generated in UsiXML format, according to the resulted 
value of each disability parameter.
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5 THE PROPOSED USER MODELING METHODOLOGY IN 
PRACTICE
5.1 ACCESSIBILITY & ERGONOMY EVALUATION OF DESIGNS
In the context of the VERITAS EC FP7 project, a simulation platform [103] that performs 
automatic simulated accessibility and ergonomic assessment of designs was developed 
according to the proposed user modeling methodology. In this section, two evaluation 
scenarios are presented, in order to show how the proposed methodology can be put 
into practice. According to the selected scenarios, a workplace designer performs 
accessibility and ergonomy evaluation of different designs of a virtual prototype for 
different virtual users with disabilities. The designer initially develops the designs of 
virtual workspace prototype to be tested, as presented in Figure 42 and Figure 48. Then, 
three instances of GVUMs are developed, according to the proposed methodology, 
corresponding to a user with no disabilities, an elderly [60 to 84 years old) with reduced 
range of motion in the upper limbs and a user with rheumatoid arthritis that has 
reduced range of motion in the shoulders [Table 54).
I0Î) fu î l  tj j;»“ I * 1
Hand maximum pull force [N) 335 76.8
Wrist extension (®) 0 - 6 0
Wrist radial deviation [°) 0 - 27.5 0 - 1 9
Wrist ulnar deviation 0 - 3 5 0 - 2 6
Forearm supination [“) 0 - 8 5 0 - 7 4
Forearm pronation [°) 0 - 8 5 0 - 7 1
Elbow flexion [®) 0 -1 4 2 .5
Elbow hyper-extension [®) 0 - 1 0 0 - 4
Shoulder flexion [®) 0 - 1 6 0 0 - 1 0
Shoulder abduction [®) 0 - 8 5 0 - 6 7 0 - 1 5
Shoulder internal rotation [®) 0 - 8 0 0 - 6 3
Shoulder external rotation [®) 0 - 4 5 0 - 1 5
Spinal column flexion [“) 0 - 9 0 0 - 2 3 . 6
Spinal column extension [®) 0 - 3 0 0 - 1 7
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Spinal column left lateral flexion (°) 0 - 2 5 0 - 1 9
Spinal column right lateral flexion [°] 0 - 2 5 0 - 2 0
TABLE 5 4  THE VIRTUAL USER MODELS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS. AN EMPTY CELL MEANS 
THAT THE RESPECTIVE NORMAL VALUE WAS USED
The Task and Simulation Models describing the interaction of the virtual user with the 
virtual prototype and the simulation scenario to be followed, respectively, are also 
developed [according to the approach described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.6.2).
The VERITAS simulation platform can exploit all the information stored in the proposed 
VUM but in the most common scenarios, the information concerning range of motion is 
used.
5 . 1 . 1  S C E N A R I O  1: T E L E P H O N E  U S E
In this first scenario, the telephone use was simulated for two different designs one 
where there is a wall phone at the right of the seated virtual user and a second where 
the phone is on the desk. The scenario in both designs [Figure 42) was described by one 
task: reaching the phone. The avatar was given a target time of 1 sec to perform the 
reaching action.
(a)
FIGURE 4 2  DIFFERENT DESIGNS TO BE TESTED FOR THE TELEPHONE USE: A) TELEPHONE ON
THE DESK, B) WALL TELEPHONE
The simulation results depicted that all virtual users managed to reach the phone in 
both designs, but the ergonomic factors showed that one of the two designs was more
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ergonomie than the other for a specific user. The human factors collected information 
only from the activated body regions, i.e., the torso and the right arm. The results are 
presented in the following paragraphs.
Mean Torque
As depicted in Figure 43, when the phone is placed on the desk, the torso area of all the 
three users requires more torque for the reaching action. This can be explained because 
the reaching of the desk phone requires more torso bending.
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FIGURE 4 3  MEAN TORQUE RESULTS FOR THE TELEPHONE USE
On the contrary, the wall phone, can be reached by simply moving the arm [without 
involving the torso joints). Regarding the elderly user, it is noted that the mean torques 
are significantly lower, compared to the other two models. This is expected, due to the 
lower strength capabilities of the elderly user.
Angular Impulse
The results of the angular impulse are almost identical to the results of the mean torque 
[Figure 44) and this is due to the fact that the task duration time was ~1 sec for each 
simulation. As depicted in eq.3, when = 1, then .
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FIGURE 4 4  ANGULAR IMPULSE FOR THE TELEPHONE USE
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Energy Consumption
As depicted in Figure 45, all three users and especially the user with rheumatoid 
arthritis consume more energy in their torso regions when the phone is on the desk. 
This is due to the fact that more energy is consumed for maintaining the torso-bending 
posture while reaching the phone on the desk. The rheumatoid arthritis user requires a 
lot more energy in the torso region when the phone is on the desk, because he/she 
needs to bend more than in the other design, due to his/her limited arm range of 
motion.
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FIGURE 4 5  ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR THE TELEPHONE USE 
RoM Comfort Factor
Concerning the RoM comfort factor, as depicted in Figure 46, the normal user presents 
slightly better comfort statistics in the torso and shoulder regions when reaching the 
phone on desk. This can be justified due to the fact that the user approaches his/her 
range of motion limits when reaching the phone on the wall. In general, by examining 
this factor separately, we cannot conclude to which this design is better for the normal 
user and the user with rheumatoid arthritis. Concerning the elderly user, the telephone 
use seems to be more comfortable when the phone is on the wall [especially for the 
lower/middle torso). This can be explained by the reduced torso flexion RoM of the 
elderly user.
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FIGURE 4 6  ROM COMFORT FACTOR FOR THE TELEPHONE USE 
RoM-Torque Comfort Factor
Taking into consideration the torque and applying it into the comfort factor, as depicted 
in Figure 47, the design where the phone is on the desk seems to be more comfortable 
for the normal user and the user with rheumatoid arthritis, in terms of torso-comfort. 
The torque-comfort factor regarding the elderly user is greater in the case of the wall 
phone, because in this case no bending is required and bending is uncomfortable for the 
elderly user, due to the decreased torso flexion.
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FIGURE 4 7  ROM-TORQUE COMFORT FACTOR FOR THE TELEPHONE USE 
Evaluation result
In terms of strength and energy, the design where the phone is on the wall is less 
demanding for all the users. Regarding comfort, the design where the phone is on the 
desk seems to be better for the normal user and the user with rheumatoid arthritis, 
while the elderly user's body postures seem to be more comfortable in the case of the 
wall phone.
5.1.2 SCENARIO 2: STAPLER USE
In the second scenario, stapler use [Figure 48) was simulated for seven different 
staplers with torque resistance 2.5Nm, S.ONm, lONm, 15Nm, 20Nm, 25Nm and 30Nm, 
respectively. The scenario consists of two subtasks: a) reach the stapler with the right 
hand and b) press it. The total target time for performing each task was set to 2sec.
Pass Pass Pass
Pass Pass Pass
Pass Pass Pass
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Pass Fail Pass
Pass Fail Fail
Pass Fail Fail
Fail Fail Fail
TABLE 5 5  ACCESSIBILITY RESULTS - STAPLER USE
Table 55 presents the simulation results concerning the accessibility of each design for 
each user. As depicted in Table 55, the normal user was able to use the stapler in all 
cases, except the one where the resistance was 30Nm. The staplers with resistance equal 
to or greater than 15Nm seemed to be inaccessible for the elderly user, while the 
staplers with resistance equal to or greater than 20Nm found to be inaccessible for the 
user with rheumatoid arthritis.
Concerning the ergonomy evaluation, the simulation results for the first two cases 
[stapler with resistance equal to 2.5Nm and 5Nm, respectively), which were accessible 
for all the users, have been indicatively selected and are presented in the following 
paragraphs.
0 m
FIGURE 4 8  SIMULATING THE STAPLER USE
Mean Torque
As expected, the mean torques appear higher in the stapler having resistance equal to 
5Nm [Figure 49). It is also worth noting, that the stiffer stapler requires more strength 
in the torso region, which was expected, as the increment of the required force requires 
extra effort in the body’s torso region.
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FIGURE 49 MEAN TORQUE FOR THE STAPLER USE
Angular Impulse
As depicted in Figure 50, and as expected considering the mean torque distributions, the 
angular impulse was greater for all the users, when the resistance of the stapler was 
equal to 5Nm.
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FIGURE 5 0  ANGULAR IMPULSE FOR THE STAPLER USE 
Energy Consumption
Energy consumption diagrams [Figure 51) reveal that the energy consumed by the torso 
and shoulder is higher in the stiffer stapler, while the energy consumed by the forearm 
is lower. Moreover, the total energy needed in the case of the stiffer stapler was 
significantly higher for all the users.
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FIGURE 5 1  ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR THE STAPLER USE 
RoM Comfort Factor
Considering the RoM Comfort Factor results presented in Figure 52, it is not clear which 
of the two designs is more ergonomic. This is due to the fact that the RoM Comfort 
Factor is based only on RoM information, ignoring any dynamic properties of the user.
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RoM-Torque Comfort Factor
It is already shown that the simpler RoM Comfort factor could not distinguish the two 
stapler ergonomies. However, by including the torque metrics into the RoM-Torque 
Comfort factor, the use of the stapler with less resistance seems to more comfortable 
[Figure 53].
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Evaluation result
As expected, the ergonomy of the stapler with the lower resistance is better in general. 
Even a small change in the stapler's resistance results to significant changes of the 
physical human factors [mean torque, angular impulse and energy consumption). For 
instance, the elderly user consumes significantly more energy [around ISJoules) in 
order to use the stiffer stapler.
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5.2 INTEROPERABLE & MULTIPURPOSE VIRTUAL USER MODELS
The proposed structure of virtual user models [as described in section 3.5.3] became the 
base for the development of interoperable and multipurpose virtual user models by the 
VUMSio cluster of projects. VUMS stands for "Virtual User Modelling and Simulation 
Standardisation". The cluster is formed by four projects [GUIDE, MyUl, VERITAS and 
VICON] funded by the European Commission and is partially based on the results of the 
VAALID [http://www.vaalid-project.org/] project
The VUMS cluster proposes a holistic approach towards designing interoperable user 
models for both simulation and U1 adaptation purposes over a wide range of 
applications including automobile, digital television, computers, washing machines, 
mobile phone interfaces and so on considering users with different range of abilities.
The VUMS cluster took the following approach, in order to develop an interoperable 
user model:
1. Definition of a common vocabulary to avoid confusion among terms like user 
model, user profile, simulation, adaptation, etc.
2. Description of the terms in accordance to the existing standards.
3. Definition of a set of relevant user characteristics covering physical, perceptual, 
cognitive and motor abilities of a wide range of different users.
4. Definition of a VUMS exchange format to store these characteristics in a 
machine-readable form.
5. Development of a set of converters, able to transform a user profile following the 
VUMS exchange format into each project's specific user model and vice versa 
[Figure 54 and Figure 55].
h ttp :/A vw w .veritas-p ro iec t.eu /vum s/
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FIGURE 55  VUMS CONVERTERS
The proposed VUMS exchange format includes a large set of variables describing various 
human characteristics [motor, visual, hearing, cognitive] 1112  ^ the majority of which was 
based on the variables proposed by the current PhD research [as described in section 
3.5.3]. This set of parameters is a superset of the parameters used in each of the VUMS
http://www.veritas-project.eu/vums/wp-content/uploads/2010/07AVhite-Paper.pdf 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ecc?key=0AnAwpf4jk8LSdDd3TEJWLUtmN290YzVfT 
kNveHY yM UE&authkey=CP0065oE
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projects and it is defined through a set of descriptors, which are categorized following a 
taxonomy and are expressed in both human and machine readable form. If missing 
parameter values appear during transformations between the projects’ profiles, they are 
filled either by default values or estimated by internal tools.
Use case. The following example illustrates how the VUMS exchange format enables the 
use of a project-specific user profile by another project. The VERITAS project 
investigates automobile interface design and stores anthropomorphic details of users 
including range of motions of different joints in VERITAS user models. On the other 
hand, the GUIDE project develops adaptable interfaces for digital TV interfaces and it 
uses the active range of motion of wrist to predict movement time for simulating 
interaction [19]. So, it reads the values of pronation and supination from a VERITAS 
profile stored in VUMS exchange format and uses them to derive active range of motion 
of wrist. Similar case studies include other variables [visual, hearing, etc.) and projects 
like VICON and MyUl. Currently, all VUMS projects can import profiles from the other 
projects. Thus, the simulation of interaction in different application domains 
[automobile, mobile phone, digital TV, etc.) is achieved for any user profile.
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5.3 IMPAIRMENT SIMULATION OVER JAVA, MOBILE AND WEB
APPLICATIONS
Within the context of the ACCESSIBLE EC FP7 project, the DIAS tool [48] has been 
developed. DIAS facilitates developers of user interfaces [Uls) to understand 
accessibility limitations that can be posed from various disabilities, during the 
interaction of impaired users with their developments. In this respect, various 
symptoms of visual, hearing, physical and cognitive impairments have been modelled 
through filters providing approximate, yet, realistic simulations over them. These filters 
have formed the basis for DIAS, which can be used either on its own (as a standalone 
application), or be embedded in the NetBeans Integrated Development Environment 
DIAS allows for impairment simulations to be performed over Java, mobile and web 
applications. Moreover, it integrates two of the most common assistive technologies 
(ATs), namely a screen reader and a magnifier. As a result, developers of Uls can not 
only experience how HCl would be affected from various impairment symptoms, but 
they can understand how their development would be perceived from impaired users 
through an AT.
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FIGURE 5 6  SIMULATION OF VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS OVER THE UI PRESENTED IN FIG.[A]
Figure 56 presents the simulation results for a variety of virtual user models [cataract, 
macular degeneration, glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa, hyperopia, night blindness, 
extreme light sensitivity and protanopia]. In the context of the current PhD research, the 
DIAS tool as been extended, in order to take as input the proposed VUMs and simulate 
the impairment[s] described within the VUMs. The information stored in the 
disabilityModel section of the proposed VUM is mainly used by the DIAS tool. Table 56 
shows a VUM representing a user with glaucoma, while in Figure 56d the simulation 
results for the specific VUM are depicted.
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<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2011/02/03 11:24:41" id="User_Model" name="John Brown"
schemaVersion="l .8.0" xmlns="http: //v^ Ttfw.usixml .org"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/200l/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/02/03 14 : 02 : 01">1.0</version>
< authorName >Ni ck Kaklani s </authorName >
<comment>User with glaucoma</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel>
<disability name="Glaucoma">
<disabilityDetails>Glaucoma is a disease in which damage to the optic nerve 
results in vision loss.</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask idTask="reading_ID" type="visual" name="reading" taskObject="" 
details="difficulty in reading" failureLevel="3" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
</disabilityModel>
<capabililtyModel />
</userModel> ________________________________________________________
TABLE 5 6  VUM REPRESENTING A USER WITH GLAUCOMA
5.4 THE PROPOSED VUM IN COGNITIVE SIMULATION
ACT-R is a cognitive architecture: a theory about how human cognition works. On the 
exterior, ACT-R looks like a programming language; however, its constructs reflect 
assumptions about human cognition. These assumptions are based on numerous facts 
derived from psychology experiments.
Like a programming language, ACT-R is a framework: for different tasks (e.g.. Tower of 
Hanoi, memory for text or for list of words, language comprehension, communication, 
aircraft controlling), researchers create models that are written in ACT-R and that, 
beside incorporating the ACT-R's view of cognition, add their own assumptions about 
the particular task. These assumptions can be tested by comparing the results of the 
model with the results of people doing the same tasks. By "results" we mean the 
traditional measures of cognitive psychology:
• time to perform the task,
• accuracy in the task, and,
• (more recently) neurological data such as those obtained from FMRI.
One important feature of ACT-R that distinguishes it from other theories in the field is 
that it allows researchers to collect quantitative measures that can be directly compared 
with the quantitative measures obtained from human participants.
ACT-R has been used successfully to create models in domains such as:
• learning and memory,
• problem solving and decision making,
• language and communication,
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• perception and attention,
• cognitive development, or
• individual differences.
There is a set of ACT-R parameters that describe user's cognitive behaviour. These 
parameters are also included in the proposed VUM structure [as described in section 
3.5.3.12). In the context of the current PhD research, a tool has been developed that 
takes as input an ACT-R model [in LISP) and a VUM following the proposed structure, 
then sets inside the ACT-R model the values of the corresponding ACT-R parameters 
that are defined within the VUM and finally it runs the model using the ACT-R 
framework. Next section presents how the proposed VUM can be used in cognitive 
simulation using the beforementioned tool.
5.4.1 EXAMPLE -  READING
In order to present an example of cognitive simulation using the proposed VUM, an ACT- 
R model has been developed [the source code of this model can be found in section 8.6 
of the ANNEX). This model simulates the human cognition while user reads three 
phrases: a) "THIS IS A READING TEST", b) "A SIMPLE EXAMPLE" and c) "FOR VERITAS 
EU PROIECT".
If we use a VUM representing a non-stressed user [Table 57), to calculate how much 
time it needs to perform the reading task, at the end of the simulation process the total 
time is 3.57 sec [Figure 57). As depicted in Table 57, within the virtual user model the 
visual-attention-latency parameter of ACT-R has its default value, which is 0.085 sec. 
This parameter specifies how long a visual attention shift takes in seconds.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2013/02/02 15:53:46" id="User_Model" narae="Exported Virtual
User Model" schernaVersion="l.8.0" xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi = "http ://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://wv/w.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment>This VUM represents a non-stressed user</comment>
</head>
< di s abi1i tyMode1 />
<capabililtyModel>
<general>
<gender>male</gender>
< ageGroup >50-70</ageGroup >
</general>
<generalPreferences />
<anthropometric />
<motor />
<sensory>
<vision />
<hearing />
<speech />
</sensory>
<cognition>
<ACT-RModel>
<ACT-RParameter module="VisionModule" name="visual-attention-latency" 
_______________ relatedICF="bl4 01" >__________________________________________________
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<default measureUnits="s" value="0.085"/>
<overlay measureUnits="s" value="Q.085"/>
</ACT-RParameter>
</ACT-RModel>
</cognition>
<behaviour />
</capabililtyModel>
</userModel>
TABLE 5 7  VUM REPRESENTING A NON-STRESSED USER (USIXML SOURCE CODE)
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FIGURE 5 7  ACT-R SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE NON-STRESSED USER (TIME NEEDED FOR
TASK’S COMPLETION: 3 .5 7  SEC)
According to Ritter et al. [129], under acute stress visual attention latency goes up by 
15% (0.085 +15%=0,0978). Now, if we use a VUM representing a user with acute stress 
[Table 58), to calculate how much time it needs to perform the reading task, at the end 
of the simulation process the total time is 3.726 sec [Figure 58).
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<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2013/02/02 16:22:14" id="User_Model" name="Exported Virtual
User Model" schemaVersion="l.8.0" xmlns="http ://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi="http:/ / w w w . w 3 .org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment>This VUM represents a user with acute stress</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel />
<capabililtyModel>
<general>
<gender>male</gender> 
ogeGroup >50-70< / ageGroup >
</general>
<generalPreferences />
<anthropometric />
<motor />
<sensory>
<vision />
<hearing />
<speech />
< / se n s o r y >
<cognition>
<ACT-RModel>
<ACT-RParameter module="VisionModule" narae="visual-attention-latency" 
relatedICF="bl401">
<default measureUnits="s" value="0.085"/>
<overlay measureUnits="s" value-"0.0978"/>
</ACT-RParameter>
</ACT-RModel>
</cognition>
<behaviour />
</capabililtyModel>
</userModel>
TABLE 5 8  VUM REPRESENTING A USER WITH ACUTE STRESS (USIXML SOURCE CODE)
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THE PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODELS IN PRACTICE -  
TOWARDS IMPROVING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF WEB 
CONTENT
6.1 PERSONALIZED WEB ACCESSIBILITY ASSESSMENT USING
VIRTUAL USER MODELS
As information and communication technologies have become part of people's lives, the 
need for accessible products and services is obvious, in order to avoid any kind of social, 
economical or other type of exclusion of people with special needs, such as the elderly 
and disabled. Although the "Design for AH" has become a very popular principle during 
the last years, the development of products and services that are accessible by all people 
including any possible kind of disability is a very difficult task. Thus, new "User Sensitive 
Inclusive Design" methodologies appeared, in order to enforce the development of 
accessible products with special focus on specific target groups of users.
Within the premises of the ACCESSIBLE EC FP7 project, the WaaT tool has been 
developed. The WaaT [112] is a software tool that enforces the accessibility of web 
applications by enabling the personalized accessibility assessment for web applications, 
according to the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines [WCAG) 2.0 [23] as well as the 
WAI-ARIA [139] guidelines. The Harmonised Methodology introduced by the 
ACCESSIBLE EC FP7 project was the base for the development of WaaT.
In the context of the current PhD research, the WaaT tool has been extended, in order to 
support the proposed user modelling methodology, enabling the personalised 
accessibility assessment of any web page using virtual user models.
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FIGURE 5 9  FROM A VUM TO THE CORRESPONDING WCAG 2.0 GUIDELINES
By combining the information contained in the disabilityModel of the VERITAS Virtual 
User Model, concerning the disability[ies) of a virtual user, with the ACCESSIBLE 
Harmonised Methodology [27] that describes the linkage between disabilities, 
interaction limitations and assistive devices with the guidelines of WCAG 2.0, we finally 
conclude to a linkage between a virtual user model and the corresponding WCAG 2.0 
guidelines, as depicted in Figure 59. As each WCAG 2.0 guideline includes specific 
evaluation tests to be performed, the identification of the tests that have to be 
performed in a web page, in order to examine its accessibility for a specific virtual user, 
is straightforward.
The idea of automatic accessibility evaluation of web pages is not new. There is a large 
number of software tools performing accessibility evaluation of web sites based on the 
guidelines of popular accessibility standards, such as WCAG 1.0, WCAG 2.0 and Section 
508. Recently some tools partially supporting the WAI-ARIA guidelines have been also 
appeared. Indicative examples of such tools include WAVE [155], HERA [15], AChecker 
[47], TAW3[31] and Worldspace FireEyes [34].
Moreover, methodologies for automatic web evaluation by guideline review have been 
also proposed. One such methodology has been proposed by Vanderdonckt and
1 6 2
Beirekdar [150] and relies on the separation of guidelines evaluation logic from the 
evaluation engine. Due to this separation, the whole evaluation process can be divided 
into two main phases: specifying formal guidelines and web page evaluation. In the first 
phase, the formal structure of a guideline is expressed in terms of Guideline Definition 
Language (GDL). In the second phase, the web page is parsed to identify its contents and 
structure and link them to relevant guidelines to be evaluated on the page parsed.
However, none of the above methodologies and tools is focused on the personalised 
accessibility evaluation for people with disabilities. The proposed approach comes to fill 
this gap by using Virtual User Models in conjunction with the ACCESSIBLE Harmonised 
Methodology that maps the information stored within a VUM with the corresponding 
WCAG 2.0 guidelines.
6.1.1 SCENARIO: ASSESS THE ACCESSIBILITY OF A WEB PAGE FOR A BLIND 
USER AND A USER WITH MODERATE HEARING LOSS
In order to show how the WaaT tool performs personalised accessibility evaluation of 
web applications using virtual user models, we present a use case in which the 
"http://www.google.com" URL has been examined using two different virtual user 
models. The first virtual user model represented a blind user [Table 59] while the 
second one [Table 60] represented a user with moderate hearing loss [hypoacusis].
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<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<userModel xmlns="http ://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd"
id="User_Model" name="Exported Virtual User Model" creationDate="2012/02/02
13 : 52 :17" schemaVersion="1.8.0">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/02/02 13 :52 :17">1.0</version>
<authorName>Automatically generated byethe VERITAS User Model 
Editor 
</authorName>
<comment>This model has been generated using the VERITAS User Model 
Editor
</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel>
<disability name ="b1indness">
<disabilityDetails>
Blindness is theecondition of lacking visual perception due to 
Physiological or neurological factors. Various scales have been 
developed to describe the extent of visioneloss and define blindness. 
Total blindness is the complete lack of form andevisual light 
perception and is clinically recorded as NLP, an abbreviation for "no 
light perception.
</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask idTask="reading_ID" type="visual" name="reading" 
taskObject="" detai1s="unable to read" failureLevel="5" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
<assistiveDevice type="screenreader" name="Jaws">
<assistiveDeviceDetails>
JAWS (Job AccesseWith Speech) is a computer screen reader program in 
Microsoft Windows that allows blind and visually impaired users to 
read the screen either with a text-to-speech output or by a 
Refreshable Braille display.
</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
<assistiveDevice type="OCR" name="GOCR">
<assistiveDeviceDetails>
GOCR is an OCR (Optical Character Recognition) program, developed 
under the GNU Public License. It converts scanned images of text back 
to text files.
</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
<assistiveDevice type="Braille embosser" name="Basic-D"> 
<assistiveDeviceDetails>
A Braille embosser is a printer, necessarily an impact printer, that 
renders text as tactile Braille cells. Using Braille translation 
software, a document can be embossed with relative ease, making 
Braille production much more efficient and cost-effective.
</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
</disabilityModel>
<capabililtyModel />
</userModel>
TABLE 5 9  VIRTUAL USER MODEL REPRESENTING A BLIND USER
The initial step for the execution of the assessment procedure is the selection of the 
preferable web application to be evaluated, as presented in Figure 60. The user is able to 
evaluate the preferable web application against a predefined persona or load a virtual 
user model from an external file.
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<?xml version=”l.0" encoding=”UTF-8"?>
<userModel xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns ;xsi=http: / /www. w3 .org/2001/XMLSchemia-instance
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd"
id="User_Model" name="Exported Virtual User Model"
creationDate="2012/02/02 13:52:17" schemaVersion-"1.8.0">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/02/02 13 : 52 :17">1.0</version>
<authorName>Automatically generated byethe VERITAS User Model 
Editor
</authorName>
<comment>This model has been generated using the VERITAS User Model 
Editor
</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel>
<disability name="hypoacusis">
<disabilityDetails>
A condition in which the sense of hearing, although defective, is 
functional with or lacking a hearing aid. The hearing loss may affect 
one or both ears.
</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask id="talking_ID" type="hearing" name="talking"
taskObject="" details="difficulty in understanding people talking 
in noisy environments" failureLevel="3" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
<assistiveDevice type="hearing aid" name="Melody Al"> 
<assistiveDeviceDetails>
A hearing aid is an electroacoustic device which typically fits 
in or behind the wearer's ear, and is designed to amplify and 
modulate sound for the wearer.
</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
</disabilityModel>
<capabililtyModel />
</userModel>
TABLE 6 0  VIRTUAL USER MODEL REPRESENTING A PERSON WITH HYPOACUSIS
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When a virtual user model is loaded, it is added to the list of the predefined personas 
[Figure 61] and it is available to be selected as an evaluation criterion. The tool maps the 
disabilities described in the virtual user model to the guidelines of WCAG2.0 and WAI- 
ARIA, according to the ACCESSIBLE Harmonised Methodology and finally the virtual 
user model is mapped to the appropriate tests to be executed. Thus, a personalized 
accessibility assessment is achieved.
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FIGURE 6 2  EVALUATION RESULTS
When the assessment is completed, the evaluation results are presented to the user 
[Figure 62). There is a number of available report types according to which the 
evaluation results are presented to the user. First of all, each identified violation can be 
sorted per guideline or per result type [error/warning). Moreover, the accessibility 
score is calculated. In our case, for the "http://www.google.com" web page, the 
accessibility score resulted for the first virtual user model [representing a blind user) 
was 59.5%. Figure 63 presents an assessment overview table, including the violations 
found.
A ssessm ent overview
AAA
FIGURE 6 3  ASSESSMENT OVERVIEW FOR THE VIRTUAL USER MODEL REPRESENTING A BLIND
USER
Figure 64 presents an example of an accessibility violation found for the blind user, 
including a submit button without label or "title" attribute.
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FIGURE 6 4  ACCESSIBILITY VIOLATION FOR THE BLIND USER
When the assessment of the same web page was performed using the second virtual 
user model [representing a user with hearing problems], the site was found to be fully 
accessible for the specific user.
6 . 2  3 D H A P T 1 C W E B B R 0 W S E R
The SDHapticWebBrowser is an innovative application that enables haptic navigation 
through the web for the visually impaired users. Its development has been started 
before the start of the proposed PhD but its functionality was extended in order to 
support haptic exploration of 2D maps found on the web within the context of the 
proposed PhD research. The main advantages of the SDHapticWebBrowser against the 
existing technologies [e.g. screen readers] include the following:
• The visually impaired users can freely navigate into the web page. No sequence 
is imposed.
• The visually impaired users can perceive the structure of the web page.
• The visually impaired users can haptically explore 2D maps found on the web.
The SDHapticWebBrowser enables users to quickly access web content. Users can 
quickly navigate between HTML elements that are being transformed into "hapgets" 
[haptically-enhanced widgets] [71], which are 3D widgets with haptic feedback. Each 
hapget contains a 3D representation with haptic feedback, a description, an earcon [a 
unique short sound] and a relevant haptic icon [a unique short haptic signal].
The haptic icon in conjunction with the earcon and the unique 3D shape of the hapget 
help the visually impaired user to identify the type [e.x. button, selection list, hyperlink, 
image, etc.] of the object that is being "touched" using a haptic device. Each hapget has 
also concrete haptic characteristics such as: static friction, dynamic friction, stiffness, 
and some haptic effects [buzz effect, constraint effect, and inertia effect] that make the 
identification more easy and efficient. A speech synthesis and a speech recognition 
engine have also been integrated to allow human-computer interaction via natural 
language. Figure 65 illustrates a screenshot of the application.
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FIGURE 6 5  SDHAPTICWEBBROWSER -  USER INTERFACE
The SDHapticWebBrowser provides also 2D map haptic exploration. The envisaged map 
image analysis that leads to the generation of a multimodal (audio, haptic] map focuses 
on the extraction of the street names and road structure. Figure 66 presents all the steps 
of the map image analysis, which contain: [a] road names identification, (b] road 
network structure identification and [c] 3D map model construction.
a m i ! ! # "
Sami
FIGURE 6 6  STEPS OF THE MULTIMODAL MAP'S GENERATION
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To support the extraction of the road names, an erosion filter is applied to the primary 
image and then the produced image is subjected to threshold dithering to two colours. A 
color inversion and then a region growing algorithm are applied in order to get the 
image segments containing the road names. A chromatic identity is given to each 
segment to enable the identification of each distinct road [Fig. 10b]. The road network 
structure [Fig. 10c] is identified and then he 3D representation of the map is generated 
as a grooved line map [126] [Fig. lOd]. Finally, for the transformation of the road names 
into speech, an OCRi  ^ [Optical Character Recognition] mechanism as well as a TTS^  ^
[Text-to-Speech] module is being used.
While the user is navigating in the virtual environment, the force value that corresponds 
to the user's current position is rendered through the haptic device.
In the context of the current PhD research, the SDHapticWebBrowser has been extended, 
in order to support the proposed user modelling methodology, in a way that it takes as 
input a Virtual User Model and adapts the functionality of the application automatically, 
according to the needs of the specific virtual user. For instance, when inside a VUM the 
preferred cursor size is defined, the size of the 3D-haptic cursor inside the 
SDHapticWebBrowser is changing correspondingly. Figure 67a shows how cursor size is 
reduced to the half [compared with default size] when the VUM presented in Table 61 is 
loaded. Similarly, when the VUM presented in Table 62 is loaded, the size of the cursor is 
changing as depicted in Figure 67b. Cursor's size, except the graphical part, alters also 
the haptic exploration of the virtual 3D scene. More specifically, as cursor becomes 
larger, user can feel less details when virtually "touching" the surface of the 3D objects 
using a haptic device. However, in this case, haptic exploration becomes generally 
quicker, as smaller cursor movements are needed to go from one virtual object to 
another. This shows an example of how the proposed user modelling methodology could 
be used in adaptive interfaces.
13 The OCR that has been used is tesseract v.2.04 (http://code.google.eom/p/tesseract-ocr) 
I'l The TTS that has been used is espeak v.1.42.04 (http://espeak.sourceforge.net/)
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a) half-sized cursor b) double-sized cursor
FIGURE 6 7  SDHAPTICWEBBROWSER USER INTERFACE ADAPTED TO USER NEEDS
<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2013/02/03 14:50:46" id="User_Model" name="John Brown"
schemaVersion="l.8.0" xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi = "http ://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment>User Model - Examplel</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel />
<capabililtyModel>
<generalPreferences>
<pointerSize>0.5</pointerSize>
</generalPreferences>
</capabililtyModel>
</userModel>
TABLE 6 1  A VUM REPRESENTING A USER WHO PREFERS HALF-SIZED CURSOR
<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2013/02/03 14:57:21" id="User_Model" name="John Brown"
scheraaVersion="l.8.0" xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi = "http ://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment>User Model - Example2</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel />
<capabililtyModel>
<generalPreferences>
<pointerSize>2.0</pointerSize>
</generalPreferences>
</capabililtyModel>
</userModel>
TABLE 6 2  VUM REPRESENTING A USER WHO PREFERS DOUBLE-SIZED CURSOR
In the case of SDHapticWebBrowser, mainly the information stored inside the 
g eneralPreferences section [3.5.3.5] of the proposed VUM is used for the User Interface 
adaptation.
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6.3 HAPTIC RIA MAPS
Haptic RIA Maps [73] is a web application (Java applet] that retrieves maps from the 
OpenStreetMapis service and enables their haptic exploration, through the usage of 
assistive devices, for the visually impaired users.
The user is able to retrieve the desired map area by providing the corresponding 
latitude longitude. Alternatively, the application provides a search mechanism allowing 
the user to search for the desired map area [Figure 68]. The OpenStreetMap web service 
returns the description [nodes, ways, road names, etc.] of the desired map area in XML 
format. The application uses the returned XML document, in order to automatically 
perform visual rendering of the returned map. Additionally, a pseudo-3D map 
corresponding to the original 2D map is automatically generated and it is haptically 
rendered [Figure 69].
After the pseudo-3D map's generation, the visually impaired user is able to haptically 
explore the map [Figure 70], using a haptic device [such as the Phantom Omni^^ the 
Phantom Desktopi^ or the Novint Falconi^]. During initialization, the application guides 
the stylus of the haptic device at the center of the map by applying internal forces to the 
haptic device, in order to assist the visual impaired user through the haptic exploration 
of the map. During haptic exploration, the application provides user with audio 
messages concerning the current position on the map [road names, crossroads].
http://w w w .openstreetm ap.org/
15 http://www.sensable.com /haptic-phantom -om ni.htm
17 http://www.sensable.com /haptic-phantom -desktop.htm
18 http://hom e.novint.com /
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FIGURE 70  MAP HAPTIC EXPLORATION
In the context of the current PhD research, the application has been extended in order to 
support the proposed user modelling methodology. More specifically, it takes as input a 
Virtual User Model and adapts its functionality automatically, according to the needs and 
preferences of the specific virtual user. For instance, when a VUM representing a user 
who prefer yellow background [Table 63} is loaded, the application changes the colour 
of the background acoordingly, as depicted in Figure 71. This is another example 
showing how the proposed user modelling methodology could be used in adaptive 
interfaces.
In the case of Haptic RIA Maps, mainly the information stored inside the 
g eneralPref erences section [3.5.3.5] of the proposed VUM is used for the User Interface 
adaptation.
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FIGURE 7 1  HAPTIC RIA MAPS -  YELLOW BACKGROUND
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="2013/01/03 11:51:42" id="Usei"_Model" name="John White"
schemaVersion="1.8.0" xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2 001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment >VUM - Examples</comment>
</head>
<disabilityModel />
<capabililtyModel>
<generalPreferences>
<backgroundColour>Yellow</backgroundColour>
</generalPreferences>
</capabi1i1tyMode1>
</userModel>
TABLE 63  VUM REPRESENTING A USER WHO WANTS YELLOW BACKGROUND
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The presented thesis dealt with the development and investigation of novel concepts 
regarding the challenging field of modeling older people and people with disabilities to 
support the design and development of accessible products and services. A new Virtual 
User Model and a methodology for creating such Virtual User Models that represent 
specific disabled population groups, based on statistical analysis was introduced. The 
proposed user modeling methodology aims at providing as much detailed as possible 
virtual user models, able to describe users with (ideally] any possible disability. This 
methodology could be used in various simulation platforms performing accessibility 
and/or ergonomic assessment of virtual prototypes. The proposed virtual user models 
could be also used in adaptive user interfaces, where the user interface of an application 
could dynamically change, in order to fulfill user's needs/preferences. It has to be 
mentioned that even if the proposed methodology focuses on the elderly and disabled, it 
can also be used without the need of any modification/extension for the representation 
of people without any functional limitation.
In the next few sections, a summary of the current thesis follows in Section 7.1, along 
with a critical discussion [Section 7.2] and a few ideas for future work [Section 7.4].
7.1 SUMMARY OF THE THESIS
The thesis started with an introduction in the state of the art [SoA] approached in user 
modeling, attempting, this way, to clarify the need for introducing a virtual user 
modeling methodology able to describe in detail people with various types of 
disabilities, including physical, cognitive and behavioural user characteristics, taken also 
into account user tasks, alternative modalities and/or the use of assistive technologies in 
tasks execution targeting to empower the simulated accessibility assessment of virtual 
prototypes. After presenting and briefly analyzing the most significant works on user 
modeling, the extension of current So A towards the development of virtual user models 
able to describe people with disabilities and various types of functional limitations is 
analyzed in Section 3.
More specifically, a new Virtual User Model able to describe a variety of user 
characteristics, including physical, cognitive and behavioural was introduced. This 
Virtual User Model is a part of an innovative coupled user and task modeling 
methodology that aims to be used mainly in simulation frameworks performing 
accessibility assessment of virtual designs [as presented in Section 3].
In Section 4, the methodology for creating virtual user models able to represent specific 
disabled population groups was presented. The way that human characteristics, abilities 
and functional limitations vary over individuals with various disabilities has been 
examined. More specifically, focus was given to the following disabilities: a] stroke, b] 
Parkinson's disease, c] cerebral palsy, d] multiple sclerosis, e] coxarthrosis, f]
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Gonarthrosis, g) amputation and h] functional limitations of the elderly people. 
Regression analysis was performed including three different regression types: a) 
parametric regression, b] non-parametric regression and c] an innovative hybrid 
regression method that can handle small sample sized by introducing a set of virtual 
samples.
In Sections 5 and 6 the way according to which the proposed user modeling 
methodology can be put into practice was presented. Tools for supporting and putting 
the proposed virtual user models have been developed. More specifically, the tools that 
have been developed showed how the proposed virtual user models can be used for the 
automatic accessibility and ergonomy assessment of virtual designs, for the accessibility 
assessment of web and standalone software applications and for simulating human 
cognition.
In the context of current research, a Virtual User Models repository has been also 
created according to the proposed methodology and it is available online [Annex -  
Section 8.7). This repository includes a set of virtual user models covering a variety of 
motor, visual, hearing and cognitive disabilities as well as mixtures of disabilities [e.g. 
VUMs representing elderly people with glaucoma and mild presbycusis).
7.2 CRITICAL DISCUSSION
Although virtual user models can play a significant role towards the design and 
development of accessible products and services through simulation of both physical 
and cognitive tasks of the usre, it has to noticed that the validity of the simulation results 
depends on two major factors:
• the accuracy of the Virtual User Models used
• the accuracy of the simulation platform
• the accuracy of the virtual prototype to be tested
The accuracy of the simulation platform depends on many factors, such as the
algorithms used for movement [e.g. forward/inverse kinematics) or the simulation of 
forces [e.g. forward/inverse dynamics), the number of joints that the avatar supports 
and this is actually out of scope of the current research. Similarly, in order to have valid 
simulation results, each virtual prototype to be tested has to be an exact virtual replica 
of the real prototype, but this discussion is also out of scope of the current research.
Concerning the Virtual User Models, the accuracy of the models produced using the 
proposed methodology depends mainly one the sample size. As presented in Section 4, 
statistical analysis is performed for the creation of models representing specific disabled 
population groups. In order to produce as much accurate as possible user models, both 
parametric and non-parametric regression methods are supported within the proposed
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methodology. However, these two regression methods cannot provide accurate 
estimations when a small sample size is used as input. In order to overcome this 
limitation, given that the fact that the task of obtaining measurements from real people 
with disabilities is a very difficult task, an innovative hybrid regression method has been 
proposed that uses both the original (and generally small) sample coming from real 
measurements in conjunction with a set of virtual samples. Even if this hybrid approach 
provides much more accurate results compared with the parametric and non- 
parametric regression, it still cannot guarantee that the produced Virtual User Models 
will be exact replicas of the corresponding real people. The accuracy levels are still 
strongly depended on the number of real measurements that are used as input in the 
regression as well as the accuracy of the measurements itselves (sometimes the way of 
measuring some user characteristics like range of motion is not very accurate -  it 
depends on the procedure followed during the measurements, the equipment used, etc.).
However, the proposed methodology can result to the production of very accurate 
personas. If the physical and/or cognitive characteristics of a real person are known, 
then it is straightforward that this set of measurements can be applied directly to the 
proposed VUM structure (presented in Section 3.5.3), resulting, thus, to a Virtual User 
Model that will represent the corresponding real person.
Another issue that has to be mentioned is that the basic skeleton of the proposed VUM is 
described in terms of kinematics. Thus, the majority of the included variables concern 
range of motion on many joints of the human body. Moreover, some additional variables 
concerning forces are included. This makes the proposed VUM suitable for simulation 
environments performing kinematic and dynamic simulaton. However, there are cases 
where the proposed VUM cannot fulfill adequately the needs of the simulation. For 
instance, musculo-skeletal models cannot be represented sufficiently by the proposed 
VUM, as many more additional variables describing the user are needed in this case. 
Another similar case would be the case where the proposed VUM needs to be used in 
conjunction with an avatar supporting a larger set of joints compared with the set 
included in the VUM. Nonetheless, the XML nature of the proposed VUM enables its easy 
extension, in order to support more complex models, such as the musculo-skeletal.
Although the methodology described in Section 3 is based in seven distinct components 
[Abstract User Models, Generic Virtual User Models, Instances of Generic Virtual User 
Models, Primitive Tasks, Task Models, Multimodal Interaction Models and Simulation 
Models), which can be defined and implemented in a straightforward way for any 
possible simulation scenario, it has to be mentioned that in order to apply the proposed 
methodology to a simulation framework, there are many things that have to be 
implemented biomechanically. For instance, when a simulation model contains the task 
"grasp door handle", the simulation platform actually needs much more information 
than this, such as the position of the door handle in the corresponding 3D space, in order 
to perform the simulation of this task. Thus, extra implementation effort is needed to 
create a mapping between the abstract description of task objects [included in the
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primitive tasks, task m odels, multimodal interaction m odels and simulation m odels] and 
the corresponding virtual objects contained in the specific virtual environment. This 
mapping, which actually requires a formal definition of the virtual prototype to be 
tested, has been decided to be kept out of the proposed m ethodology for sim plicity
reasons.
7.3 GENERALIZATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed user m odeling approach could be used for the virtual representation of 
ideally any human [with or w ithout functional lim itations) and the sim ulation of the 
interaction betw een this virtual user within any possible virtual prototype [representing  
an ICT or a non-lCT product or service). More specifically the proposed m ethodology  
could be applied in many application areas, including [but not limited): a) autom otive 
industry, b) smart living spaces, c) office workplace, d) infotainm ent and e) personal 
healthcare. Some indicative exam ples show ing how  the proposed m ethodology could be 
used in the aforem entioned application areas are presented in Figure 72. Figure 72 [a) 
show s an autom otive simulation example of handbrake use, gear changing and looking  
at the mirror. In Figure 72 [b) a personal healthcare simulation scenario is depicted, 
where a virtual user tries to use a patient rem ote monitoring system  that includes a set 
of body sensors. Figures 72 [c) and [d) present cases w here a wheelchair user tries to 
use the kitchen and a visually impaired user tries to use the devices [e.g., computer, 
printer, etc.) existing on a typical workplace desktop, correspondingly. Finally, Figure 72 
[e) show s an example w here the use of an educational game by a user w ith visual and 
hearing impairments is simulated to reveal possible accessibility problems.
(a) Autom otive industry  -  example [b] Personal healthcare -  exam ple
[cj Sm art living spaces -  example
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fdl Workplace - example  
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gâll
(e) Infotainment -  example  
Figure 72 Simulated accessibility assessment using Virtual User Models in different
application areas - examples
7 . 4  F U T U R E  W O R K
In the context of the present research focus where given in the following disabilities: a) 
stroke, b) Parkinson's disease, c) cerebral palsy, d] multiple sclerosis, e] coxarthrosis, f) 
Gonarthrosis, g] amputation and h] functional limitations of the elderly people. The 
resulted regression models concerning each disability parameter are presented in the 
Annex (section 8.3). Future work may include the fine-tuning of these regression models 
by using more data coming from the literature and/or from real measurements taken 
from real people with disabilities. Moreover, more disabilities could be supported within 
the User Model Generator.
The proposed user modeling approach can handles both physical and cognitive 
modeling but in a serarate way. This is actually a simplified approach, while actually 
human cognition is strictly related with the physical actions of the user. A coupled 
physical-cognitive user modeling approach could be considered in the future, in order to 
create more accurate virtual user models and, thus, more accurate accessibility 
assessment results through simulation.
The proposed approach for simulated accessibility assessment of designs [as presented 
in Section 3) was based on the assumption that the simulation process within which the 
accessibility of a desgn is assessd for a specific Virtual User Model, is performed only 
once. Future extensions of the methodology may also consider iterative simulation as 
well as the definition of the corresponding metrics that will determine if a design is 
accessible or inaccessible for a specific Virtual User Model.
Future extensions of the proposed VUM may also consider the inclusion of additional 
variables describing human body, towards the efficient representation of musculo­
skeletal models that will lead to more realistic simulation and, thus, more accurate
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simulation results and conclusions about the accessibility of the evaluated virtual 
prototypes.
Moreover, the inclusion of a set of new components in the methodology presented in 
Section 3 may be considered in the future, in order to provide additional 
implementation details that will help developers apply the proposed methodology in 
their simulation platforms. Such components could contain a formal definition of the 
virtual prototype to be tested, including descriptions of all the virtual objects with which 
the virtual user can interact (e.g., in a typical workplace scenario, the position of the 
desk and the chair within the 3D virtual space have to be defined, as well as their size, 
colour, etc.).
The scientific results of the present research are currently disseminated through the 
standardisation activtities of the VUMS cluster of projects {http://www.veritas- 
projecteu/vums/) as well as the activities of the W3C MBUl Working Group 
{http://www.w3.org/2011/mbui/). This dissemination effort will be also continued in 
the future targeting to the standardisation of the proposed Virtual User Models.
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8 ANNEX
8.1 STANDARDS RELATED TO USER MODELLING
8.1.1.1 EG 202 325 - HUMAN FACTORS [HF]; USER PROFILE MANAGEMENT 
ETSI EG 202 325 provides guidelines relevant to users' needs to manage their 
profiles for personalisation of services and term inals. Effective user profile 
m anagem ent will be critical to the uptake and success of new  and advanced 
communication services and it is therefore im portant to focus on the users' 
requirem ents in this area.
Standard's potential relevance to User Modelling
ETSI EG 202 325 is pretty relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides guidelines relevant to users' needs to manage their profiles for 
personalisation of services and terminals. The described guidelines take also into 
account elderly people and persons with disabilities.
8.1.1.2 ETSI TS 102 747; HUMAN FACTORS (HF); PERSONALIZATION AND USER 
PROFILE MANAGEMENT; ARCHITECTURAL FRAMEWORK
ETSI TS 102 747 defines an architectural fram ew ork supporting the
personalization and user profile m anagem ent concepts described in EG 202 325.
ETSI TS 102 747 addresses issues related to netw ork requirem ents, functions
and procedures. It also covers User Profile security and privacy issues.
Capabilities provided by the architecture include: data editing (e.g. creation, 
tem plates, update], data storage, synchronization, backup as well as access 
control respecting user preferences and legal policies.
The key aim of the architecture is to allow m any devices to share a single profile, 
e ither in full or in part, and to allow some profile data items of the profile to be 
set depending on the context in which the device or service is operating.
Standard's potential relevance to User Modelling
ETSI TS 102 747 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It specifies the main requirements of a user profile management architecture and 
provides recommendations in order to fulfil these requirements.
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8.1.1.3 ETSI ES 202 746; HUMAN FACTORS (HF); PERSONALIZATION AND USER 
PROFILE MANAGEMENT; USER PROFILE PREFERENCES AND 
INFORMATION
The "ETSI ES 202 746" standard  specifies information and preferences, which 
are choices made by the user, th a t will resu lt in driving the behaviour of the 
system, and builds on the user profile concept described in EG 202 325. The 
concept of a user profile usually refers to a set of preferences, inform ation and 
rules th a t are used by a device or service to deliver a customized version of 
capabilities to the user. In practice, m ost devices and services contain profiles 
specific to th a t product and unrelated to any other. This requires that, on change 
of service or device, the user has to re-educate them selves in how to personalize 
the ir services or devices and re-en ter the ir information and preferences. This 
will resu lt in variable success ra te  and user satisfaction.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
ETSI ES 202 746 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It specifies user’s preferences including needs of people with disabilities.
• It specifies device related preferences (including assistive devices, such as Braille, 
etc.).
• It provides UML class diagrams describing the structure of the user profile.
• It provides a set of categorized preferences related to disabilities, concerning visual, 
motor and hearing impairments as well as cognitive and learning difficulties.
8.1.1.41S0/1EC 24751-1:2008 (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY IN E-LEARNlNG, 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING -  PART 1: FRAMEWORK AND REFERENCE 
MODEL)
ISO/IEC 24751 is intended to facilitate the matching of individual user needs and 
preferences w ith educational digital resources th a t m eet those needs and 
preferences.
In ISO/IEC 24751, it is recognized tha t learners experience a disability w hen 
there  is a mismatch betw een the learner's needs (or preferences) and the 
education or learning experience delivered. Disability is therefore not view ed as 
a personal tra it bu t as a consequence of the relationship betw een a learner and a 
learning environm ent or resource delivery system.
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Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
ISO/IEC 24751-1:2008 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a common framework to describe and specify leamer needs and
preferences on the one hand and the corresponding description of the digital learning 
resources on the other hand so that individual leamer preferences and needs can be 
matched with the appropriate user interface tools and digital learning resources.
• It provides a UML diagram representing the abstract model of the user needs and
preferences as well as the digital resources and resource delivery systems.
• It provides a UML process diagram illustrating a possible process for matching a
digital resource to user’s needs and preferences.
8.1.1.5 ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008 (INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY IN E-LEARNING, 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING -  PART 2: "ACCESS FOR ALL" PERSONAL 
NEEDS AND PREFERENCES FOR DIGITAL DELIVERY)
This p a rt of ISO/IEC 24751 provides a common inform ation model for describing
the learner or user needs and preferences w hen accessing digitally delivered
resources or services. This description is one side of a pair of descriptions used
in matching user needs and preferences w ith digital delivery (as described in
ISO/IEC 24751-1). This model divides the personal needs and preferences of the
learner or user into th ree categories: a) Display: how resources are to be
presented and structured, b) Control: how  resources are to be controlled and
operated and c) Content: w hat supplem entary or alternative resources are to be
supplied.
The purpose of this p a rt of ISO/IEC 24751 is to provide a m achine-readable 
m ethod of stating user needs and preferences w ith respect to digitally based 
education or learning.
Standard's potential relevance to User Modelling
ISO/IEC 24751-2:2008 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It foeuses on meeting the needs of leamers with disabilities in a disabling context.
• It provides a machine-readable method of stating user needs and preferences with 
respect to digitally based education or teaming.
• It provides a detailed model which includes a large set of attributes concerning the 
human-computer interaction in general as well as in the context of assistive 
technologies usage.
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8.1.1.6 W3C DELIVERY CONTEXT ONTOLOGY
The Delivery Context Ontology provides a formal model of the characteristics of 
the environm ent in which devices in teract w ith the Web or other services. The 
Deliveiy Context includes the characteristics of the Device, the software used to 
access the service and the Network providing the connection among others. The 
Delivery Context, which is formally specified in the Web Ontology Language 
(OWL), is an im portant source of inform ation th a t can be exploited to create 
context-aware applications, thus providing a compelling user experience.
Standard's potential relevance to User Modelling
W3C Delivery Context Ontology is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It can be used to adapt web content & applications to make them useable on a wide 
range of different devices (including assistive devices) with different capabilities.
• The Ontology represents a normative, common understanding about the Delivery 
Context. As such it can be used as a normative reference to create specific 
vocabularies, while at the same time enabling the interoperability between them.
• The Delivery Context Ontology itself constitutes a vocabulary of terms and can be 
used in conjunction with generic APIs for retrieving Context Properties, such as 
DCCŸ\
8.1.1.7W3C COMPOSITE CAPABILITY/PREFERENCE PROFILES (CC/PP)
A CC/PP profile is a description of device capabilities and user preferences th a t 
can be used to guide the adaptation of content presented to th a t device, "profile" 
refers to the docum ent(s) exchanged betw een devices tha t describe the 
capabilities of a device. CC/PP is based on RDF, the Resource Description 
Framework, which w as designed by the W3C as a general purpose m etadata 
description language.
A CC/PP profile contains a num ber of CC/PP attribute nam es and associated 
values th a t are used by a server to determ ine the m ost appropriate form of a 
resource to deliver to a client.
19 http://w w w .w 3.org/T R /2007/C R -D PF-20071221/
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Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
W3C CC/PP is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides is a description of device capabilities and user preferences based on RDF 
that can be used to guide the adaptation of content presented to the specific device.
8.1.1.8 IMS ACCESS FOR ALL PERSONAL NEEDS AND 
PREFERENCES DESCRIPTION FOR DIGITAL DELIVERY INFORMATION 
MODEL
This p a rt of the Access For All Specification provides a common inform ation 
model for describing the learner or user needs and preferences w hen accessing 
digitally delivered resources or services. This description is one side of a pair of 
descriptions used in matching user needs and preferences w ith digital delivery. 
This model divides the personal needs and preferences of the learner or user 
into th ree  categories: a) Display: how resources are to be presented  and 
structured, b) Control: how resources are to be controlled and operated and c) 
Content: w hat supplem entary or alternative resources are to be supplied.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
IMS Access For All Personal Needs and Preferences Description for Digital Delivery 
Information Model is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a machine-readable method of stating user needs and preferences with 
respect to digitally based education or learning.
8.1.1.9 ETSI EG 202 116; HUMAN FACTORS (HF); GUIDELINES FOR ICT 
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES; "DESIGN FOR ALL"
ETSI EG 202 116 provides guidance to Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) product and service designers on Human Factors issues, good
Human Factors design practice, and relevant international and national
standards. In particular, it aims to help designers to maximize the level of
usability of products and services by providing a com prehensive set of Human
Factors design guidelines. The guidelines are intended to encourage a "Design for
AH" approach so as to make products and services accessible to as m any people
as possible, including elderly people and persons w ith disabilities, w ithout the
need for adaptation or specialized design. "ETSI EG 202 116" is applicable to ICT
products w ith a user interface th a t are connectable to all kinds of fixed and
mobile telecom m unications networks.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
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ETSI EG 202 116 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• Provides guidelines to make produets and services accessible to as many people as
possible, including elderly people and persons with disabilities, without the need for
adaptation or specialized design.
• Describes user characteristics, including sensory, physical and cognitive abilities.
• Describes how user abilities are changing over years.
• Provides recommendations concerning assistive technologies.
• Provides recommendations concerning UI design.
8.1.1.10 ETSI TR 102 068; HUMAN FACTORS (HP); REQUIREMENTS FOR 
ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY DEVICES IN ICT
“ETSI TR 102 068" provides guidance on the needs of older and disabled people 
for assistive technology devices and the requirem ents for the interconnection of 
such devices to Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) systems. 
The repo rt considers devices for u ser interface input (e.g. keyboards) and output 
(e.g. display content) as well as speech and video transm ission. It reviews 
available transm ission technologies (e.g. Bluetooth and DECT) and requirem ents 
for transm ission protocols. It is applicable to assistive technology devices and 
information and communication devices which have an interface for 
communicating w ith a user.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
ETSI TR 102 068 is very relevant to User Modelling as:
• It describes user sensory, physical and cognitive disabilities and correlates them with 
assistive devices.
8.1.1.11 BS EN 1332-4:2007 (IDENTIFICATION CARD SYSTEMS. MAN-MACHINE 
INTERFACE. CODING OF USER REQUIREMENTS FOR PEOPLE WITH 
SPECIAL NEEDS)
This European Standard defines the data objects to be stored w ithin an 
integrated circuit(s) card and exchanged in order to enable integrated circuit(s) 
card accepting term inals to identify specific user interface preferences. The 
preference information may be used by term inals to configure appropriate  
m ethods of communicating w ith the user during a transaction process. Formats 
and detailed definitions of single data objects are specified, however, the exact 
m ethod of storage of data w ithin the integrated circuit(s) card is outside the 
scope of this European Standard.
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Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
BS EN 1332-4:2007 is pretty relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a set of detailed definitions of user needs (such as preferred speech output 
rate, requirement for specific type of fonts, etc.), including people with special needs, 
for example the aged, minors, people with disabilities, those with learning difficulties, 
first time users, those not conversant with the local language.
8.1.1.12 ISO 11228-2:2007 (ERGONOMICS -  MANUAL HANDLING -  PART 2: 
PUSHING AND PULLING)
This p a rt of ISO 11228 gives the recom m ended limits for whole-body pushing 
and pulling. It provides guidance on the assessm ent of risk factors considered 
im portant to m anual pushing and pulling, allowing the health risks for the 
working population to be evaluated. The recom m endations apply to the healthy 
adult working population and provide reasonable protection to the m ajority of 
this population.
This pa rt of ISO 11228 is intended to provide inform ation for designers, 
employers, employees and others involved in the design or redesign of work, 
tasks, products and w ork organization.
Standard's potential relevance to User Modelling
ISO 11228-2:2007 is very relevant to User ModelHng as:
• It provides a detailed comparative analysis concerning manual pushing/pulling 
resulting to recommendations for the healthy adult working population, which 
provide reasonable protection to the majority of this population. This information is 
extremely useful when there is need for the development of User Models representing 
the majority of a population.
8.1.1.13 ISO/DIS 24502 (ERGONOMICS -  ACCESSIBLE DESIGN -  
SPECIFICATION OF AGE-RELATED RELATIVE LUMINANCE IN VISUAL 
SIGNS AND DISPLAYS)
ISO/DlS 24502 specifies age-related luminance contrast of any two lights of
different colour seen by a person a t any age by taking into account the age-
related change of spectral luminous efficiency of the eye. This international
standard  provides a basic m ethod tha t is applied to the design of visual signs and
displays.
ISO/DlS 24502 specifies the luminance contrast for people ranged in age from 10 
to 70 years old who have had no medical trea tm en t or surgery on their eyes th a t
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may affect their spectral luminous efficiency. This standard  is under 
development.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
ISO/DIS 24502 is quite relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a comparative analysis eoneeming the age-related spectral luminous 
efficiency (age is defined in decade). This information is pretty useful when there is 
need for the development of User Models representing a population group of specific 
age.
8.1.1.14 BPMN
The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a standard  for business 
process modeling, and provides a graphical notation for specifying business 
processes in a Business Process Diagram  (BPD), based on a flowcharting 
technique very similar to activity diagrams from Unified Modeling Language 
(UML). BPMN aims to support business process m anagem ent for both technical 
users and business users by providing a notation th a t is intuitive to business 
users yet able to rep resen t complex process semantics. The BPMN specification 
also provides a mapping betw een the graphics of the notation to the underlying 
constructs of execution languages, particularly Business Process Execution 
Language.
BPMN is intended to serve as common language to bridge the com m unication 
gap th a t frequently occurs betw een business process design and 
implementation.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
BPMN is pretty relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a graphical notation for describing user tasks using a workflow view.
8.1.1.15 XPDL (VERSION 2.1)
XPDL is the Serialization Form at for BPMN. It provides a file form at th a t supports 
every aspect of the BPMN process definition notation including graphical 
descriptions of the diagram, as well as executable properties used a t run  time. 
With XPDL, a product can w rite out a process definition w ith full fidelity, and 
another product can read it in and reproduce the same diagram th a t w as sent.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
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XPDL is quite relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides a file format that supports every aspect of the BPMN process definition 
notation including graphical descriptions of the diagram, as well as executable 
properties used at run time. Consequently, it can describe the user tasks represented 
using BPMN.
8.1.1.16 WHO IGF
The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health, known 
m ore commonly as IGF, is a classification of health and health-related domains. 
These domains are classified from body, individual and societal perspectives by 
means of two lists: a list of body functions and structure, and a list of domains of 
activity and participation. Since an individual’s functioning and disability occurs 
in a context, the IGF also includes a list of environm ental factors.
The IGF shifts the focus from cause to im pact it places all health conditions on an 
equal footing allowing them  to be com pared using a common m etric -  the ru ler 
of health and disability. Furtherm ore, IGF takes into account the social aspects of 
disability and does not see disability only as a 'medical' or 'biological' 
dysfunction. By including Contextual Factors, in which environm ental factors are 
listed, IGF allows to record the im pact of the environm ent on the person 's 
functioning.
Standard’s potential relevance to User Modelling
WHO ICF is quite relevant to User Modelling as:
• It provides classifications related to body functions and structure, and a list of 
domains of activity. Since an individual’s functioning and disability occurs in a 
context, the ICF also includes a list of environmental factors.
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8.2 TASK MODELLING TECHNIQUES - OVERVIEW 
8.2.1.1AMBOSS
The task  models developed w ith AMBOSS [49] describe the hierarchical tree  
structure of the tasks including the tem poral relation betw een the tasks and their 
description. The task model is composed of tasks, rooms, roles and task 
relationships. There are th ree basic task  types:
• interactive, involves an active interaction of the user with the system
• system, is an action th a t is perform ed by the system
• abstract, is an interm ediary construct allowing a grouping of tasks of 
different types
The task  also has attributes to determ ine its duration, the precondition, the 
severity (indicator for the possible damage th a t arises from this task], the 
occurrence (the probability th a t a failure occurs w hen executing the task], the 
detection (the likelihood tha t this failure will be detected], the riskfactor (an 
integer tha t arises of the multiplication of th ree values severity, occurrence and 
detection].
A role (abstract/ hum an /system ) describes the different actors w ithin the task  
model. Roles execute tasks and they perform  their task  in a room. A room 
denotes the spatial position of the role involved in the execution of the task.
8.2.1.2ANSI/CEA
ANSl/CEA-2018 defines an XML-based language for task  model descriptions. The 
standard defines the sem antics and an XML notation for task models relevant to 
consum er electronics devices, bu t it can also be used in a broader domain.
The main purpose of ANSl/CEA-2018 is to use task  models at run-tim e to guide 
users of consum er electronics devices. However, parts of ANSl/CEA-2018 could 
also be used for building task  models reflecting user-system  interaction for the
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analysis or design of interactive systems. Details on this task  model can be found 
in the ANSl/CEA-2018 p a g e ^ o .
8.2.1.3 CONCURTASKTREE (CTT)
The ConcurTaskTree (CTT) [114] notation is a formal m ethod commonly used 
for modelling hum an-com puter interaction of interactive applications a t the task 
level.
In the ConcurTaskTree notation a distinction betw een four types of tasks is 
made:
• abstract tasks are tasks th a t need to be refined by dividing them  into 
subtasks and the tasks can be specified to be executed in several 
iterations
• user tasks are perform ed entirely by the user w ithout interaction w ith the 
system
• application tasks are perform ed entirely by the application w ithout 
interference by the user
• interaction tasks are tasks w here interaction betw een the user and the 
system takes place
The advantage of CCT com pared to o ther notations for expressing task  m odels is 
the graphical representation. The syntax and sem antics are easy to learn and do 
not require knowledge of, or experience w ith formal languages.
8.2.1.4DIANE +
Diane+ [12] uses graphical notation to rep resen t task  decomposition as well as 
tem poral and logical relationships among tasks. Diane+ task types include:
• Manual task  (accomplished by the end user)
• Automatic task  (accomplished by the system)
• Interactive task  (combination of m anual and automatic)
20 http://ww w.w 3.org/2005/Incubator/m odel-based-ui/w iki/A NSI/CEA -2018
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The procedures described in a Diane+ task  model concern only the 
characteristics specific to an application and do include the standard  actions 
common to m ost applications, such as quit, cancel, etc. If a standard action does 
not apply, this has to be indicated.
8.2.1.5GOMS
GOMS [Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules) can be used as an 
engineering approach to task  design [14]. CMN-GOMS [26] is the roo t of a family 
of models th a t w ere developed la ter [67], such as GOMSL (GOMS language) and 
CPM-GOMS (Critical Path Method GOMS). The GOMS model consists of 
descriptions of the Methods needed to accomplish specified Goals.
The main concepts in GOMS include:
• Goals: define w hat the user w ants to accomplish
• Operators: the means th a t leads to a goal a t a detailed level. Operators are 
cognitive and physical actions the user has to perform  in order to 
accomplish the task  goal.
• Methods: sequences of operators (following a hierarchical structure) th a t 
the user performs.
• Selection Rules: rules (general or personal) for choosing a certain m ethod, 
in case tha t there  is m ore than one m ethod to accomplish a goal.
Higher level m ethods describe task  perform ance in term s of low er level methods, 
operators, and selection rules. The low est level of decomposition in GOMS is the 
unit task  [26], which is a task  the user really (consciously) w ants to perform . 
Higher level m ethods use task  flow operators tha t act as constructors controlling 
task  execution.
8.2.1.6 GROUPWARE TASK ANALYSIS (GTA)
Groupware Task Analysis (GTA) [147] main goal was to model the complexity of 
tasks in a cooperative environment. GTA focuses on:
• Agents and roles: Specifying roles and sub-roles th a t agents play, the 
relation of responsibility betw een roles and tasks.
• Work: Involving the decom position of tasks, the goals and sub-goals, the 
events tha t trigger the tasks, and the different strategies used to perform  
them. A task may be executed by an agent or a role.
• Situation: Specifying the objects used in the task  w orld as well as the ir 
structure, the history of past relevant events, and the w ork environm ent.
GTA fram ew ork describes a task  world ontology th a t specifies the relationships 
betw een the concepts on which the task  w orld is modeled.
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8.2.1.7 HIERARCHICAL TASK ANALYSIS [HTA]
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) [6] describes tasks in term s of th ree  main 
concepts: tasks, task hierarchy, and plans. Tasks, which can be expressed in term s 
of goals, are recursively decom posed into subtasks until the subtasks are 
allocated either to the user or the user interface. The task  hierarchy statically 
represents this task  decomposition. A plan specifies an ordering in which 
subtasks could be carried on, thus acting as a constraint on task  execution.
The plan is an informal description of tem poral relationships betw een tasks. One 
advantage of plans, due to the ir informal decsription, is th a t they do not create 
any artificial tasks, as some formal notations force analysts' to do to avoid 
ambiguous specification. On the other hand, it is no t possible to apply autom atic 
checking of properties such as consistency and reachability.
8.2.1.8TASK KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURE (TKS)
Task Knowledge Structure (TKS) m ethod [67, 68] is based on the conceptual 
representation of the knowledge a person has stored in h is /h e r m em ory about a 
particular task.
TKS in its initial form did not support collaboration betw een tasks, bu t johnson 
et al. [67] proposed an extension in o rder to support collaborative tasks.
8.2.1.9TASK OBJECT-ORIENTED DESCRIPTION (TOOD)
Task Object-Oriented Description (TOOD) [93, 114] aims to formalize the user 
task  by jointly using the object-oriented approach and Object Petri Nets. The 
concepts borrow ed from the object approach enable the description of the static 
aspect (Static task  model) of tasks and Petri Nets can describe dynamics and 
behaviour (Dynamic task  model).
The m ethod consists of four steps: hierarchical decom position of tasks, 
identification of descriptor objects and world objects, definition of elem entary 
and control tasks, and integration of concurrency. Each task  is trea ted  as an 
instance of a task class identified by a nam e and an identifier and characterized 
by a goal, a type (i.e., human, automatic, interactive, and cooperative), the level in 
the hierarchy, and the total am ount of task components. The task  body 
represents a task  hierarchy organized using three logical constructors (AND, OR, 
and XOR). Each task  is then associated w ith a task  control structure (TCS) m ade 
up of six classes of descrip tor objects th a t are consum ed w hen the task  is carried 
out and they are aggregated.
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8.2.1.10 USIXML
USer Interface extensible Language (UsiXML) is a XML-compliant m arkup 
language describing multim odal user interfaces. It has also task  modelling 
support [149] w here tasks are organized in a high-level of abstraction called 
processes. A process consists of tasks and a set of relationships among them.
The type of each task  can be one of the following: a) Abstract task, b) User task, c) 
Interaction task  or d) Application task.
Each task  may be decom posed into subtasks to consider hierarchical structure  of 
a task  tree; operators are used to link them  on the same level of decomposition. A 
task  may also m anipulate objects through actions.
UsiXML introduces the concept of Job. A Job is a collection of tasks, duties, and 
responsibilities. The concept of organizational unit, which is a formal group of 
people working together w ith one or m ore shared goals or objectives, is also 
considered. The concept of user stereotype is used to describe the resources. A 
list of tasks [which defines an agenta] may be assigned to a stereotype. A user 
stereotype can have one and only one agenda and an agenda belongs to one and 
only one user stereotype.
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8.3 DISABILITIES MODELED WITHIN THE USER MODEL GENERATOR
Distribution types and PDF functions
Distribution Type PDF Function
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Disabilities modeled within the User Model Generator:
8.3.1 MODELLING OLDER PEOPLE
The estimated pdfs of the disability paramerters corcerning older people are depicted 
in Table 64.
Parameter Name
Asymmetry^i
Cadence (steps/min)
Double Support (% o f gait cycle) 
Elbow Extension Left (deg) 
Elbow Extension Right (deg) 
Elbow Torque (Nm)
Fingers Extension (deg)
Fitts.A (msec)
Fitts_B (msec)
Gait Cycle (sec)
Hip Adduction Left (deg)
Hip Adduction Right (deg)
Hip Extension Left (deg)
PDF
Gaussian
E-contaminated class of 
priors
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Gaussian
E-contaminated class of 
priors
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian Mixture
E-contaminated class of 
priors
Gaussian Mixture
Hip Extension Right (deg) Gaussian
PDF Parameters
p= 1.12086,0 = 0.14795 
p = 99.9061, o  = 17.6832, e  = 0
p =27.8964, 0=8.22442
A = 0.00907
A = 0.009366
p =18.1202,0=9.70756
p = 65.47117, o = 15.1206, e  =
0
p = 0.511852,0 = 0.257172
p = 0.113519,0 = 0.097376
p = 1.20966,0 = 0.232801
pi = 26.47179, oi = 6.60833, 
wi = 0.604307, p2 = 45.71199, 
02 = 7.645373, W2 = 0.395693
p = 36.52937, o  = 12.29646, E = 
0
pi = 17.59194, o i = 4.873261, 
wi = 0.698244, p2 = 32.71103, 
02 = 7.637265
W2 = 0.301756 
p = 23.44447,0 = 9.50817
21 Asymmetry is represented by an absolute value, as it is the ratio left step length/right step length
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Hip Flexion Left (deg) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 60.77731, a = 20.52995, e  =  
0
Hip Flexion Right (deg) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 66.19605, a  = 20.84965, e  =  
0
In Force (N) Gaussian p = 74.3213, a  = 47.5078
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) Gaussian p= 117.475,0 = 53.777
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Gaussian p= 108.995,0 = 47.3626
Knee Flexion Left (deg) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 115.9675, o  = 17.76101, e  =  
0
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Gaussian p= 113.641,0=18.6535
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 32.84558, o  = 11.57457, E  =  
0
Neck Extension (deg) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 41.70027, o  = 10.07693, e  = 
0
Neck Flexion (deg) Uniform a = 25.11667, b = 48.32222
Neck Lateral (deg) Exponential A = 0.051201
Out Force (N) Gaussian p = 58.2297,0 = 38.6721
Pull Force (N) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 99.4998, o  = 32.36206, A = 
0.010036, E  = 0.1
Push Force (N) Gaussian p = 99.8824, o = 53.7881
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p = 70.4278, 0 = 14.8921
Shoulder Torque (Nm) Gaussian p= 17.8422,0 = 10.4389
Step Length (m) Gaussian p = 0.556949, 0  = 0.122104
Step Width (m) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 0.32453, o = 0.084378, e  = 
0
Stride Length (m) Gaussian p= 1.16644,0 = 0.303911
Velocity (cm/sec) Gaussian p = 104.049,0 = 35.7816
Weight Shift (deg) Gaussian p= 10.5397,0 = 4.99168
Wrist Extension Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.032066
Wrist Extension Right (deg) Exponential A =0.024901
Wrist Flexion Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.031043
Wrist Flexion Right (deg) Exponential A = 0.019453
Wrist Prono Left (deg) Exponential A =0.007623
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Parameter Name
Wrist Prono Right (deg) 
Wrist Radial Left (deg) 
Wrist Radial Right (deg) 
Wrist Ulnar Left (deg)
Wrist Ulnar Right (deg)
PDF
Exponential
Gaussian
Gamma
E-contaminated class of 
priors
E-contaminated class of 
priors
PDF Parameters
A =0.008665
p = 5.42909,0 = 3.69708
0 = 0.171125, K = 9.96268
p = 16.51063, o  = 17.49285, e = 
0
p= 11.25705,0 = 19.93905, E: 
0
TABLE 6 4  MODELLING OLDER PEOPLE - DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND CORRESPONDING
PFD'S
8.3.2 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH STROKE
The estimated pdfs of the disability paramerters corcerning people with stroke are 
depicted in Table 65.
Parameter Name
Asymmetry 
Cadence (steps/min)
Double Support (% o f ga it cycle) 
Elbow Extension Left (deg) 
Elbow Extension Right (deg) 
Elbow Torque (Nm)
Fingers Extension (deg) 
Fitts_A (msec)
Fitts.B (msec)
Gait Cycle (sec)
Hip Adduction Left (deg) 
Hip Adduction Right (deg) 
Hip Extension Left (deg) 
Hip Extension Right (deg)
Hip Flexion Left (deg)
PDF
Gamma
Gaussian
Gaussian
Uniform
Uniform
E-
contaminated 
class of 
priors
Uniform
Exponential
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Gaussian
Mixture
E-
contaminated 
class of
PDF Parameters
0 = 29.08239, K = 0.031131
p = 76.3336,0 = 18.9617
p = 25.0333,0=12.0632
a = 72.58947, b = 163.2008
a = 87.62327, b = 171.7152
p = 17.61921, o  = 13.48822, 0 = 1.87517, K = 
7.17636, E = 0.010012
a = 23.18454, b = 81.97506 
A= 1.67787
p = 0.144516,0 = 0.061793 
p = 1.81818,0 = 0.609692 
p = 31.9741,0 = 12.5433 
p = 31.5286,0 = 13.8108 
p = 20.38,0 = 9.3865
pi = 32.597, oi = 5.682615, w i = 0.343074, pz 
= 15.86191,02 = 4.316446, wz = 0.656926
p = 73.04165, o = 25.8642, p = 73.9685, o  = 
26.9216, E = 0.200296
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Parameter Name
Hip Flexion Right (deg)
In Force (N)
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec)
Knee Angular Velocity Right 
(deg/sec)
Knee Flexion Left (deg)
Knee Flexion Right (deg)
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) 
Neck Extension (deg)
PDF PDF Parameters
priors
E- p = 67.37066, a  = 18.43207, p  = 69.04233, o
contaminated = 21.16442, e  = 0.050051 
class of 
priors
Gaussian p = 72.5133, a = 26.4161
Exponential A = 0.013831 
Gaussian p = 60.2211, o  = 32.0173
p = 99.13762, a  = 34.03278, e  = 0
p = 90.80333, a  = 31.229, e = 0
E-
contaminated 
class of 
priors
E-
contaminated 
class of 
priors
Exponential A = 0.036776
E- p = 39.24058, a  = 7.157402, 0 = 27.81258, k
contaminated 
class of 
priors
= 1.373209, E  = 0.100125
Neck Flexion (deg) Gaussian p = 40.7286, cr = 11.8789
Neck Lateral (deg) Gaussian p = 25.6, a = 10.5637
Out Force (N) Gaussian p = 48.2904, a = 24.2245
Pull Force (N) E -
contaminated 
class of 
priors
p = 94.76666, a = 35.87348, e  = 0
Push Force (N) Gaussian p = 78.5959,0 = 61.9811
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p = 69.9414,0 = 25.8818
Shoulder Torque (Nm) Gaussian p = 19.751,0 = 10.2339
Step Length (m) Gaussian p = 0.420606,0 = 0.098779
Step Width /mj Gaussian p = 0.301,0 = 0.080967
Stride Length (m) Gaussian p = 0.913939,0 = 0.198234
Velocity (cm/sec) Gaussian p = 55.2806,0 = 23.6211
Weight Shift (deg) Gaussian
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p = 14.953,0 = 4.69915
Param eter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Wrist Extension Left (deg) Exponential A =0.028315
Wrist Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 41.9268, a  = 10.0514
Wrist Flexion Left (deg) Gaussian p= 39.3241, a  =14.6674
Wrist Flexion Right (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of 
priors
p = 44.39203, a  = 12.31061, E = 0
Wrist Prono Left (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of 
priors
p = 142.4294, a  = 20.76888, E = 0
Wrist Prono Right (deg) Exponential A =0.007613
Wrist Radial Left (deg) Gaussian p = 16.4, <J = 14.6778
Wrist Radial Right (deg) Exponential A = 0.056063
Wrist Ulnar Left (deg) Gaussian p = 28.8862,0 = 24.4657
Wrist Ulnar Right (deg) Gaussian p = 9.86429, 0  = 9.82908
TABLE 6 5  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH STROKE -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND
CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.3.3 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH PARKINSON'S DISEASE
The estimated pdfs of the disability paramerters corcerning people with Parkinson's 
disease are depicted in Table 66.
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Asymmetry Levy p = 0.904266, c = 0.02733
Cadence (steps/min) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
pi = 94.94928, a  = 16.99763, p = 
94.7861, 0  = 12.95612, E = 0.200346
Double Support (% of gait cycle) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 32.88341,0 = 8.888934, e  = 0
Elbow Extension Left (deg) Exponential A =0.009711
Elbow Extension Right (deg) Uniform a = 80.34444, b = 111.6
Elbow Torque (Nm) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 15.43836,0 = 15.48333,0 = 
1.532802, K = 10.14238, e  = 0.090035
Fingers Extension (deg) Uniform a = 42.25, b = 69.235
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Fitts_A (msec) Gaussian p = 0.816923, a  = 0.445704
Fitts_B (msec) Exponential A = 6.29353
Gait Cycle (sec) Levy p = 0.964495, c = 0.025441
Hip Adduction Left (deg) Gaussian p = 27.2067, a = 5.01138
Hip Adduction Right (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 31.22951, a  = 14.18589, p = 
30.91529, a  = 12.69372, e  =  0.09
Hip Extension Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.062082
Hip Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 22.5467, a = 6.06277
Hip Flexion Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.017918
Hip Flexion Right (deg) Levy p = 28.93184, c=  10.94502
In Force (N) Gaussian p = 56.8443, a = 30.5483
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) Gaussian p = 145.476, a = 65.7699
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Exponential A =0.007785
Knee Flexion Left (deg) Gaussian p = 123.657,0 = 23.2734
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Uniform a = 80.16538, b = 145.0501
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 26.30972, a = 11.47736, p = 
25.89947, o = 10.12449, E = 0.1
Neck Extension (deg) Levy p = 19.0044, c = 5.679865
Neck Flexion (deg) Exponential A = 0.025203
Neck Lateral (deg) Gaussian p = 22.6937, a =  7.87
Out Force (N) Exponential A =0.017351
Pull Force (N) Gaussian
Mixture
pi =  58.64994, oi =  22.99464, w  
0.676451, p2 =  119.6471, o z  =  2i 
Wz =  0.323549
Push Force (N) Gaussian p =  57.6873, o  =  44.0768
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p =  69.3667, a =  24.3367
Shoulder Torque (Nm) Gaussian p = 13.0535,0 = 6.23262
Step Length (m) Exponential A = 2.054649
Step Width E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 0.321818, o  = 0.066077, e  =
Stride Length (m) Exponential
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A =1.042049
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Velocity (cm/sec) Exponential A =0.012686
Weight Shift Gaussian
Mixture
pi = 15.44349, oi = 4.09785, wi = 
0.205772, p2 = 9.415545, oz = 1.680136, 
Wz = 0.794228
Wrist Extension Left (deg) Uniform a = 16, b = 24
Wrist Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 45.0 ,0  = 30.0
Wrist Flexion Left (deg) Uniform a = 13.86, b = 16.9
Wrist Flexion Right (deg) Uniform A = 12.375,8 = 25.5
Wrist Prono Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.009341
Wrist Prono Right (deg) Uniform a = 91.92222, b = 159.333
Wrist Radial Right (deg) Uniform a = 3.75, b = 4.05
Wrist Ulnar Right (deg) Uniform a = 5.1875, b = 6.1625
TABLE 6 6  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH PARKINSON'S DISEASE -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND
CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.3.4 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY
The estimated pdfs of the disability paramerters corcerning people with cerebral palsy 
are depicted in Table 67.
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Asymmetry Levy p = 0.892301, c = 0.051424
Cadence (steps/min) Gaussian
Mixture
pi = 94.99048 , 0 1  = 11.728/26, w i = 0.575684, pz 
= 58.04096,0z = 14.15132, wz = 0.424316
Double Support (% of gait cycle) Exponential A = 0.029367
Elbow Extension Left (deg) Gaussian p = 123.558,0 = 34.7686
Elbow Extension Right (deg) Levy p =  73.68284, c = 32.34989
Elbow Torque (Nm) Gaussian p = 16.532,0 = 8.44975
Fingers Extension (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 43.17129,0 = 10.18956, e  = 0
Fitts.A (msec) Gamma 8 = 3.5874, K = 0.268449
Fitts_B (msec) Gaussian p = 0.148751,0 = 0.159534
Gait Cycle (sec) Exponential A = 0.557817
Hip Adduction Left (deg) E-
contaminated
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p =  34.00446,0 = 7.922585, e  =  0
Parameter Name
Hip Adduction Right [deg)
Hip Extension Left (deg)
Hip Extension Right (deg)
Hip Flexion Left (deg)
Hip Flexion Right (deg)
In Force (N)
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) 
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) 
Knee Flexion Left (deg)
Knee Flexion Right (deg)
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg)
Neck Extension (deg)
Neck Flexion (deg)
Neck Lateral (deg)
Out Force (N)
Pull Force (N)
Push Force (N)
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg)
Shoulder Torque (Nm)
Step Length (m)
Step Width (m)
Stride Length (m)
Velocity (cm/sec)
Weight Shift (deg)
Wrist Extension Left (deg)
PDF
class of priors 
Gaussian
E-
contaminated 
class of priors
PDF Parameters
p = 35.9917,0 = 11.2084 
p = 20.24796, a  = 5.792842, e  = 0
Exponential A = 0.047249
Gaussian
Mixture
E-
contaminated 
class of priors
Gamma
Exponential
Exponential
Uniform
Gamma
Gaussian
Exponential
Levy
Gaussian
Exponential
Gaussian
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Gaussian
E-
contaminated 
class of priors
Gamma
Gaussian
Gamma
Gaussian
pi = 60.65351, oi = 4.943607, w i = 0.586799, pz 
= 35.77798, oz = 7.8498, wz = 0.413201
p = 53.46412, a  = 18.18015, e  = 0
0 = 0.3682, K =  25.75112 
A = 0.007845 
A = 0.00921
a = 87.13694, b = 124.3829 
0 = 9.1759, K= 8.454691 
p = 35.5818, a  = 16.3536 
A = 0.022965
p = 34.02313, c = 12.12206 
p = 40.63, a  = 7.36207 
A = 0.015637 
p = 83.825, o  = 34.4164 
A =0.012968  
A = 0.01461 
A =0.07638
p = 0.38875, a  = 0.110729
p = 0.390179, a  = 0.194404, p = 0.394839, a  ■ 
0.152658, E  = 0.099556
0 = 6.43455, K= 0.099676 
p = 64.2256,0 = 37.638 
0 = 3.12938, K = 2.609195 
p = 45.3417,0 = 15.8183
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Param eters
Wrist Extension Right (deg) Exponential A =0.021613
Wrist Flexion Left (deg) Uniform a = 34.51875, b = 86.99792
Wrist Flexion Right (deg) Exponential A =0.018489
Wrist Prono Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.007065
Wrist Prono Right (deg) Uniform a = 101.0035, b = 166.8611
Wrist Radial Left (deg) Levy p = 17.6652, c=  11.41168
Wrist Radial Right (deg) Levy p = 9.6775, c = 9.836873
Wrist Ulnar Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.020778
Wrist Ulnar Right (deg) E-
contaminated 
class of priors
p = 42.61576, a  = 8.843196, E = 0
TABLE 6 7  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH CEREBRAL PALSY -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND
CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.3.5 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
The estimated pdfs of the disability paramerters corcerning people with multiple 
sclerosis are depicted in Table 68.
Parameter Name
Asymmetry 
Cadence (steps/min)
Double Support (% o f  ga it cycle)
Elbow Extension Left (deg) 
Elbow Extension Right (deg)
Elbow Torque (Nm)
Fingers Extension (deg)
Fitts_A (msec)
Fitts_B (msec)
Gait Cycle (sec)
Hip Adduction Left (deg)
Hip Adduction Right (deg)
PDF
Levy
E-contaminated class 
of priors
Gaussian Mixture 
Uniform
E-contaminated class 
of priors
Exponential
Gaussian
E-contaminated class 
of priors
Exponential
Exponential
Exponential
Gaussian
PDF Param eters
p = 0.922612, c = 0.061231
m = 84.7711, o  = 23.92386, p = 84.996, a = 
25.65197, E  = 0.199
pi = 49.45943, o i = 4.571805, Wi = 0.22059, pz 
= 33.17867, oz = 4.12777, wz = 0.77941
a = 37.95154, b = 166.7142
p = 118.3696, o  = 33.43763, e  = 0
A = 0.068918
p = 43.9037,0 = 7.75616
p = 0.497202, o  = 0.403875,0 = 1.981231, K =  
0.241424, E  = 0.09
A = 6.847977
A = 0.59307
A = 0.030794
p = 36.9474, o = 9.6304
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Hip Extension Left (deg) Gaussian p = 21.6947,0 = 5.90339
Hip Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 24.0895,0 = 7.09988
Hip Flexion Leftv (deg) Gaussian p = 52.9263,0=12.4246
Hip Flexion Right (deg) Gaussian p = 57 .8632,0=14.1724
In Force (N) Exponential À =0.014973
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) Gaussian p= 128.712,0 = 64.0605
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Gaussian Mixture pi = 149.8068, o i = 31.37842, w i = 0.313459, 
pz = 86.94333, oz = 11.91511, wz = 0.686541
Knee Flexion Left (deg) Gaussian Mixture pi = 91.55869, oi = 14.33347, w i = 0.366455, 
pz = 126.4238, oz = 8.844589, wz = 0.633545
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Levy p = 73.03765, c = 9.771025
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p = 34.8211, o  = 9.78762
Neck Extension (deg) Uniform a = 25.50833, b = 60.73519
Neck Flexion (deg) Gaussian p = 59.2111,0 = 13.1328
Neck Lateral (deg) Gaussian Mixture pi = 36.3825, oi = 5.97248, w i = 0.818077, pz 
= 60.30061, Oz = 6.76125, wz = 0.181923
Out Force (N) Exponential À = 0.017206
Pull Force (N) Exponential A = 0.011755
Push Force (N) Gaussian p = 63.2627,0 = 30.6142
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p = 70.4842,0=15.83
Shoulder Torque (Nm) Exponential A = 0.081261
Step Length (m) E-contaminated class 
of priors
p = 0.489669, o = 0.109813, E  = 0
Step Width (m) Exponential A = 2.665292
Stride Length/mj Gaussian Mixture pi = 0.787186, o i = 0.14148, wi = 0.53376, pz 
= 1.220234, oz = 0.101394, wz = 0.46624
Velocity (cm/sec) E-contaminated class 
of priors
p = 74.86341, o = 31.68149, p = 78.38288, o = 
37.95956, e = 0.149585
Weight Shift (deg) Exponential A = 0.081996
Wrist Extension Left (deg) Gaussian p = 43 .5316,0=  11.27
Wrist Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 46.78, o = 12.7182
Wrist Flexion Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.021272
Wrist Flexion Right (deg) Gaussian Mixture pi = 37.7218, oi = 8.24077, wi = 0.79229, pz =
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Param eter Name PDF PDF Parameters
67.87531 , 0 2  = 7.897822, wz = 0.20771
Wrist Prono Left (deg) Gaussian p= 137.3,0 = 18.946
Wrist Prono Right (deg) Gaussian p= 145.953,0=14.4205
Wrist Radial Left (deg) Gaussian p = 33.8824,0=10.7177
Wrist Radial Right (deg) Levy p = 17.33824,0=12.32916
Wrist Ulnar Left (deg) Levy p = 20.7872, c = 6.152266
Wrist Ulnar Right (deg) Gaussian Mixture pi = 47.21368, o i = 6.47773, w i = 0.245476, pz 
= 30.22591, oz = 5.283213, wz = 0.754524
TABLE 6 8  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
8.3.6 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH COXARTHROSIS
Coxarthrosis is a degenerative disease, which leads to the destruction of the hip joints, 
more specifically, the coxofemoral joint. Thus, only parameters concerning hip, knee, 
torso and gait were modelled, as depicted in Table 69.
Param eter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Asymmetry E-contaminated class of p = 0.980382, a  = 0.13513, e  = 0 
priors
Cadence (steps/min) E-contaminated class of p = 77.17095, a = 23.72666, e = 
priors 0
Double Support (% of gait cycle) Exponential A = 0.053615
Gait Cycle (sec) Exponential A = 0.542761
Hip Adduction Left (deg) Exponential A =0.031076
Hip Adduction Right (deg) Exponential A =0.27671
Hip Extension Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.041432
Hip Extension Right (deg) Exponential A = 0.036571
Hip Flexion Left (deg) Levy p = 41.35959, 0 = 25.33098
Hip Flexion Right (deg) Exponential A =0.012554
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) Levy p = 80.389,0 = 15.74468
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Gaussian p = 109.569,0 = 23.5897
Knee Flexion Left (deg) Uniform a = 18.4428, b = 119.0931
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Exponential A = 0.008824
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) Uniform a = 27.85, b = 28.025
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Uniform a = 47.2, b = 75.1
Step Length (m) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 0.451079, a  = 0.132546, e  =  
0
Step Width/mj Exponential À = 3.112959
Stride Length/mj Uniform a = 0.443061, b = 1.283265
Velocity (cm/sec) E-contaminated class of 
priors
p = 64.2071, o  = 27.62239, e  = 0
Weight Shift (deg) Exponential A =0.08173
TABLE 6 9  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH COCARTHROSIS -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND
CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.3.7 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH GONARTHROSIS
Gonarthrosis is a disorder of the knee joint, generally implying early joint surface 
damage of any kind. Thus, only parameters concerning hip, knee, torso and gait were 
modelled, as depicted in Table 70.
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Asymmetry Exponential A= 1.007994
Cadence (steps/min) Levy p = 80.58672, c = 17.08867
Double Support (% of gait cycle) Exponential A = 0.052284
Gait Cycle (sec) Uniform a = 0.9072, b = 1.31
Hip Adduction Left (deg) Levy p = 24.9156, c = 2.423942
Hip Adduction Right (deg) Exponential A =0.023327
Hip Extension Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.05643
Hip Extension Right (deg) Gaussian p = 18.0, a -  4.02691
Hip Flexion Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.017838
Hip Flexion Right (deg) Uniform a = 55.324, b = 90.404
Knee Angular Velocity Left (deg/sec) Levy p = 87.06564, c=  1.74944
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Levy p = 91.2168, c = 8.491598
Knee Flexion Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.00843
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Levy p = 91.64628, c = 8.850527
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) Gaussian p = 25.76, a = 2.01355
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Exponential A = 0.015209
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Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Step Length (m) Levy F = 0.36288, c = 0.084104
Step Width (m) Gaussian F = 0.282,0 = 0.052688
Stride Length (m) Exponential A = 0.954284
Velocity (cm/sec) Uniform a = 64.266, b = 117.5288
Weight Shift [deg) Levy F = 8.5968, c=  1.485117
TABLE 7 0  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH GONARTHROSIS -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS AND
CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.3.8 MODELLING PEOPLE WITH LOWER LIMB AMPUTATION [LEFT)
As lower limb amputation is not related with any functional limitation at the upper 
limbs, only parameters concerning with lower limbs were examined. Table 71 presents 
the relevant disability parameters and their estimated pdfs.
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Asymmetiy Levy p = 0.935, c = 0.034471
Cadence (steps/min) Exponential A =0.011859
Double Support (% o f gait cycle) Uniform a = 32.52444, b = 37.36333
Elbow Torque (Nm) Uniform a = 14.00667, b = 17.27222
Fitts_A (msec) Exponential A =1.844934
Fitts_B (msec) Uniform a = 0.038889, b = 0.16667
Gait Cycle (sec) Levy p = 1.162, c = 0.044206
Hip Adduction Left (deg) Uniform a = 24.26667, b = 53.87778
Hip Adduction Right (deg) Uniform a = 25.15556, b = 56.57778
Hip Extension Left (deg) Exponential A = 0.037127
Hip Extension Right (deg) Exponential A = 0.033832
Hip Flexion Left (deg) Uniform a = 33.22222, b = 98.67778
Hip Flexion Right (deg) Uniform a = 41.1, b = 78.61111
In Force (N) Uniform a = 24.3511, b = 69.12333
Knee Angular Velocity Right (deg/sec) Uniform a = 95.75, b = 108.48
Knee Flexion Right (deg) Uniform a = 95.75, b = 108.48
Lateral Flexion Torso (deg) Exponential A =0.020636
Neck Extension (deg) Exponential
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A = 0.026785
Parameter Name PDF PDF Parameters
Neck Flexion (deg) Uniform a = 49.5,b = 57
Neck Lateral (deg) Gaussian p = 36.1667, a  = 7.57202
Out Force (N) Uniform a = 48.83111, b = 54.48889
Pull Force (N) Uniform a = 73.66, b = 89.4444
Push Force (N) Exponential A =0.12107
Sagittal Flexion Torso (deg) Uniform a = 57.4333, b = 108.0667
Shoulder Torque (Nm) Uniform a = 12.3844, b = 14.51556
Step Length (m) Uniform a = 0.39333, b = 0.536667
Step Width (m) Uniform a = 0.345, b = 0.435
Stride Length (m) Levy p = 0.774, c = 0.096955
Velocity (cm/sec) Uniform a = 64.05778, b = 84.63556
Weight Shift (deg) Uniform a = 9.38, b = 16.08
TABLE 7 1  MODELLING PEOPLE WITH LOWER LIMB AMPUTATION -  DISABILITY PARAMETERS
AND CORRESPONDING PDF'S
8.4 XSD OF THE PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODEL
Table 72 below presents the XML Schema Definition [XSD) of the proposed Virtual User 
Model.
<?xml version="l.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<xs: schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
<xs:element name="userModel">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="head">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="version">
<xs : complexTy/pe>
<xs:simpleContent>
<xs; extension base="xs: decimal">
<xs: attribute name="modifDate" type="xs: string" use-"required"
/ >
</xs:extension>
</xs:simpleContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="authorName" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="comment" type="xs: string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs; element>
<xs: element name="disabilityModel" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="disability" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="disabilityDetails" type="xs: string" />
<xs: element name="affectedTasks" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l"> 
______________ <xs:complexType>___________________________________________
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name="affectedTask">
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="idTask" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="name" type="xs: string"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="name" type="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="ageRelated" type="xs:boolean" use="required" /> 
<xs: attribute name ="typesICF" type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="capabilityModel" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="general" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="gender" type="xs: string" />
<xs: element name= "ageGroup" t^'pe="xs : string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="generalPreferences" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs : complexT>’pe>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="preferredinputModality" type="xs: string" />
<xs: element name="unsuitableInputModality" type="xs: string" />
<xs: element name="preferredOutputModality" type="xs: string" /> 
<xs:element name="unsuitableOutputModality" type="xs: string" /> 
<xs: element name ="microphoneVo1ume" type="xs:decimal" />
<xs: element name="outputVolume" type="xs: decimal" />
<xs: element name="brightness" type="xs: decimal" />
<xs: element name="backgroundColour" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="contentContrast" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="fontSize" type="xs:byte" />
<xs: element name="fontColour" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="pointerSize" type="xs: decimal" />
<xs:element name="pointerColour" type="xs: string" />
</xs: sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="anthropometric" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs;complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="weight">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs; decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="stature">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs; decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="headLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs; decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs;complexType>
</xs: element>
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use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
maxOccurs="2">
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
/ >
maxOccurs="2">
<xs: element narae="headBreadth">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="sittingHeight">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs;complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="bideltoidBreadth">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="waistCircumference">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal" use-"required" /> 
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="upperLimbAnthropometric" minOccurs="0"
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="shoulderElbowLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="forearmHandLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="forearmCircumferenceFlexed">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs: sequence>
<xs: attribute name="leftRight" type="xs: string" use="required"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="lowerLimbAnthropometric" minOccurs="0"
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="ankleHeight">
<xs:complexType>
__________ <xs;attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"_______
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u se :
use :
use:
use:
use:
use :
/>
required" /> 
:"required" />
:"required" /> 
:"required" />
:"required" /> 
required" />
required" /> 
required" />
required" /> 
:"required" />
required" /> 
required" />
required" /> 
required" />
:"required" /> 
:"required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="hipBreadth">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="kneeHeightSi11ing">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute narae="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="buttockKneeLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="footLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="footBreadth">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="thighCircumference">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="calfCircumference">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="leftRight" type="xs: string" use="required"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="motor" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="upperLimb" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="pul1Force" >______________________
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use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="pushForce">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="inForce">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="outForce">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="hand">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="finger" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="5"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexionA">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
ti'pe="xs : string" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
name="hyperExtensionA">
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" />
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
<xs: attribute narae="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxVa1ue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element minOccurs="0"
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="extensionA"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs;element>
<xs: element minOccurs="0" name="abductionA"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
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t>^e="xs: string" use="required" />
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
name="hyperExt ens i onB">
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs: decimal" use="required" />
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="adductionA"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="flexionB">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element minOccurs="0"
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute narae="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element minOccurs="0" name="extensionB"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element minOccurs="0" name="abductionB"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element minOccurs="0" name="adductionB"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs:attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="f1exionC">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="hyperExtensionC">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits"
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type="xs: string" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" /> 
type="xs:decimal" use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
us e ="requi red" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="requi red" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="minValue"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name-"fingerlD" type="xs: string"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="wrist">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue" type="xs; decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="extension">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="radialDeviation">
<xs;complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="ulnarDevi at ion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="forearm">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="pronation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="supination">
_______<xs:complexType> _____________ ____
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use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
us e="requi red" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="requi red" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs: attribute narae="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="elbow">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs; attribute name="minVa1ue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="hyperExtens ion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:eleraent>
</xs;sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="shoulder">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs; string"
<xs: attribute name="minVa1ue" type-"xs: decimal"
<xs : attribute name="maxValue" t}'pe="xs : decimal "
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="extension">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs;decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="abduction">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs-.attribute name=" maxVal ue " type="xs : decimal"
</xs:complexType >
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="adduction">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
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use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use=:"required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
/ >
use="requi red" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="internalRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" t}q)e="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs :decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="externalRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute narae="leftRight" type="xs: string" use="required"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="lowerLimb" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="hip">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs .-element name= "abduction">
<xs -. complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute narae="minValue" type="xs; decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="adduction">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="f1exion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="extension">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
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use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="internalRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs; attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="externalRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="flexionTorque">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs; attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="extensionTorque">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="knee">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs; decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="hyperExtension">
<xs;complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="flexionPorce">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
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use="required" />
use="required" />
use="required" />
use ="requi red" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="requi red" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use ="requi red" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
us e="requi red" /> 
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="extensionForce">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="ankle">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="dorsiFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal "
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="plantarFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="eversion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name ="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name-"inversion">
<xs : complexT}q)e>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="footToe" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="5">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="f1exion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="extension">
________ <xs:complexType>____________________________________
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use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" />
/ >
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" />
<xs:attribute narae="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs; attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="footToeID" type="xs:unsignedByte"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="leftRight" type="xs: string" use="required"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="neck" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="f1exion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="extension">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs; decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType >
</xs:element>
<xs: element narae="leftLateralFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="rightLateralFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs:attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="leftLateralRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="rightLateralRotat ion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
__________ <xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal "________
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use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="spinalColumn" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l"> 
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="flexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type-"xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="extension">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="leftLateralFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element narae="rightLateralFlexion">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="leftLateralRotation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs; element>
<xs: element name="rightLateralRotation">
<xs;complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="gait" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType> _____
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use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="stepLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" t}pe="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="stepWidth">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type-"xs: string"
<xs:attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs : element >,
<xs: element name="strideLength">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="footContact" type="xs: decimal" />
<xs:element name="gaitCycle">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="cadence">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="velocity">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="doubleSupport">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="stepAsymmetry">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="weightShift">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>_________________________________________
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</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="sensory" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="vision" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="eye" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="visualAcuity" type="xs: decimal" /> 
<xs:element name="contrastSensitivity"
type="xs:decimal" /> 
/>
use="required" /> 
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" /> 
use="required" />
use="required" />
<xs: element name="glareSensitivity" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: element name="spectralSensitivity">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="longValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="middleValue" type-"xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute narae="shortValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="blindSpotArea">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs:attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="blindSpotSize">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
<xs: attribute name="minValue" tip>e="xs:decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name-"blindSpotOpacity">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="minValue" type="xs:decimal"
<xs: attribute name="maxValue" type="xs: decimal"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="blindSpotCount" type="xs:decimal" /> 
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="leftRight" type="xs: string"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="hearing" minOccurs = "0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="ear" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="2">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: sequence>
<xs: element name="resonanceFrequency"
type="xs: decimal" />
<xs: element name="hearingThresholdl">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xslunsignedByte" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs: string" use="required" />
_<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs; string"
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use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="hearingThreshold2">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xs:unsignedShort" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="value" t}pe="xs:decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="hearingThreshold3">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xs:unsignedShort" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs; string" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="hearingThreshold4">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xs:unsignedShort" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs: element name="hearingThreshold5">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xs:unsignedShort" use="requi red" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" t}pe="xs: decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="hearingThreshold6">
<xs:complexType>
<xs: attribute name="frequency" 
type="xslunsignedShort" use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="frequencyMeasureUnits"
type="xs: string" use="required" />
<xs:attribute name="measureUnits" type="xs: string"
use="required" />
<xs: attribute name="value" type="xs: decimal"
use="required" />
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
<xs: attribute name="leftRight" type="xs: string"
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="speech" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs;complexType>
 <xs:sequence>_________________________________________________
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use="required" />
type="xs:decimal" /> 
/>
<xs:element name="phonation">
<xs:complexType>
<xs; sequence>
<xs:element name="voicePitch" type="xs; decimal" />
<xs: element name="fundamentalFrequency"
<xs:element name="sy11ab1eDuration" type="xs:decimal"
</xs:sequence>
</xs;complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="prosody">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="vocalStress">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs: element name="lipMovementCoordination" /> 
<xs:element name="jawMovement" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
</xs: sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs: element>
<xs:element name="cognition" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="memory" type="xs:decimal" />
<xs:element name="perceptualAbilities" type="xs: decimal" />
<xs:element name="visuospatialAbilities" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="ACT-RMode1" />
</xs: sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs: element name="behaviour" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="l">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="physiologicalArousal">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="informationProcessing" type="xs: string" /> 
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="valence" type="xs: string" />
<xs:element name="emotionalIntelligence" type="xs: string" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
TABLE 7 2  XSD OF THE PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODEL
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8.5 VITRUAL USER MODEL -  EXAMPLE
The following user model represents John Brown, a 57-year old man with spinal cord 
injuries and glaucoma. Due to his functional limitations, John encounters difficulties in 
walking, grasping and reading. John uses some assistive devices, including a wheelchair 
and reading glasses.
<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>
<userModel creationDate="201l/02/03 14:53:46" id="User_Model" name="John Brown"
schemaVersion="l.8.0" xmlns="http://www.usixml.org"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.usixml.org/spec/UsiXML-ui_model.xsd">
<head>
<version modifDate="2012/05/03 16 : 07 : 08">1.0</version>
<authorName>Nick Kaklanis</authorName>
<comment>This model has been generated using the VERITAS User Model 
Generator</comment >
</head>
<disabilityModel>
<disability name="Spinal Cord Injury">
<disabilityDetails>Spinal cord injury (SCI) refers to an injury to the spinal 
cord. It can cause myelopathy or damage to nerve roots or myelinated fiber 
tracts that carry signals to and from the brain. Depending on its 
classification and severity, this type of traumatic injury could also damage 
the grey matter in the central part of the cord, causing segmental losses of 
interneurons and motor neurons.</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask idTask="grasping_ID" type="motor" name="grasping" 
taskObject="" details="difficulty in grasping" failureLevel="2" />
<affectedTask idTask="walking_ID" type="motor" name-"walking" taskObject="" 
details="difficulty in walking" failureLevel="4" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
<disability name="Glaucoma">
<disabilityDetails>Glaucoma is a disease in which damage to the optic nerve 
results in vision loss.</disabilityDetails>
<affectedTasks>
<affectedTask idTask="reading_ID" type="visual" name="reading" taskObject="" 
details="difficulty in reading" failureLevel="3" />
</affectedTasks>
</disability>
<assistiveDevices>
<assistiveDevice name="wheelchair" type="motor">
<assistiveDeviceDetails>A wheelchair is a chair with wheels, designed to be a 
replacement for walking.</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
<assiStiveDevice name="reading glasses" type="visual">
<assistiveDeviceDetails>Frames bearing lenses worn in front of the 
eyes</assistiveDeviceDetails>
</assistiveDevice>
</assistiveDevices>
</di sabilityModel>
<capabililtyModel>
<general>
<gender>male</gender>
< ageGroup >50-70</ageGroup >
</general>
<generalPreferences>
<preferredInputModality>Undefined</preferredInputModality> 
<unsuitableInputModality>Undefined</unsuitableInputModality> 
<preferredOutputModality>Undefined</preferredOutputModality> 
<unsuitableOutputModality>Undefined</unsuitableOutputModality>
<mi c rophoneVolume >-1.0 </mi c rophoneVolume >
<outputVolume>-l.0</outputVolume>
<brightness>-l.0</brightness>
<backgroundColour>Undefined</backgroundColour> 
<contentContrast>Undefined</contentContrast>
<fontSize>-l</fontSize>
<fontColour>Undefined</fontColour>
<pointerSize>-l.0</pointerSize>
<pointerColour>Undefined</pointerColour>
 </generalPreferences>_____________________________________________________________
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<anthropometric>
<weight measureUnits="kgr" value="73.829723"/>
<stature measureUnits="cm" value="169.906063"/>
<headLength measureUnits="cm" value="19.010000"/>
<headBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="15.970000"/>
<sittingHeight measureUnits="cm" value="89.664626"/>
<bideltoidBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="46.898370"/>
<waistCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="96.169888"/> 
<upperLimbAnthropometric leftRight="left">
<shoulderElbowLength measureUnits="cm" value="32.806590"/>
<forearmHandLength measureUnits="cm" value="46.178790"/>
<bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed measureUnits="cm" value="25.231592”/>
<forearmCircumferenceFlexed measureUnits="cm" value="27.848880"/> 
</upperLimbAnthropometric>
<upperLimbAnthropometric leftRight = "right">
<ShoulderElbowLength measureUnits="cm" value="32.806590"/>
<forearmHandLength measureUnits="cm" value="46.178790"/>
<bicepsCircumferenceRelaxed measureUnits="cm" value="25.231592"/> 
<forearmCircumferenceFlexed measureUnits="cm" value="27.848880"/>
</upperLimb Anthropometrio
<lowerLimbAnthropometric leftRight="left">
<ankleHeight measureUnits="cm" value="7.490090"/>
<hipBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="35.056997"/>
<kneeHeightSitting measureUnits="cm" value="52.246091"/>
<buttockKneeLength measureUnits^"cm" value="58.542994"/>
<footLength measureUnits="cm" value="26.349800"/>
<footBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="10.180000"/>
<thighCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="51.327725"/>
<calfCircumference measureUnits ="cm" value="31.083029"/> 
</lowerLimbAnthropometric>
<lowerLimbAnthropometric leftRight="right">
<ankleHeight measureUnits="cm" value="7.490090"/>
<hipBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="35.056997"/>
<kneeHeightSitting measureUnits="cm" value="52.246091"/>
<buttockKneeLength measureUnits="cm" value="58.542994"/>
<footLength measureUnits="cm" value="26.349800"/>
<footBreadth measureUnits="cm" value="10.180000"/>
<thighCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="51.327725"/>
<calfCircumference measureUnits="cm" value="31.083029"/>
</lowerLimbAnthropometric>
</anthropometrio 
<motor>
<upperLimb leftRight="left">
<pullForce maxValue="335.0" measureUnits="N"/>
<hand>
<supination maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/> 
<pronation maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/>
<finger fingerID="thumb">
<flexionA maxValue="35.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<extensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<abductionA maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<adductionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexions maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extensions maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<abductionS maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
odductionB maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="index finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionB maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionS maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="middle finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionB maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionS maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
______ <finger fingerID="ring finger">____________________________' ____
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<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionB maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionB.maxValue="0.0" measnreUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="baby finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionB maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionB maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
</hand>
<wrist>
<flexion maxValue="55.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="47.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<radialDeviation maxValue="27.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<ulnarDeviation maxValue="35.0" measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</wrist>
<forearm>
<pronation maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<supination maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
</forearm>
<elbow>
<flexion maxValue="142.5" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtension maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</elbow>
<shoulder>
cflexion maxValue="86.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<abduction maxValue="21.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<adduction maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<internalRotation maxValue="80.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<externalRotation maxValue="12.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</shoulder>
</upperLimb>
<upperLimb leftRight="right">
<pullForce maxValue="335.0" measureUnits="N"/>
<hand>
<supination maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/> 
<pronation maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/>
<finger fingerID="thumb">
<flexionA maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<extensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<abductionA maxValue="35.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<adductionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexionB maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extensions maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<abductions maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<adductionS maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue-"0.0"/>
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="index finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexions maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionS maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="middle finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionS maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionB maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="ring finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexions maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> ______
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<hyperExtensionB maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
<finger fingerID="baby finger">
<flexionA maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionA maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionB maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionB maxValue="0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<flexionC maxValue="90.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtensionC maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</finger>
</hand>
<wrist>
<flexion maxValue="55.0" measureUnits-"degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="47.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<radialDeviation maxValue="27.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<ulnarDeviation maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</wrist>
<forearm>
<pronation maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<supination maxValue="85.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</forearm>
<elbow>
<flexion maxValue="142.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtension maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</elbow>
<shoulder>
<flexion maxValue="86.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<abduction maxValue="21.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<adduction maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<internalRotation maxValue="80.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<externalRotation maxValue="12.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</shoulder>
</upperLimb>
<lowerLimb leftRight="left">
<hip>
<abduction maxValue="37.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<adduction maxValue="25.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexion maxValue="135.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<internalRotation maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<externalRotation maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</hip>
<thigh>
<flexion maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/>
<extension maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/> 
</thigh>
<knee>
<flexion maxValue="135.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtension maxValue="7.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</knee>
<ankle>
<dorsiFlexion maxValue="25.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<plantarFlexion maxValue="45.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<eversion maxValue="32.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<inversion maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
</ankle>
<footToe footToeID="l">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="2">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="3">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="4">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="5">
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<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" rainValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
</footToe>
</lowerLimb>
<lowerLimb leftRight="right">
<hip>
<abduction maxValue="37.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<adduction maxValue="25.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<flexion maxValue="135.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="10.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<internalRotation maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<externalRotation maxValue="40.0" measureUnits:= "degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</hip>
<thigh>
<flexion maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/>
<extension maxValue="-1.0" measureUnits ="degrees" minValue="-1.0"/>
</thigh>
<knee>
<flexion maxValue="135.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<hyperExtension maxValue="7.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</knee>
<ankle>
<dorsiPlexion maxValue="25,0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<plantarFlexion maxValue="45.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue-"0.0"/> 
<eversion maxValue="32.5" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<inversion maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
</ankle>
<footToe footToeID="l">-
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="2">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="3">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="4">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
<footToe footToeID="5">
<flexion maxValue="35.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="35.0" measureUnits^"degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</footToe>
</lowerLimb>
<neck>
<flexion maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="40.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<leftLateralFlexion maxValue="45.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<rightLateralFlexion maxValue="45.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<leftLateralRotation maxValue="70.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<rightLateralRotation maxValue="70.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</neck>
<spinalColumn>
<flexion maxValue="90.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<extension maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/>
<leftLateralFlexion maxValue="25.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<rightLateralFlexion maxValue="25.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<leftLateralRotation maxValue="3 0.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
<rightLateralRotation maxValue="30.0" measureUnits="degrees" minValue="0.0"/> 
</spinalColumn>
<gait>
<stepLength>0.75</stepLength>
<stepWidth>-l.0</stepWidth>
<strideLength>l.58</strideLength>
<footContact>-l.0</footContact>
<gaitCycle>-l.0</gaitCycle>
<cadence>112.0</cadence>
<velocity>82.0</velocity>
</gait>
</motor>
<sensory>
<vision>
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<eye leftRight="left">
<visualAcuity>l.0</visualAcuity>
<contrastSensitivity>l.0</contrastSensitivity>
<glareSensitivity>l.0</glareSensitivity>
<spectralSensitivity longValue="l.0" middleValue="l.0" shortValue="1.0"/> 
<blindSpotArea maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotSize maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotOpacity maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotCount > 0 </blindSpotCount >
</eye>
<eye leftRight="right">
<visualAcuity>l.0</visualAcuity>
<contrastSensitivity>l.0</contrastSensitivity>
<glareSensitivity>l.0</glareSensitivity>
<spectralSensitivity longValue="l.0" middleValue="l.0" shortValue="l.0"/> 
<blindSpotArea maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotSize maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotOpacity maxValue="0.0" minValue="0.0"/>
<blindSpotCount >0 </blindSpotCount >
</eye>
</vision>
<hearing>
<ear leftRight="left">
<resonanceFrequency>10.0</resonanceFrequency>
<hearingThresholdl frequency="250" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold2 frequency="500" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold3 frequency="1000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold4 frequency="2000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
mea sureUni t s="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThresholdS frequency="4000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-l.0"/>
<hearingThreshold6 frequency="8000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
mea sureUni t s="dB" value="-1.0"/>
</ear>
<ear leftRight="right">
<resonanceFrequency>10.0</resonanceFrequency>
<hearingThresholdl frequency="250" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold2 frequency="500" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold3 frequency="1000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold4 frequency="2000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<heari ngThre shold5 f requency="4000" f requencyMeasureUni t s="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
<hearingThreshold6 frequency="8000" frequencyMeasureUnits="Hz" 
measureUnits="dB" value="-1.0"/>
</ear>
</hearing>
<speech>
<phonation>
<voicePitch>120.0</voicePitch>
<fundamentalFrequency>135.0</fundamentalFrequency>
<syllableDuration>-l.0</syllableDuration>
</phonation>
<prosody>
<vocalStress>
<lipMovementCoordination/>
< j awMovement/>
</vocalStress>
</prosody>
</speech>
</sensory>
<cognition>
<memory>-1</memory>
<perceptualAbilities>Undefined</perceptualAbilities>
<visuospatialAbilities>Undefined</visuospatialAbilities>
<ACT-RModel/>
</cognition>
<behaviour>
<physiologicalArousal>
 <informationProcessing>Undefined</informâtionProcessing>___________________
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</physiologicalArousal>
<valence>Undefined</valence>
<emotionalIntelligence>Undefined</emotionalIntelligence> 
</behaviour>
</capabililtyModel>
:/userModel>_________________________________________________________
TABLE 7 3  PROPOSED VIRTUAL USER MODEL - EXAMPLE
8.6 ACT-R READING EXAMPLE
Table 74 presents the Lisp source code of a simple ACT-R model [version 6.0]. This 
model simulates the cognitive reading task of three phrases: a] "THIS IS A READING 
TEST", b] "A SIMPLE EXAMPLE" and c] "FOR VERITAS EU PROJECT".
(defvar *response* nil)
(defmethod rpm-window-key-event-handler ((win rpm-window) key)
(setf *response* (string key))
(clear-exp-window)
(when *actr-enabled-p*
(proc-display)))
(defun do-experiment ()
(reset)
(let* ((lis '("THIS" "IS" "A" "READING" "TEST" "A" "SIMPLE" "EXAMPLE" 
"FOR" "VERITAS" "EU" "PROJECT"))
(letterl (nth 0 lis))
(letter2 (nth 1 lis)
(letters (nth 2 lis)
(letter4 (nth 3 lis)
(letters (nth 4 lis)
(letters (nth 5 lis)
(letter? (nth 6 lis)
(letters (nth 7 lis)
(letters (nth 8 lis)
(letterlO (nth 9 lis
(letterll (nth 10 lis))
(letterl2 (nth 11 lis))
(window (open-exp-window "VERITAS - Reading example")))
(add-text-to-exp- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to- 
(add-text-to-
window : text letterl :x 10 :y 10) 
exp-window : text letter2 :x 55 :y 10) 
text letters 
text letter4 
text letters 
text letters 
text letter? 
text letters 
text letters 
text letterlO
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window 
exp-window
:x SS :y  10)
:x 110 :y 10) 
:x 170 :y  10) 
:x 60 :y  100) 
:x SO :y  100) 
:X 150 :y 100) 
:x SO :y  200) 
:x 75 :y 200)
: text letterll :x 140 :y 200) 
: text letterl2 :x 170 :y 200)
(setf *response* nil)
(if *actr-enabled-p*
(progn
(install-device window) 
(proc-display)
(run 10 : real-time t))
(while (null *response*)
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(allow-event-manager window)))
^response*))
(clear-all)
(define-model demo2 
(sgp :V t
needs-mouse nil 
show-focus t 
trace-detail high
;This parameter specifies how long a visual attention shift will 
take in seconds.
;The default value is 0.085.
;:visual-attention-latency 0.0978
)
(chunk-type read-words startWord endWord state)
(chunk-type array word)
(chunk-type word-order first second isLastWordlnLine)
(add-dm 
(start isa chunk)
(attend isa chunk)
(respond isa chunk)
(done isa chunk)
(wordOrdl isa word-order first THIS second IS isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrd2 isa word-order first IS second A isLastWordlnLine FALSE)
(wordOrdS isa word-order first A second READING isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrd4 isa word-order first READING second TEST isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrd5 isa word-order first TEST second Al isLastWordlnLine TRUE) 
(wordOrdS isa word-order first Al second SIMPLE isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrd? isa word-order first SIMPLE second EXAMPLE isLastWordlnLine 
FALSE)
(wordOrd8 isa word-order first EXAMPLE second FOR isLastWordlnLine TRUE) 
(wordOrd9 isa word-order first FOR second VERITAS isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrdl0 isa word-order first VERITAS second EU isLastWordlnLine FALSE)
(wordOrdl1 isa word-order first EU second PROJECT isLastWordlnLine FALSE) 
(wordOrdl2 isa word-order first PROJECT second END isLastWordlnLine TRUE)
(goal isa read-words startWord THIS endWord PROJECT state start))
(P find-unattended-word-same-1ine 
=goal>
ISA read-words
StartWord =tmpWordl 
state start
+visual-location>
ISA visual-location
> screen-x current
screen-x lowest
screen-y current
=goal>
state find-location
+retrieval>
ISA word-order
)
first =tmpWordl
! output! (=tmpWordl)
(P find-unattended-word-next-line 
=goal>
ISA read-words
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StartWord =tmpWordl
state goToNextLine
+visual-location>
ISA visual-location
> screen-y current
screen-y lowest
screen-x lowest
=goal>
state find-location
+retrieval>
ISA word-order
first =tmpWordl
! output !
)
(=tmpWordl)
(P attend-word
=goal>
ISA read-words
state find-location
=visual-location>
ISA visual-location
?visual>
state free
+visual>
ISA move-attention
screen-pos =visual-location
=goal>
state
)
attend
(P encode-word
=goal>
ISA read-words
state attend
=visual>
ISA text
value =tmpWord
=goal>
state respond
+itnaginal>
isa array
word
)
=tmpWord
(P read-next-word -same-line
=goal>
ISA read-words
StartWord =tmpWordl
- endWord END
state respond
=retrieval>
ISA word-order
first =tmpWordl
second =tmpWord2
isLastWordlnLine FALSE
=goal>
state start
StartWord =tmpWord2
+retrieval>
ISA word-order
first
)
=tmpWord2
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(P read-next-word- next-line
=goal>
ISA read-words
StartWord =tmpWordl
- endWord END
state respond
=retrieval>
ISA word-order
first =tmpWordl
second =tmpWord2
isLastWordlnLine TRUE
=goal>
state goToNextLine
StartWord =tmpWord2
+retrieval>
ISA word-order
first
)
=tmpWord2
(P finish
=goal>
ISA read-words
state attend
StartWord END
=imaginai>
isa array
word =tmpWord
=goal>
state done
! output !
)
(FINISHED!)
(goal-focus goal)
(setf *actr-enabled-p* t) 
)
TABLE 7 4  ACT-R READING EXAMPLE (LISP SOURCE CODE]
8.7 VIRTUAL USER MODELS REPOSITORY
A virtual user models repository has been created according to the proposed 
methodlogy and it is available through the following URL;
http://160.40.50.78/vums repositorv/
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